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Module 1. Entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial skills 

ABSTRACT  

The goal of this learner handbook is for readers to be able to understand the meaning of 

entrepreneurship and the needed skills for the development of one’s business or the start-up of 

a new business. Becoming an entrepreneur brings great responsibilities, but all the skills 

needed for successfully running a business can be learned. With the help of this handbook, 

readers will learn about assessing entrepreneurial skills and will have the possibility to 

evaluate their own business intentions and ambitions. 

 

In the first part of the handbook we will define the basic concepts of entrepreneurship – we 

will take a look at the definition and different types of entrepreneurship. We will briefly 

present creative, opportunistic, internal, external, female, youth, social and internet 

entrepreneurship. In the second part we will briefly look at the entrepreneur’s role in today’s 

economy, especially in the light of business ethics and corporate social responsibility. In 

recent years, many companies have tried to develop their own codes of conduct that could be 

used to guide responsible decision makers. Corporate social responsibility is a business 

philosophy that emphasizes the need for businesses to not only adhere to the law, but to be 

good corporate citizens by implementing their production and marketing activities in a way 

that prevents environmental pollution or the exhaustion of limited global resources. 

 

The largest part of this handbook is dedicated to entrepreneurial skills. It is not enough to just 

have a great business idea, an entrepreneur needs the skills to translate that business idea into 

a successful business product, process or service. First, we will define what skill is and look at 

different types of entrepreneurial skills. We will discuss how to assess one’s entrepreneurial 

skills and how to further develop them. 

1.1 Basic concepts of entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurship refers to the development and management of a business venture with the 

aim of gaining profits by taking risks in the business world. In other words, entrepreneurship 

means the will and readiness to start a new company, and plays a very important role in the 

economic development of today’s expanding world marketplace.[1]  

 

The biggest advantage of having complete control over your own work is the possibility of 

maximising your benefits. Many personal and professional benefits often come from being the 

lead figure at the workplace. In their professional careers, people often find flexibility as one 

of the most important benefits. In entrepreneurship, this convenience is easily achieved. 

Another great facet of being an entrepreneur is that entrepreneurs carry the advantage of 

having different ideas that can be original and unique in the world market.[1] 

 

All entrepreneurs should follow certain essential principles that will serve as their lighthouse 

and guide them to success. Starting a new business venture, in itself, is an educational 

experience, and most of the aforementioned essential principles can be learned in practice.[2] 
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1.1.1 Definition of entrepreneurship 

We can define entrepreneurship as the study of how to create a new business, as well as the 

actual action of starting a new venture. For both of these concepts, the term is 

interchangeable. An entrepreneur is a person with an idea that invests their time and work into 

creating a product or service people will want to purchase. To support their sales, they build 

an organisation.[3] 

 

 
Photo by geralt 

 

Generally speaking, we relate the term entrepreneur with someone who owns their own 

business or who is starting their new business venture – someone who wishes to succeed on 

their own. An entrepreneur develops a business model, acquires the needed physical and 

human capital to start a new venture, makes it operational and is fully responsible for its 

success or failure. The main differences between entrepreneurs and professional managers are 

that the former invest their own resources or raise capital from outside sources, which means 

they are also responsible for any possible business failure or receive rewards in case of 

business success. On the other hand, professional managers are only doing their job and 

assigned tasks for a monetary consideration. Professional managers are simply executing 

predefined orders, while entrepreneurs, in addition to creating new ventures, are also 

innovators and risk takers.[4] 

 

Contemporary definition of entrepreneurship also includes ideas of world transformation by 

solving big issues, especially in spheres such as initiating social change, creating innovative 

products and displaying new life-changing solutions. However, what all these definitions do 

not tell us is, entrepreneurship is the drive people have to grab hold of their professional 

careers and dreams and lead them in the desired direction. It is, in first line, about building a 

life on your own terms, without any bosses or restricting schedules, and with no one other 

https://pixabay.com/en/entrepreneur-start-start-up-career-2275739/
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than yourself holding you back. Taking the initial step into making the world a better place for 

themselves and everyone else, is the ability possessed by all entrepreneurs.[5] 

 

1.1.2 Entrepreneurship types 

Not all entrepreneurship is the same. A lot of people want to be their own boss and have all 

professional matters under their control. Those working in the corporate world, are rarely able 

to accomplish this dream. Some of the main reasons when choosing a career in 

entrepreneurship include being in control of the business, being a good team leader and being 

able to choose what happens in the company or work environment. Being an entrepreneur 

provides one with the choice of making individual decisions that are greatly beneficial to 

them. Many aspiring entrepreneurs credit their hopes and ambitions of succeeding in the 

business world to constant new technological advancements and ever-increasing market 

demands for innovations. Their creativity is a direct reflection of market demands for new 

innovative solutions.[1] 

Creative entrepreneurship/opportunistic entrepreneurship 

Providing goods and services to satisfy personal needs and desires would be the easiest way to 

describe business activities in the past centuries. However, not everybody is equally capable 

of identifying and utilizing those opportunities on time. Opportunistic entrepreneurship is 

able to identify, exploit and execute a business opportunity when it appears.[6]  

 

But, today, this basic concept alone does not apply anymore. Businesses and people supplying 

goods and services to customers are in abundance. In today’s world, customers are in search 

of the spectacular. Main drivers of success today are creativity, innovation and out-of-the box 

solutions. People with an absolutely “crazy” idea are closer to success today than any time 

before in the history. Creative entrepreneurship represents anyone setting up their business in 

a creative industry.[7] 

 

Mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook is an 

example of one of the most 

popular crazy ideas in recent years. 

20 years ago, using the Internet 

primarily for social purposes was 

almost unheard of. Facebook and 

other social media sites have 

completely changed our Internet 

use, and are responsible for the 

social media phenomenon. But 

creativity cannot be stopped, and 

there are many other opportunities 

still out there.[7] 

Photo by geralt 

https://pixabay.com/en/network-social-social-network-3075716/
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Here are some tips for getting a business started from your own creative leanings:[7] 

• Forget the norm: for many things, the norm is not a constant anymore. In this day and 

age people are looking for and want to see the spectacular. Whenever something new 

and unique appears, it draws people in beyond expectations. A good example of taking 

advantage of current trends is Dronecast, a company founded by an Indian 

entrepreneur Raj Singh. His idea consists of using drones in the advertising business. 

He is also able to take advantage of the “wow factor” and receive free, third party 

advertising, because photos of drones and their banners make great content to share on 

social media.  

• Convert other people’s passions into business ideas: it is a well-known fact that we 

can turn our passions and hobbies into good business ventures, but the same principles 

also apply to using other people’s passions. For example, people that love playing 

video games and want to turn that into a professional career have the possibility to 

acquire a scholarship from Lourdes University in Ohio. The gaming industry has 

become a serious business and some universities are taking advantage of the trend. 

People’s pastime activities can make excellent business ideas, especially if they 

incorporate popular trends and fads. It is up to entrepreneurs to take advantage of the 

opportunities. After all, nothing is impossible in the 21st century.  

• Capture your ideas anytime, anywhere: noting down ideas, improving and perfecting 

them, is not easy and can be very time-consuming. There are many tools on the 

market, such as Google Keep, Quire and Papier to name just a few, that can be of 

tremendous help. Our minds never rest and bursts of creativity can happen at any time 

and any place. Inspiration can strike quite unexpectedly, and you should be ready to 

seize it. Use your phone to capture an inspiring ad you came across, save a scribbled 

draft on a restaurant napkin, try to capture that crazy business idea that just popped up 

in your head in the shower. Take the time to go through those ideas and try to morph 

them into real business opportunities. Just because an idea sounds a bit weird at the 

beginning, does not mean it cannot be turned into something really fantastic. A case in 

point is Airbnb. 

• Think “on-the-go” products and services: try to come up with effective solutions for 

people that are constantly on the go. These days, anything that makes our mobility 

easier is more than welcome, just consider on-the-go supermarkets or mobile toilets.   

 

Creative entrepreneurs are extremely persistent and rarely give up on their ideas. They only 

do that when absolutely necessary. They are visionaries and their persistence can be credited 

to the ability to imagine their product’s success. When you are working on a product you are 

very passionate about, you are willing to devote it all the time you can spare and really focus 

on the work. On the other hand, because opportunistic entrepreneurs are more focused on 

making a profit, they will concentrate more on products that bring in money. The main 

measure of success in a creative business is the creativity of its products and services, while 

for a more traditional business it is the profit they make.[8] 
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Internal entrepreneurship/external entrepreneurship 

How we see entrepreneurship depends strongly on the situation and is very culture-specific 

with different views between and within various cultures. Entrepreneurship encompasses 

everything from taking initiative to making things happen and building up an enterprise, all 

the while calculating various risks and analysing opportunities. It is dependent on 

entrepreneur’s ability to identify good business opportunities where someone else might only 

see chaos and possible conflicts. Another very important aspect is the entrepreneur’s ability to 

take advantage of other people’s expertise to supplement personal skills and competencies. 

External entrepreneurship represents founding an enterprise, while the concept of internal 

entrepreneurship represents the notion entrepreneurship is a part of life that should, through 

upbringing and education, encourage certain way of thinking and acting.[9]  

 

Some of the most important factors of internal entrepreneurship include strong motivation to 

work, willingness to bring reforms, 

adaptability, creativity and innovation, 

accountability and independence. 

Generally speaking, it is linked with 

good operating environments, certain 

management styles, a good sense of 

organisation and success. When taking 

a look on a more individual level, we 

can link it with motivation, personal 

traits, general setting and situation. To 

sum up, it encompasses responsible 

and creative work that is focused on 

the benefits for the enterprise.[9]             Photo by geralt 

 

When someone operates as an independent owner and entrepreneur or establishes their own 

company, we are referring to external entrepreneurship. We generally assume that they work 

when there is work to be done. On the other hand, internal entrepreneurs feel the need to work 

even when there is seemingly no work. They use their creativity and ability for innovation to 

generate new and profit-making work, as well as amend previously settled practices.[9] 

 

Female entrepreneurship 

Women constitute more than half of the total world population. Their role in more traditional 

societies is linked with mostly performing household activities inside their homes. In more 

progressive societies they are also involved in various other activities outside of their homes. 

In past decades, they have excelled in the fields of administration, politics, academics, social 

work, etc. In more recent years, they have further spread their branches into industry, and 

successfully running their own businesses.[10] 

 

https://pixabay.com/en/bulletin-board-stickies-post-it-2771786/
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Traditionally, small businesses owned by women have mostly been focusing on services, 

fashion, and food industry. More recently, women entrepreneurs have been steadily migrating 

into construction, manufacturing, and various industrial fields. Statistics have shown that 

female owned businesses are on the rise all over the world. Their previously hidden 

entrepreneurial potential has been gradually changing with the growing sensitivity to the role 

and economic status of women in today’s society. They have shown their knowledge, skills 

and the ability to adapt quickly to changes. Women have more than adequately demonstrated 

their ability to multitask. These are all important factors for successfully running a 

business.[10] 

 

In many cases, a hobby or a skill gets converted into a business. Small boutiques are run out 

of spare rooms. Cooking classes can turn one’s culinary skills into a successful business 

venture. Even social networks can be converted into money-making enterprises. Interestingly 

enough, entrepreneurship offers women greater flexibility than a more conventional 

employment. Their working hours are not fixed, they have more freedom regarding time 

management, and they are able to work from home. Technology offers great help in this 

regard as well. Setting up an online business is not very difficult, and needs little by way of 

physical infrastructure. Mobile phones simplify access and substantially reduce physical 

travel.[11] 

 

The number of female-run companies is steadily rising year after year. These companies are 

large contributors to the growth of their national economies. They are responsible for 

reducing poverty all over the world. Despite all their progress, female entrepreneurs are still 

faced with physical, time and social constraints that are hindering their opportunities for 

growth. Statistics for the United States show that women-owned companies are growing at 

more than double the rate of all other companies. Female entrepreneurship is also on the rise 

in developing countries. There are between 8 to 10 million formal small and medium 

businesses (SMEs) with at least one female owner.[12] 

 

Women entrepreneurs have several advantages when conducting business, such as emotional 

intelligence, great self-branding attitude, unwavering patience, ability to multitask, and strong 

motivation. Feminine traits and talents can be sources of great power and an advantage in the 

business world.[10] On the other hand, 

women continue to face various 

obstacles in their careers that slow 

their business’ growth, especially in 

the form of insufficient capital and 

strict social constraints. They often 

lack the combination of technical 

skills, education, and work experience 

necessary for the development of 

highly productive businesses.[12] 

https://pixabay.com/en/workplace-team-business-meeting-1245776/
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Youth entrepreneurship 

Youth is the future of this planet. A healthy youth population is evidence that society is 

making headway in terms of overall development and progress. People’s lives have been 

changed by the technological revolution, and globalisation has brought us closer together. 

Progress always goes hand in hand with challenges, and one of the biggest ones is youth 

unemployment.[13] 

The overall rate of unemployment is growing at a rather alarming speed, and the situation 

seems to be most dire among the younger population. Youth entrepreneurship looks to be a 

promising answer to this very serious issue. For this reason, it is being promoted by 

government agencies all over the world. When done correctly and efficiently, it can help 

sustain growing economies, especially by integrating younger generations into the general 

workforce and leading to long-term advancement of society.[13] 

 

 For years, the bedrock for youth entrepreneurship has been the IT industry with its 

multimillionaire stars such as Microsoft’s Bill Gates, Apple’s Steve Jobs, and Google’s Sergy 

Brin. Creating opportunities for young people to dream big and find courage to try their luck 

in business, is extremely important. Youth entrepreneurship has a strong cultural, social and 

economic impact on society. Promoting creativity and providing entrepreneurship 

opportunities requires well 

thought out plans and 

strategies. These need to 

involve sectors, such as 

government and politics, 

educational institutions and 

industry. Cooperating in this 

way, and developing new 

entrepreneurship programs 

for youth, can help solve 

many issues that are 

currently plaguing us, as 

well as help pave the way 

towards a brighter future.[13]    Photo by geralt 

 

Supporting independent young people and their business aspirations is a great way to address 

youth unemployment. It is in their best interest to become self-employed. They are also more 

likely to prefer self-employment, as well as find the possibility itself much more feasible than 

adults. Despite their strong preferences, very few youths are actually able to sustain their self-

employment status. There are many reasons why, and some of them include:[14] 

• Lack of encouragement and unfavourable social attitudes can stem from insufficient 

awareness of entrepreneurship potential among their role models. 

https://pixabay.com/en/school-learn-students-forward-3980940/
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• Entrepreneurial attitudes and skills are rarely adequately supported by educational and 

training programmes. 

• Lack of prior practical working experience often has a negative effect on business 

start-up and entrepreneurship performance.  

• Poor access to financial resources with difficulties in obtaining capital, including debt 

finance, hinders starting a business venture.  

• Building up reputation and obtaining legitimacy is very difficult when you have 

limited business networks and social capital. 

• Various market barriers targeted at youth-owned businesses, such as bias in financial 

markets and discrimination in product markets. 

 

Social entrepreneurship 

The concept of social entrepreneurship refers to recognition of social problems and 

employment of entrepreneurial processes and principles to achieve social changes. It is about 

thoroughly researching and defining a certain social problem to be able to organise, create and 

manage a business venture to accomplish a desired goal. This process does not necessarily 

include a complete elimination of a particular social issue. The main focus of social 

entrepreneurship is creating social capital. Making profit and general financial success are of 

secondary importance. This field of business is mostly associated with non-governmental and 

non-profit organisations. The need for profit is nevertheless present, since the process of 

making substantial adjustments in society requires a fair amount of capital.[15] 

 

Another focus point of social entrepreneurship are environmental issues. Some other 

examples of social ventures include child rights and women’s empowerment foundations, as 

well as plants for treatment of waste products. Individuals associated with non-profit and non-

governmental organisations raising funds through community events and activities are 

regarded as social entrepreneurs. There are several well-known people in social 

entrepreneurship circles who have made great contributions towards advancement of our 

society.[15] 

 

 Muhammad Yunus, the founder and 

manager of Grameen Bank, is a 

contemporary social entrepreneur and a 

2006 recipient of a Nobel Peace Prize. 

His business venture has been constantly 

expanding and has been of great benefit 

to many people. There are numerous 

other companies that have made 

considerable positive changes in the 

world. Echoing Green, The Canadian 

Social Entrepreneurship Foundation, 

The Skoll Foundation, Schwab 

https://pixabay.com/en/workplace-team-business-meeting-1245776/
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Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship, NIKA Water Company and Newman’s Own are just 

some of the many that aim to bring real social change to the world. By employing the 

principles of social entrepreneurship, these businesses are addressing serious social problems 

and changing our society. This business field is registering rapid growth and capturing the 

attention of many volunteers. The main reason for such an increase in the popularity is that 

people are given the opportunity to tackle tasks they have been thinking about for a long time. 

They are able to present their brilliant ideas and with them also bring change to society 

against all odds.[15] 

 

In order to create a fair and just world for everyone, social entrepreneurship combines 

business principles and practices with required passion and compassion. Put simply, it tries to 

use new approaches in order to solve existing social problems. Over the past couple of 

decades, a distinct, more entrepreneurial approach to alleviating the problems associated with 

poverty has emerged. There are certain characteristics shared by all social enterprises, 

regardless of their for-profit or non-profit status, or the business sector they are in. The first 

characteristic is their innovativeness in the form of new products and services, innovative 

organisational models, or unique production and distribution methods. Good examples are 

mothers2mothers and First Book. The later designed a unique distribution model to provide 

children from low-income families with quality educational content, while the former came 

up with a great idea in South Africa where HIV positive mothers (Mentor Mothers) help other 

women with their advice and experience.[16]  

 

There are two other characteristics that the majority of social entrepreneurs has in common. 

They are very open to learning, which is not surprising considering that social 

entrepreneurship is really a learning process. This process involves several steps, starting with 

envisioning a more efficient way to solve an inadequately met need; examining and 

improving the initial concept; assembling the necessary resources and partners; and repeatedly 

refining the offering through severe impact measurement and a receptiveness to feedback. 

Probably the most important characteristic of social entrepreneurs is that they are driven by 

values. Some of their most significant values include empowerment, fairness, access to 

opportunities, transparency and accountability, and decency. They are extremely passionate 

about the social issues they are trying to solve, and always keep it at the heart of their 

mission.[16] 

 

Organisational models of social enterprises can be in the form of:[16] 

• Non-profit social enterprise: established to step in when the market or the 

government fail to adequately address an issue. This model may include a mixture of 

private and public businesses engaged across different sections. Oftentimes, there is a 

strong reliance on external philanthropic funding. However, their long-term 

sustainability is rarely questionable, since there is a strong interest in the continuation 

of the venture.  

• For-profit social enterprise: established with the specific intent to solve a social issue. 

The main purpose of the venture is not to maximise financial benefits for shareholders 
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(even though profit is more than welcome), but to expand the social business venture 

and reach as many people as possible. Type of investor targeted by the entrepreneur is 

one who seeks a combination of social and financial returns on their investment.  

• Hybrid social enterprise: is a non-profit organisation that also includes some degree 

of cost-recovery through its sales of products and services. It often requires 

establishing several different legal entities for the purpose of achieving an optimal 

structure between earning income and philanthropic expenditures.  

 

Internet entrepreneurship  

Before the dawn of the Internet, the marketplace was basically always a tangible, physical 

thing. To be able to reach the customers, one needed access to actual real estate. Because of 

this, conducting business meant overcoming a barrier of entry. With the evolution of the 

Internet, the cost of doing business has, for many companies, been reduced to only hosting 

and domain fees. Internet offers many free or low-cost resources, and there are no physical 

restrictions on the maximum possible number of players on the market. After attaining access 

to resources and a marketplace, the next logical step is business expansion. In the past, this 

meant hiring extra employees and expanding to new geographical locations. This obviously 

still exists today, but thanks to the advancements in technology many aspects are also 

significantly different. Because of computer automation, many menial tasks can be performed 

by machines, for example e-commerce purchases and shipments, or payment processing, and 

email auto-responders. We could even say that, in a way, everything on the Internet is 

automated. With continuous advancements in the area of artificial intelligence, even more 

tasks will be done by machines.[17] 

 

Without a doubt, more and more people are exploring the Internet for possible business 

opportunities that could assure them financial success in the shortest time imaginable. Online 

entrepreneurship is falsely being promoted as a place where one can easily get rich really 

quick. The reason for this popular misconception could be because of the minimal 

requirement in terms of start-up capital or low-cost operation. However, there is much more 

to success and fulfilment than simply counting one’s return on investment.[18] 

 

In today’s world, starting your own Internet business makes sense, especially when taking 

into account cost efficiency. For a business to thrive, the Internet is a good place to be. On the 

other hand, it is also a very fickle environment, and one can quickly end up at the bottom of a 

vast and ferocious list of competitors. Navigating all its complexities of ever-changing 

platforms and markets, can be a feat, even for the sincerest of all entrepreneurs.[18] 

 

Before starting a new online business, or any other type of business for that matter, it is 

imperative to first thoroughly research the field you are entering. Find out what customers 

really need, what already existing businesses are offering, and what you could do about it. Try 

to find a niche where you can differentiate yourself from others. Regardless of how easy it 

may seem to start an online business; it is still a very challenging endeavour.[18] 
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The impact the Internet has had on our daily lives in the last few decades has been enormous. 

Researching the effect it has had on entrepreneurship in general, and how it has changed the 

world of business, can be very useful. We can find a quit egalitarian landscape, even though 

industry giants such as Google or Amazon firmly hold their top positions. Storefronts in the 

form of domain names can be 

bought for 10 EUR, 

information is free, and, with 

its size, the market is wide 

open with countless 

opportunities. You just need 

to take advantage of them.[17] 

Make this your way of life. 

Learn to handle complexities 

and solve problems without 

missing out on the fun. The 

key is finding a balance 

between doing what you love 

and making money.[18]  Photo by geralt 

 

1.2. Economic and social basis of entrepreneurship 

These days, we can find entrepreneurs absolutely everywhere. Starting one’s own business 

seems to be the latest global trend, anywhere from Silicon Valley in the United States to 

Johannesburg in South Africa. The economic recession of 2008 had a very negative impact on 

full-time jobs. These have become extremely rare, and most professionals had to take matters 

into their own hands. With great technological advancements in the computer and mobile 

industry (smartphone revolution), entrepreneurship is the de facto choice for anyone who 

wants to ride the crest of the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”.[19] 

 

Because of the exponentially accelerating innovations in the technology sector, the shelf life 

of ideas and products has shortened. A new and popular Software or App can be forgotten in a 

day and quickly replaced by the next big thing. This means that anyone thinking about 

starting their own business must stand firmly on the ground. Because of the effects of 

globalisation, geographical distances to markets do not play such an important role anymore. 

We are all each other’s competition. Global statistics have shown that out of ten new ventures, 

only two to three have a chance of success. It is even more unlikely that a new venture will 

reach the top spot of a market leader. For every Mark Zuckerberg, there are numerous 

unsuccessful, nameless and financially bankrupt entrepreneurs. Apart from this, another trend 

which is noticeable is that new start-ups, and the people behind them, have to pay attention to 

stay on the correct side of regulators. They have to be extra careful not to break the rules in 

their quest for market share.[19] 

 

https://pixabay.com/en/manhattan-monitor-binary-3866140/
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Entrepreneur’s role in economy   

When observing a certain problem, an entrepreneur is the one who immediately starts 

searching for a solution. Entrepreneurs create their own paths because they want to improve 

our society. To ensure world progress, they are tirelessly active in creating jobs or new 

products.[5] 

 

Entrepreneurs create jobs 

There would be no jobs without entrepreneurs. They are the ones taking on the risks to 

employ themselves, while also creating new jobs through their desire for continuous business 

growth. This in turn leads to even more new jobs and lower unemployment rates in the 

economy.[5] 

Entrepreneurs create change 

Because of their big dreams, entrepreneurs are bound to make worldwide changes with at 

least some of their unique ideas. They may be lucky enough to come up with a solution to a 

burning world problem. They are ready to take on difficult challenges and explore that which 

has not been explored yet. They are firm believers in improving the world with their ideas and 

work.[5] 

 

Entrepreneurs give to society 

The notion, that the rich and powerful are evil and greedy, is quite common among the 

general public. However, the reality of the matter shows that they often do more for the 

society than the average person. Because they make more money, they pay higher taxes. This 

in turn helps fund many social services. They are also some of the biggest donors to various 

charities and non-profit organisations. Clean drinking water and good health care are just two 

of the many fields where they invest their funds and enable better living standards for 

everyone.[5] 

 

1.3 Rise of entrepreneurship phenomenon 

More and more universities are 

including entrepreneurship in their 

regular study programmes, which is 

becoming an increasingly important 

sub-discipline. Younger 

generations are interested in 

pursuing entrepreneurship as a 

career. Being independent in a 

professional career, is one of the 

biggest draws for people.[1] 

 

 

https://pixabay.com/en/workplace-team-business-meeting-1245776/
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For someone who choose entrepreneurship as their career, living in the age of social media 

has many advantages. These new channels are especially useful when an entrepreneur wants 

to reach out to the target audience or expand the business venture itself. Doors to the global 

marketplace have never before been open wider to anyone determined enough. With the 

advent of social media and advanced technologies, lives of entrepreneurs also became more 

complex. Reaching out to the target audience may have become easier, but it has also caused 

an increase in entrepreneur’s workload. Because of the demands of the marketplace, there is a 

constant need for new and unique ideas.[1] 

 

Considering there are more than 400 million entrepreneurs in the world, it is safe to say that 

entrepreneurship has a strong international appeal. Every one of those people could share their 

own unique story and the reasons that drove them into this life. Regardless if they wanted to 

create a better tomorrow for future generations, or needed more freedom in their professional 

lives, they are all in the same boat now.[5] For every advantage that this kind of life has to 

offer, there is also an opposite disadvantage. Independent entrepreneurs are highly appreciated 

as people who are willing to take risks in order to find success in the business world. Starting 

a business from scratch is not the kind of challenge everyone has the courage or the strength 

to accept.[1] 

 

There are numerous reasons why people become entrepreneurs. Some of them include:[5] 

• To change the world: making the world a better place for everyone, is one the main 

reasons why people choose to become entrepreneurs. Their ultimate goal is to build 

that which could be in the service of others. This can encompass anything from 

reducing world hunger problem to space exploration, or creating a new practical 

product. This means absolutely everything to social entrepreneurs.  

• They do not want a boss: some people can be more effective if they are not held back 

by their superiors or a boss. They want to eliminate unnecessary restrictions and 

feelings of suffocation in the workplace. There are also some that simply dislike the 

lack of creative freedom. For whatever reason, they are attracted to the notion of 

making it in the business world all on their own. 

• They want flexible hours: many people choose a career in entrepreneurship because it 

allows them to freely manage their working schedule. This is especially true for 

people with various disabilities and parents with young children. Mothers are able to 

take care of their children at home or drive them to school without the accompanying 

feelings of guilt. Another group of people that take advantage of this fact are students 

who are unable to work regular office hours due to their school obligations.  

• They are risk-takers: there is always a certain level of risk involved when creating 

new jobs. It can take the form of financial uncertainty when starting a new business 

venture, or fear of the unknown and expecting the unexpected. Business is never 

without risk. Entrepreneurs are often taking chances by trying and doing the things 

that other people will not or cannot.  
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• They cannot get a job: entrepreneurship is often a path people choose when they are 

unable to find other employment. Getting a new job after being fired from a previous 

workplace is not always easy. Another obstacle can be a lack of proper work 

experience or education. Some people do not let themselves get defeated by the 

situation and simply take matters into their own hands by creating new plans for 

themselves.  

• They do not fit into the corporate environment: corporate environments are not 

suitable for everyone. Some people are simply unable to thrive in them. It may be due 

to office politics or the lack of control they have there. In order to better understand 

the inner workings of their work environment, they try to learn as much as they can 

about it. 

• They are curious: some people were born to experiment. They simply love to learn 

new things. Because of their constant desire for knowledge, they read anything they 

can. However, it is one thing to read about something, and something completely 

different to actually experience it. The quickest way to learn the most is through 

practical work.  

• They are ambitious: there is no limit to human imagination. Entrepreneurs are the 

kind of people who always strive to achieve new heights. They are very competitive 

and constantly push themselves to new levels of greatness. Nothing can stand in their 

way, once they set their sights on something. They are simply unstoppable.  

 

1.4 Business ethics and corporate social responsibility 

Business ethics can be defined as moral guidelines that help companies conduct their business 

in line with what is fair, right and wrong. The same principles of action also apply to 

individual employees. People usually lean on their personal moral and religious backgrounds 

when searching for guidance in making business decisions. However, they are also affected 

by their work environment (colleagues and superiors) and may feel the pressure to behave 

differently. Identifying unethical business practices is not that difficult. For example, child 

labour should never be used, unlawful use of copyrighted materials should be avoided, 

engaging in bribery should never be an option, etc. On the other hand, creating similar hard-

and-fast definitions of good ethical practices is not that simple. Many companies and 

industries have set up codes of conduct that can be used by managers in their decision-making 

process.[20] 

 

 A company also has wider responsibilities. These can be summed up in a business 

philosophy, stressing their need to behave as good corporate citizens. The goal is not only to 

obey the rules of the law, but to also conduct business in a manner that aims to avoid causing 

strains on the environment and exhausting finite world resources. In recent years, some 

businesses have already adopted more socially responsible behaviour. Partly because their 

management wanted to do so, and in other part for fear of negative media coverage, or 

pressure from consumer and environmentalist groups. Even if businesses have to sacrifice 

some short-term profits,  socially responsible behaviour pays off in the long run.[20]                 
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Corporate social responsibility can encompass anything from supporting the community, fair 

treatment of employees to environmental friendliness. Among the main stakeholders can be 

employees, suppliers and investors, customers, communities, and the environment. Policies 

can include cause-related marketing where the aim is to combine sales objectives and helping 

worthy causes. On the other hand, sponsorships connect an organisation with a worthy cause, 

in return for monetary compensation. Activities of corporate philanthropy take the form of 

charitable donations. 

Sometimes reasons for 

engaging in such activities can 

be quite simple, they want to 

help and give their contribution 

to the society. In other 

instances, the business might be 

expecting financial or other 

benefits in return for their 

socially responsible behaviour. 

Third motive involves meeting 

societal expectations and 

stakeholder pressure.[21]   

Photo by rawpixels 

 

Exchanges and interactions between consumers and companies can have a significant effect 

on business success. Small businesses are especially dependent on their good reputation and 

trust in the community. By treating their customers and employees well, they can gain 

unwavering support. On the other hand, unethical business practices usually have the opposite 

effect. False or discriminatory advertising, bad treatment of employees or ignoring safety 

concerns, will undermine consumer confidence. It can also be followed by taking legal 

action.[21] 

 

All businesses are established with the intent to make profit. However, making profit must be 

subjected to ethical behaviour and corporate responsibility. Even though providing stable 

returns for the stakeholders remains number one objective of any business, it is unacceptable 

for it to be achieved at the expense of moral, social or environmental considerations. A long-

term business will only thrive if it also takes into account the needs of other stakeholders such 

as governments, employees, suppliers, communities and customers.[22] 

 

Business companies need to closely examine how their decisions hold up in the context of 

social responsibility. By integrating business ethics and principles of social responsibility into 

their daily activities, organisations can bring real change to the world and simultaneously 

elevate their public image. Some businesses have for this very reason incorporated the social 

entrepreneurship model that mainly focuses on applying practical, innovative and sustainable 

solutions that can benefit the society as a whole. A good example of this is the shoe retailer 

https://pixabay.com/en/african-bangkok-business-3387298/
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TOMS. For every pair of shoes sold, the company provides an additional pair to a child in a 

developing country.[21] 

 

1.5 Entrepreneurial skills 

Education and training opportunities play a key role in cultivating future entrepreneurs. 

Developing one’s skills and abilities is an important element of reaching business success. 

The main goal of education and training is to develop new capacities that can be beneficial to 

the economy as a whole. This can be achieved by supporting innovation and creativity, as 

well as promoting self-employment. Entrepreneurship also provides benefits in the form of 

personal fulfilment. It is breaking through barriers such as age and gender. This chapter seeks 

to identify entrepreneurship skills required to develop a successful business, and offer advice 

on how to further developed them.[23] 

 

What is a skill? 

Business dictionary[24] defines skill as “an ability and capacity acquired through deliberate, 

systematic, and sustained effort to smoothly and adaptively carry out complex activities or job 

functions involving ideas (cognitive skills), things (technical skills), and/or people 

(interpersonal skills)”. A skillset is a combination of knowledge, abilities, and experience 

necessary to perform a job. Specific skillset areas may include computer skills, human 

relations, research and planning, leadership and management abilities.[25]  

 

Competence is by definition a cluster of related abilities, commitments, knowledge, and skills 

that enable one to complete a given task or act effectively in a particular situation. 

Competence indicates that a person possesses sufficient knowledge and skills that enable 

them to act in a variety of situations. It can occur in any period of a person's life, as well as at 

different stages of their professional career.[24] 

We can group skillsets into three categories:[25]   

• Soft skills are interpersonal or people skills; they relate to one’s personality traits and 

ability to work with others. They are quite difficult to quantify and include such skills 

as conflict resolution, empathy, good communication, and critical thinking. 

• Hard skills are teachable and quantifiable; they include specific knowledge and 

abilities required for a job. Some can be learned on the job, while others are first 

acquired in a classroom and perfected through practice. Examples include 

mathematics and data analysis, computer programming, and accounting.  

• Transferable skills apply to various career fields; they include a combination of soft 

skills (critical thinking, problem solving) and hard skills (writing, math). 

One major difference between hard and soft skills is the ability to easily list hard skills on a 

CV, while soft skills become more clearly defined during an in-person interview. 
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To help determine your core skills, try to answer the following questions:[25] 

• What do you enjoy doing? Try to list the tasks in which you feel a strong degree of 

competence. Maybe in one of your previous job positions, you had to patiently answer 

people’s numerous questions. We could define that as good communication abilities 

and customer service skills.  

• What gets you compliments in a work setting? Maybe several of your past employers 

have complimented you on your ability to be a good team leader. Perhaps you have 

received good job performance reviews commending you on your politeness, etc.  

• What have you done at your previous jobs? Think about all the skills that were 

needed to do the work. If you were responsible for launching a new mobile app, you 

most likely have good knowledge of computer technology and programming 

languages, etc. 

A great way to develop new skills is through skill sharing. A person with a particular skill 

shares their knowledge in exchange for lessons on a different skill they would like to gain. 

This exchange often occurs online. For example, a person looking for a marketing job will 

offer their online tutorial about web design in exchange for a tutorial about marketing 

strategies. There are also many online courses focusing on hard and soft skills.[25] 

 

Types and definitions of skills an entrepreneur needs  

Becoming a successful entrepreneur is not easy. It is crucial to recognise that investing in 

yourself and gaining new valuable skills is of utmost importance for business success. You 

need to constantly strive for excellence at work. Entrepreneurial skills represent a 

https://pixabay.com/en/businesswoman-business-puzzle-2822607/
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combination of a wide range of technical, management and personal skills. For this reason, a 

clearly established definition of the entrepreneurial skillset does not exist. However, 

successful entrepreneurs seem to have certain traits in common. We can group them into four 

separate categories:[26] 

• Personal characteristics – optimism, vision, initiative, desire for control, drive and 

persistence, risk tolerance, resilience.  

• Interpersonal skills – leadership and motivation, communication, listening, empathy, 

personal relations, negotiation, ethics.  

• Critical and creative thinking skills – creative thinking, problem solving, recognising 

opportunities. 

• Practical skills – planning and organising, decision making, business knowledge, goal 

setting.  

 

Personal characteristics 

Nothing that is worth pursuing in life comes easy. There will be many disappointments, 

stressful situations and various struggles. In order to come through it all as a winner, it is 

crucial to manage stress and try to re-channel it towards something positive. Stress 

management is the key factor in keeping one’s business and health in great conditions. 

Methods can range from prayer and meditation to changing one’s attitude or improving 

organisational structure.[27] 

 

Being faced with failure can be extremely damaging. Major life or work-related failures can 

destroy one’s motivation and have a long-term negative effect on person’s mentality. One of 

the facts of life is that businesses fail all the time. The secret to entrepreneurial success lies in 

optimism and resilience. After failing, pick yourself up and get back on your feet again. Learn 

from your mistakes and try to do better next time.[27] 

 

Interpersonal skills 

Regardless if you are the leader of a company, an office department, a small team, or just 

yourself, it is essential to have the ability to motivate, inspire and move people to action. 

Because you cannot do everything by yourself, you will need other people to assist you in 

reaching the goals. It is imperative to be able to identify the right partners and employees to 

help you. Choose only the best people, never settle for less than what your business deserves 

and needs. Be smart and methodical in your search for help, and selective when welcoming 

new people into your fold.[27] 

Having good people management skills is extremely important for anyone starting a new 

business. Building a new venture from the ground up is a demanding task. It is imperative to 

form good relationships with employees and other stakeholders. A real leader needs to be able 

to inspire employees and other people connected to the business. An entrepreneur must be a 

visionary with a clear sense of the mission. All this to say, that leadership and managerial 

abilities, together with team building skills form an indispensable set of entrepreneurial 

skills.[4] 
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You will get much closer to achieving your business goals if you display a willingness to 

share your work with others. Today’s economy is built on open source, information sharing 

and crowdfunding. The best examples of how collaboration creates industry-changing 

products and services are Android and Wikipedia. Sharing your entrepreneurial goals and 

challenges across different channels can lead to many new innovative solutions and ground-

breaking business.[27] 

 

Communication that lacks clarity, impact and purpose can be cause for a failing business. 

Furthermore, good communication can result in breathing new life into the product or brand. 

It can revolutionise an idea. 

Besides being a design and 

creative genius, Steve Jobss was 

also an extremely talented 

communicator, who knew how to 

inspire people with his words. 

Many experts place 

communication at the very top of 

the most important entrepreneurial 

skills one can have. Visually 

appealing images, videos and 

infographics are becoming the 

leading formats for social media 

content. Despite this trend, 

written communication is still one of the most important ways a business can communicate 

with the public at large. Without this skill, one cannot stand out in a crowd of many other 

media-savvy professionals. Good writing skills also come in handy for email marketing, 

writing compelling blog posts and business proposals.[27] 

  

In today’s world, the ability to build relationships is one of the most important skills an 

entrepreneur can have. In the world of high connectivity, those that choose to isolate 

themselves will most likely be quickly forgotten. The new standard for assessing business 

value is your social standing. In order to be recognised as a successful entrepreneur, you need 

a good network of people. Your network is your most valuable resource. Make friends by 

offering up referrals, give endorsements and recommendations, offer inspiration and moral 

support. Mutually beneficial relationships may sooner or later turn into new business 

opportunities.[27] 

 

One of the most important factors of establishing a loyal and continually growing customer 

base is empathy. Empathy is the ability to genuinely connect and understand people. It is 

especially useful in business when trying to assess customer’s needs, identify their issues and 

determine if they would be willing to pay for the provided solutions. According to studies, 

lack of market empathy is the leading cause in start-up fails. Customers can always tell when 

businesses genuinely care about them. When an entrepreneur chooses to acknowledge and 

https://pixabay.com/en/workplace-team-business-meeting-1245776/
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show empathy for the customer’s difficulties and unique situation, they form a new type of 

bond – one based around mutual understanding and problem solving, not just financial 

gains.[27] 

 

Critical and creative thinking skills 

The first rule of market research and product launches it to test and experiment with your 

ideas, products, and services. If you do not test something, you cannot know if it works. All 

these experiments and tests can open your mind to new ideas and opportunities, as well as 

lead to important business breakthroughs. Testing and validation also open up new revenue 

streams, and lay the groundwork for new strategic partnerships.[27] 

 

Just because a person is not a graphic designer, it does not automatically mean they do not 

possess design thinking skills. When 

referring to design thinking in the context 

of business, we are speaking about a 

framework for assessing current problems a 

business is facing, and coming up with 

unique solutions to address them. This 

process can lead to creating new and 

ingenious products, as well as bring 

significant improvements in other areas of 

the business (marketing or branding). At the 

end of each year, entrepreneurs like to take a 

look back on all their past accomplishments, 

and set up new, even higher goals for the 

future. Future success can be planned in many different ways. However, the smartest decision 

entrepreneurs can make is to invest in themselves by improving their existing skills and 

developing new ones.[27]  

 

Practical skills 

Every single day we are bombarded with countless commitments and distractions wanting to 

monopolise our time and ever-shortening attention spans. For his reason, it is imperative to 

have good planning skills. These can range from jotting down simple daily checklists to 

creating long-term strategic decision-making plans. To be able to achieve long-term goals, 

one must master the skill of strategizing. We can start by breaking down big goals into small, 

incremental wins that over time lead to business successes.[27] 

 

One of the fundamental factors of success in one’s personal and business life, is knowing how 

to manage and raise finances. Inability to manage finances exposes a person to various 

dangers, for example becoming unsustainable. This type of situation can lead into bankruptcy, 

regret and returning to a full-time job. It is strongly advised for entrepreneurs to practice 

discipline and prudence. This is especially important when it comes to acquisitions for 

personal or business purposes. It is wise to learn good techniques for increasing income. The 

https://pixabay.com/en/workplace-team-business-meeting-1245776/
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key is re-investing in the right strategies that will help keep the business venture moving 

forward.[27] 

 

After everything is said and done, the most crucial skill that an entrepreneur must have, in 

order to continue operating a business venture, is sales. If a business is unable to sell its 

products or services, it will soon find itself closing shop. One cannot succeed in the business 

world without efficient selling skills, regardless of the industry they are in. This rule applies 

just as much to artists and writers as it does to software developers and taxi drivers. In order 

to receive funding from investors, you need to be able to sell them your brilliant idea. You 

have to learn to sell what you are offering, whether that be your services or products.[27] 

 

1.6 Assessing entrepreneurial skills 

Even though most entrepreneurs share some basic characteristics, it would be incorrect to say 

they are all the same. They may all have the desire for independence or the ability to take 

punches standing up, but their motives, strengths and weaknesses widely differ.[28] Many 

skills are required in order to successfully start and run a business venture. Therefore, it is 

crucial to identify the skills one already possesses, and those that may require additional 

work.[29] 

Self-assessment tests 

There are many ways to test what entrepreneurial skills you already possess and which you 

need to work on some more. We have prepared a few practical examples of self-assessment 

tests that can help you find out if you possess the characteristics and needed skills of an 

entrepreneur.  

 

Practical examples of entrepreneurial self-assessment tests 

Test 1: Mark the following statements with yes or no to indicate the response that describes 

you best. Your answers should show if you have an inborn entrepreneurial spirit.[30] 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of an entrepreneur 

 Yes No 

1 I love adventure and tolerate uncertainty.   

2 I need recognition for my accomplishments.   

3 I want to do personally satisfying things.   

4 I am self-confident.   

5 I mostly rely on myself in any situation.   

6 I am a goal-oriented person.   

7 I am innovative, creative and skilful.   

8 I am able to react quickly to changes and new situations.   

9 I am persistent.   

10 I am willing to work hard, investing all my energy.   

11 I am a very positive person.   

12 I am committed to the things I choose to do.   
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If you answered yes to more than a half of the statements in Table #1, you have an innate 

entrepreneurial talent. 

 

Test 2: The following survey was developed by the Women’s Initiative for Self-

Employment.[31] For each statement, mark the column that best describes you. Please try to 

answer questions as you actually are, rather than how you think you should be. Answers are 

on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means that you strongly disagree with the statement and 5 

means you strongly agree with it. 

 

Table 2. Entrepreneurial survey 

 Strongly 

disagree 
 Neutral   

Strongly 

agree 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1 I am willing to work 50 hours or more per week regularly.      

2 My family will support my going into business.      

3 I am willing to accept both financial and career risks when necessary.      

4 
I do not need all the fringe benefits provided by conventional 

employment. 

     

5 
I would like to take full responsibility for the successes and failures 

of my business. 

     

6 
I would experience more financial success by operating my own 

business. 

     

7 I feel a great deal of pride when I complete a project successfully.      

8 I have a high energy level that can be maintained over a long time.      

9 I enjoy controlling my own work assignments.      

10 
I believe that I am primarily responsible for my own successes and 

failures. 

     

11 
I have a strong desire to achieve results even when it requires a great 

deal of effort. 

     

12 I have a good understanding of how to manage a business.      

13 I can function in ambiguous situations.      

14 One or both of my parents were entrepreneurs.      

15 
I believe that my abilities and skills are greater than those of my co-

workers. 

     

16 People trust me and consider me honest and reliable.      

17 
I always try to complete every project I start, regardless of obstacles 

and difficulties. 

     

18 
I am willing to do something even when other people laugh or 

belittle me for doing it. 

     

19 I can make decisions quickly.      

20 
I have a good network of friends, professionals, and business 

acquaintances. 

     

TOTAL:  
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Score assessment: 

0 - 39 you should probably avoid entrepreneurship 

40 - 59 self-employment may not be an appropriate career for you 

60 - 79 you have satisfactory abilities to be an entrepreneur 

80 - 100 you have outstanding abilities to be an entrepreneur 

 

Survey analysis:[31] The following list contains some commonly shared characteristics among 

entrepreneurs. The numbers after characteristics indicate the related statements from the self-

assessment survey (Test 2). This list interprets the survey qualitatively. Arriving at a 

conclusive portrait of a typical entrepreneur is extremely difficult. Even if someone scores 

low on the assessment, they may still be a very successful entrepreneur. 

 

Works hard (statements 1, 8) 

Being self-employed demands a great deal of time and effort from a person. Entrepreneurs 

have to perform numerous time-consuming tasks. According to research, 77 % of all 

entrepreneurs report working 50 hours or more per week. 54 % stated they work more than 60 

hours each week. Controlling the amount of time an entrepreneur spends at work is practically 

impossible. Withstanding such a pace, requires high energy levels. 

 

Wants financial success (statement 6)  

One of the most common reasons people give for choosing a career in entrepreneurship is 

achieving financial success. Establishing reasonable financial goals to be achieved through 

self-employment is necessary for anyone going into business. Try to stay realistic and not 

exaggerate in your assessments too much. A reasonably set financial goal will help you assess 

if you are actually fulfilling your personal needs through your chosen career. 

 

Has family support (statement 2) 

Behind every successful entrepreneur stands his family. Family support is crucial in business, 

which oftentimes requires a sacrifice of time and money. It is important to have a supportive 

spouse, who can help carry the burdens of a stressful business life. Family relationships will 

be disrupted, which is especially difficult for younger children. It will be hard for them to 

understand why their mother or father is spending so much time away from home. The bigger 

support system an entrepreneur has, the more they can focus on making their business a 

success. 

 

Has an internal “Locus of Control” (statement 10) 

Many entrepreneurs talk about having an internal "locus of control" or an inner sense of 

responsibility for the success of their business venture. Entrepreneurs need to have a mentality 

of a winner, who is responsible for his own actions. On the other hand, entrepreneurship 

might not be the right career path for those who often see themselves as victims and wish to 

place blame for their failures on other people, difficult circumstances or plain bad luck. 
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Takes risks (statement 3) 

There are no bigger risk takers than entrepreneurs. For a chance to succeed in business, they 

are willing to risks everything from time and money to their careers and reputations. A career 

in entrepreneurship demands a certain level of comfort with taking reasonable risks. 

 

Sacrifices employment benefits (statement 4) 

One of the biggest realities and struggles of self-employment is that you most likely will not 

receive a regular pay check. You yourself have to pay for any fringe benefits, such as a 

personal secretary, big office space or new office equipment. 

 

Has a need for achievement (statements 7, 11) 

Feeling a strong need for achievement, is one of the main characteristics of all good 

entrepreneurs. They want to be successful in what they do, so they strive to accomplish and 

excel in their set goals. Anyone who wants to be a successful entrepreneur should be willing 

to set high goals and do their best to achieve them. 

 

Has business experience (statement 12) 

In order to be as successful as possible in a business venture, an entrepreneur needs to acquire 

extensive business experience. It is beneficial to have some general management experience 

and knowledge of different types of management styles. It is also very helpful to have some 

formal education and training in management. 

 

Is independent (statements 5, 9) 

Another characteristic entrepreneurs possess is being in control of the situation. They also like 

being independent. Being your own boss, is one of the greatest benefits of self-employment. 

Even if independence is not your biggest concern when choosing a career path in 

entrepreneurship, it is certainly a factor that you need to be comfortable with. Some self-

employed people even battle with feelings of loneliness at the early stages of their 

entrepreneurship career, especially if they cannot afford to hire other employees. 

 

Has a self-employed parent as a role model (statement 14) 

According to research, entrepreneurs are more likely to have a parent who is, or has 

previously been, self-employed. People draw inspiration from their family. Parent's 

knowledge about how to operate a business, can also be beneficial to an entrepreneur's 

success. 

 

Has self-confidence (statements 10, 15, 18) 

Self-confidence is another important characteristic of successful entrepreneurs. It especially 

comes in handy when one has to face a major challenge or difficulty with their business. 

People need to believe in themselves, because that will help them overcome their issues 

easier, and all self-employed people will sooner or later face some business problem. 
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Has integrity (statement 16) 

Entrepreneurs are known as honest people with integrity. Nobody wants to deal with 

dishonest and unethical business owners. Entrepreneurs need to be committed to conducting 

their work with integrity and treat all people equally and fairly. Everybody is a potential 

customer and should to be treated with respect.  

 

Has determination (statement 17) 

Determination is one of the most important characteristics of successful entrepreneurs. It is 

closely linked to self-confidence. When faced with overwhelming obstacles, strong belief in 

yourself will help you continue to fight for success. To overcome problems set upon every 

new business, you need determination. 

 

Adapts to change (statements 13, 19) 

A new business changes rapidly and an entrepreneur must be able to adapt to those changes as 

quickly as possible. Adaptation to change requires two primary skills: the capacity to solve 

problems, as well as the ability to make quick decisions. Another important skill in this regard 

is the ability to learn from one’s mistakes. 

 

Has a good network of professionals (statement 20) 

Every entrepreneur benefits from an excellent network of professionals. They are able to give 

advice, information, or referrals. You should constantly work on expanding your network of 

professionals in order to be able to turn to them for assistance when needed. 

 

Test 3: In the following table, try to assess how developed your entrepreneurial skills are. For 

each of the listed skills, indicate how developed it is on a scale from 1 (not at all developed) 

to 5 (extremely well developed).[30] 

 

Table 3. Entrepreneurial skills 

Entrepreneurial skills: 

Not at all 

developed 

Slightly 

developed 

Moderately 

developed 

Well 

developed 

Extremely 

well developed 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Creative thinking      

2 Research       

3 Planning      

4 Decision-making      

5 Organisational skills      

6 Communication      

7 Networking      

8 Marketing      

9 Strong work ethic      

10 Time management      

11 Innovative      

12 Risk taking      

13 Confidence      

14 Financial management      

15 Problem solving      
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16 Leadership skills      

17 Goal oriented      

18 Flexibility       

19 Strategy      

20 Negotiation      

TOTAL:  

 

If you achieved a total score of 61 points or more, your entrepreneurial skills are very well 

developed. 

 

Test 4: The following survey will show if you have the right personality for an entrepreneur. 

Please answer the questions as quickly as possible, and as honestly as possible with yes or no. 

Your answers will show how ready you are to take on the challenges of an entrepreneurial 

career.[30] 

Table 4. Personality of an entrepreneur 

 Yes No 

1 Do you want a 9 to 5 job?   

2 Would you feel embarrassed if you had to search for customers all day around?   

3 Do you want a steady and reliable income?   

4 Do you want someone else to carry the responsibility for business decisions?   

5 Do you feel uncomfortable in new situations?   

6 Do you want to sleep well every night?   

7 Are you uncomfortable with performing several different tasks at once?   

8 Do you believe success is primarily a matter of good luck and destiny?   

9 Is it more important for you to get better at something than to overcome competitors?   

10 Are you healthy and in good physical condition?   

11 Do you hate filling in forms, writing reports, keeping records?   

12 Do you have a product or service that would sell well?   

13 Would your family be supportive of your entrepreneurial career?   

14 Do you take on challenges that are very risky, but promise high profits?   

15 Do you have the needed funds for a risky venture?   

16 Are you good at getting extra funds from other people?   

17 Do you want to be your own boss and work only for yourself?   

18 Are you completely committed to your idea, vision?   

19 Are you comfortable with seeking help from an expert when confronted with a problem?   

20 Are your basic motivation money and the opportunity to have control over everything?   

 

What do you think, which answers reveal entrepreneurial qualities? Count how many times 

you answered in an entrepreneurial way. Your honest answers will help you figure out which 

aspects of an entrepreneurial life you still need to work on.  

 

Test 5: The following survey was designed to give an overview of a person’s general business 

profile. Complete the questionnaire to find out your top qualities. For each question, choose 

the most appropriate answer ranging from 0 (never) to 4 (always).[30] 
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Table 5. Your business profile 

 Always Sometimes  Never  

 4 3 2 1 0 

SELF-CONFIDENCE      

Do you follow your own path?      

Do you dislike when other people try to guide you?      

Do you realize your ideas?      

Can you easily talk to someone you have just met for the first time?      

Do you trust in your abilities?      

TOTAL:  

INDEPENDENCE      

Are you successful in your personal actions?      

Are you able to form your own opinions?      

Do you feel happy when working alone?      

Can you take care of yourself in any situation?      

Do you accept responsibility for your action?      

TOTAL:  

SOLID DETERMINATION      

Do you persist working on a difficult task until it is completed?      

Are you always trying to find different, alternative solutions?      

Do you often go to the limits of your abilities?      

Do you continue working where others have encountered problems?      

Do you look forward to taking on new challenges?      

TOTAL:  

ADAPTABILITY      

Do you respond effectively to change?      

Do you always find yourself in some kind of a problem?      

Do you take advantage of opportunities in front of you?      

Do you try to see things from other people's perspective?      

Do you learn from your experiences - good and bad?      

TOTAL:  

RISK TAKING      

Do you only back up the winners?      

Do you avoid big risks?      

Do you get bored when there are no challenges?      

Do you always try to reduce your losses?      

Do you only take on tasks where you are certain of your success?      

TOTAL:  

LEADERSHIP       

Are you able to get people to do what you want?      

Are you able to achieve your own goals?      

Are you able to organize things quickly and without problems?      

Are you good at reading other people’s reactions?      

Do you provide support to people when they need help?      

TOTAL:  

CREATIVITY      

Do you ever daydream behind your desk?      

Are you able to see more than just one solution for each problem?      

Do you enjoy participating in brainstorming sessions?      

Do you come up with ideas for other people to use?       
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Are you able to adapt other people’s ideas to suit your needs?      

TOTAL:  

DECISION-MAKING       

Are you able to make difficult decisions in a timely manner?      

Do you pay attention to the various options available to you?      

Are you always satisfied with the decisions you have made?      

Are you good at making smart decisions?      

Do you try to have all the information before making an 

important decision? 

     

TOTAL:  

 

What is your score? The questionnaire contains some of the most important skills and 

qualities entrepreneurs should have. You can mark the points for each category from Table #5 

in Graph #1 and connect them in a curve that will show your strengths and weaknesses -- the 

tops on the right-side point to your strengths, the valleys on the left to your weakness. This 

can help you to think about how to reduce your weaknesses by training, or to look for a 

business partner who has those qualities already developed. Also, think about how to improve 

your entrepreneurial profile with training.[30] 

 

Graph 1. Your business profile 

 SCORE 

 0 5 10 15 20 

SELF-CONFIDENCE  
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Developing entrepreneurial skills 

Some people are simply born to be entrepreneurs. However, it has never been easier than 

today to learn skills that can help turn someone into a great entrepreneur with a successful 

business. In order to become a successful business owner, it is very important to set for 

yourself skill-building goals. Whether it is setting aside time to improve on your biggest 

weaknesses, or hiring a private coach to help you push into a new playing field with one of 

your strengths, investing in your skills is never a bad move. Now is the time to buy new 
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books, choose educational courses, or look for a mentor and start opening your mind to new 

things.[27] Here are some helpful suggestions on how to develop or improve entrepreneurial 

skills provided by Chris W. Dunn, founder and CEO of Skill Incubator.[32]    

 

Take a different path 

Being creative means being able to see things in a different light than most people and find 

viable solutions to open questions. You can work on developing your creativity skills by 

consciously trying new things. Dare to do something that nobody else has the courage to do. 

Choose an unexpected summer vacation destination. Watch a foreign language movie or read 

an unconventional book. Engage in conversations with people outside your comfort circle.[32]     

 

Start a small business 

Entrepreneurship cannot be learned within the four walls of a school. There is nothing like 

real-world experience. You need to have a business venture in order to put into practice 

everything you have learned from the books. Running a side business will give you the 

opportunity to further develop your skills, especially in the fields of planning, marketing and 

sales. Having a small business offers gaining practical experience and new information that 

will come in handy in future ventures. In a small business, any mistakes made can also be 

relatively quickly corrected.[33] 

 

Take on challenges 

Part of being a successful entrepreneur is learning how to become more tenacious and 

persevere no matter what. It takes tremendous courage to continue with the entrepreneurial 

way of life when people doubt your abilities. Set a challenge or a particular goal you want to 

reach and do not quit until you succeed in your mission. You can also give yourself a deadline 

to aim for. All this will help you build perseverance. For example, if you wish to have a 

successful webpage with many visitors, make a conscious effort to post something every day 

for a year.[32]     

 

Delay gratification 

Getting used to failure and rare rewards is par for the course when choosing to live a life of an 

entrepreneur. You have to learn how to delay gratification. Start with small, simple steps and 

give up that extra piece of pie. Resist buying a new car, if you do not have sufficient funds for 

it. Seize the day, wake up early on the weekends to work on your brilliant new business 

idea.[32]     

 

Manage your own finances 

To be able to successfully run your own business, you need to have a basic understanding of 

finances. There is no need to be an expert in accounting, but you should have a firm grasp of 

the importance of assets, cash flow, profit and loss. Take small steps and start by learning 

budget management or how to fill out your own tax report.[32]    
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Volunteer to lead 

For entrepreneurs, it is extremely important to be organised and have good team leadership 

abilities. Leadership and volunteer opportunities can be found all around us. Be proactive and 

start a fundraising activity for the local non-profit organisation. Get involved with the 

community volunteer groups and boards. You can offer to coach a children’s sports team or 

perhaps help plan a friend’s graduation party. This way, you will be able to further develop 

your organisational, time management, teamwork and leadership skills.[32]    

 

Practice communication skills 

Being able to communicate (online and offline) one’s dreams and passions in an engaging and 

captivating way, is the quality of some of the most successful entrepreneurs. To learn how to 

speak publicly, offer to speak at workplace parties or other public events. By staying active on 

various social media and blogging platforms, you will be able to constantly improve your 

online communication skills. Create a newsletter or a Facebook group dedicated to a topic of 

your choosing. Your communication skills will develop faster, the more you use them.[32]    

 

Learn from a mentor 

When it comes to improving your entrepreneurial skills, the help of a mentor is invaluable. 

Try to learn from other people’s mistakes, and not just from your personal ones. Mentors 

make great sounding boards for ideas. They can also be great listeners and supporters when 

you encounter a difficult situation. Only the luckiest of people manage to find someone 

willing to mentor them for free, because they have faith in them and want to give something 

back to the community. Some offer paid services, while others expect to receive help with 

their own businesses. If you are young enough, or at the very start of your career, try to apply 

for an internship as that is a great way to experience the real business world for the first time. 

Use every available chance to learn something new and improve your business skills.[32]    

 

Work in sales 

For a business to survive, be successful and sustainable, it is crucial to pay attention to sales. 

It is useless to have the world’s best product, if you do not know how to efficiently promote 

and sell it. Practice makes perfect, and the easiest way to gain this skill is to find a job in 

sales. It is completely irrelevant what you are selling, the principles are always the same. You 

will learn how to research your target market and ask your costumers all the right 

questions.[32]    

 

Get involved with other entrepreneurs 

Spending quality time in the presence of other entrepreneurs will be beneficial to the 

development of your own skills. You can attend various entrepreneurial events, business 

conferences, informal meetups or educational seminars. Through networking you will be able 

to receive information and develop new ideas. Joining an entrepreneurial network is also a 

great way to discover what your main strengths and weaknesses are. You are able to form 

lasting partnerships, develop skills, share ideas and strategies, as well as uncover new 

business opportunities.[33] You should gather the necessary courage and compete in a pitching 
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event, where any gaps in entrepreneurial skills are revealed very quickly. This kind of 

experience also multiplies the learning speed.[32]     

 

Help others with their businesses 

Entrepreneurship implies solving problems with the use of available resources. Trying to 

solve other people’s business problems will help you gain more experience and skills for later 

use in your own business adventures. You can create an accountability group, where you all 

help each other out whenever necessary. In this way, you can all learn and grow together.[32]    

 

Keep learning 

Always try to keep your learning and personal development as active as possible. The Internet 

is filled with online courses (free and paid) to help you learn many new things and skills. 

Read books on business, entrepreneurship or any other topic of your interest. While reading 

autobiographies of successful people, you also gain insights into their lifestyles. All this will 

help you prepare for the numerous challenges facing you in the world of entrepreneurship. 

You should also keep track of most relevant industrial and technological publications. It will 

help keep you well informed and on the edge, as well as make it easier to spot upcoming 

trends and keep an eye on the industry leaders. Another great way to further develop your 

entrepreneurial skills is attending seminars. Good seminars are usually tough and get straight 

to the point.[33] 
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Module 2. Business idea and innovation 

ABSTRACT  

The goal of this learner handbook is for readers to be able to understand the formation of a 

business idea and innovation. Creating a business idea is not as simple as it is generally 

thought and also the meaning of innovation is depending on some-ones interpretation. In the 

first part of this handbook we will define what innovation is and what experts think that 

innovation actually means. Further we offer a checklist to help you to make an idea 

innovative. The necessary steps are explained. Also we offer you an instrument to measure a 

business idea. Of course there are several methods and it is helpful if you know that other 

instruments also can be used. 

2.1 What is innovation? 

 One of the large number of definitions says that  innovation is in one way or another a 

process of bringing invention into a new business good or service that creates value or for 

which customers possible will be likely to 

pay. To be seen as innovative, an idea/ideas 

must be producable at an economical cost 

and must satisfy a need customers have. So 

simple having a new inspiration is not 

innovation. 

(http://www.businessdictionary.com/definitio

n/innovation.html)   

 

This means that it is more than simply 

thinking about some possible 

entrepreneurship is not what is really meant 

innovative. 

2.2 What innovation actually can mean: innovation is for  

Why is it that innovation is needed and why are companies always want to produce the 

newest products? Some people think it can be important, but certainly not everyone, as often 

is stipulated. 

 

Is having an idea innovation? Think e.g. at opening a vegetable store between two 

supermarkets? This is maybe an idea, but it is certainly not innovative. Chance that the 

vegetable store will bo bankrupt is absolutely possible. 

 

Is executing an idea innovation? It is certainly not enough to be innovative. 

 

Is focussing on  a real challenge enough to be innovative? This has more to do with having 

success. 

 

Photo by Pixabay 
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https://pixabay.com/nl/photos/innovatie-business-informatie-561388/
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Is added value for company innovative? Of course added value is important, but this also can 

be realized in traditional trade without being innovative. 

https://www.inc.com/nick-skillicorn/9-defining-characteristics-of-successful-innovation.html 

2.3 What makes an idea innovative? (Check list of things). 

An idea can be considered 

innovative when it differs from other 

products in the same branche and is 

attractive for consumers daily way 

of living. For being successful the 

implementations of the idea must 

bring profit for the entrepreneur(s). 

  

 

 

Steps to develop a business idea? 

Avoiding failures and in the worriest way a bankrupt, is possible by thinking into steps, that 

one after another can be executed to develop a new business idea into a startup and eventually 

into a real business.  

https://canvanizer.com/how-to-use/how-to-develop-your-startup-idea  

 

 Analyze the most important markets 

Firstly, think about the market that you will launching your product or service on. Do the 

people that you address to really need you product or service. Is your produced product 

bringing solutions to the customers and are they willing to pay for it?  

 

Don’t think that you need the most detailed research study or report. Just look around and talk 

with people you think they are interested in. In most every country you can find networks of 

entrepreneurs that are willing to discuss, especially with young entrepreneurs. They can 

advice you. 

 

Write your inspirations  and reflect on them 

Very interesting to use for starting is the BMC, business model canvas. This free available 

document helps you to think about all aspects of starting new companies or even ameliorate 

existing companies. 

 

Photo source by Shutterstock rechtenvrije foto: 
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Look to your competitors 

Looking to what competitors did or didn’t is very important and crucial for successful 

entrepreneurship. If you have a brilliant idea, think twice if some-one else may had the same 

idea and finally decided not to go further with turning the ideo into a new product or even 

company. 

 

Model your business 

As written above use free available BMC. It helps you thinking about nine elements of a new 

product or service: the most important ones are: consumer segment, value propositions, client 

relations, revenues and possible key resources. Also very important to think about is not only 

the cost, but especially the cost structure of your company. 

 

Create and design the idea and if possible then try to test it 

Although it is still possible to do it 

on paper, think that thery are 

several online tools to create 

digital results. You can have a 

look to Frame Box at 

http://www.framebox.org.  The 

medium you use is not the most 

important, the fact the you think 

about the new company is the key 

point.  

 

Focus groups with other 

entrepreneus can help you to 

finalize the new company. 

 

Do a market survey 

A market survey is generally recommended. However you always need to interprete the 

results carefully. You can easily create Market surveys with online tools like e.g. Survey 

Monkey at http://www.surveymonkey.com As you will see it is available in more languages. . 

But look always to yourself: if you answer in a questionnaire that you would buy a product, 

will you in reality also buy that product. Answering a question is something else then 

executing in real life. No business ought to be launched without the execution of a market 

survey. Before launching the questionnaires, always think about addressing the real target 

groups.  

 

Photo by Rechtenvrije stockfoto-id: 293482082 
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Too often we see that people are interested in getting as much response as possible. However 

it is more important to have 10 results from the real target group, then 100 results from people 

who are possible not even belonging to the target group. Here comes the point that online 

tools are have advantages and 

disadvantages. The advantage is 

that is possible for free and 

spread easily. The disadvantage 

it is more difficult to have a 

controlled view on who is 

effectively filling in the 

questionnaire.  Some possible 

elements of the questionnaire 

can deal with the first thoughts 

of the new product, the price 

category, possible ameliorations 

or adaptations for the product. 

 

          Create and make the final product 

In this stage it is necessary to thin about the production phase. There are several online tools 

to help and assist you, e.g. like Trello http://www.trello.com. The most important advantage 

of using these kind of software, often called project management software,  is that you will be 

assisted in thinking about all necessary steps to take. Thinking about what  The template is 

divided into more stages that allows participants to be assigned to be in charge of different 

sections. Tasks can be changed from one block to another, e.g. from to do into done. This 

allows constantly an overview of the process you are into. 

 

Consumer feedback is needed 

There are more than one uncertainty for a business but what if you can get answers from 

consumers involved? Qualaroo is a software-tool that helps you to inventorize communication 

and information from you customers. Qualaroo is maybe better known as Kissinsights. These 

online tools can easily be implemented on companies websites.  It follows the browsing and 

purchasing behaviour of users of the websites and gives entrepreneurs information such as 

where they are located. 

 

2.3 How do you measure ideas?  

Changing ideas into numbers and getting to know the essentials of the idea (0.00iur) is like 

using a compass and getting to know where the minimal risks of innovation converge.  

 

“To qualify ideas is necessary but insufficient and inefficient. Studies and research confirm 

that among 50% – 96% of qualified ideas by “managers” (to eliminate repetition: “manager 

Photo by rechtenvrije stockfoto-id: 672069292 
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(s)” means, where applicable: innovators, 

entrepreneurs, directors of innovation, 

investors – angels, inventors, policy-makers 

and all professionals who deal with ideas for 

innovation), as wonderful, excellent, good, 

etc… leads  to losses of all kinds including 

billions of dollars, motivation, trust, etc. 

which are attributed to “risk and 

uncertainty” characteristics of innovation. 

However, such characteristics are essentially 

due the methodology used. By changing the 

methodology, we minimize the uncertainty 

in the idea and, consequently, weaken the 

risk and uncertainty in the results of 

innovation.”  

(Source: http://www.innovationmanagement.se/2014/10/23/methods-of-measuring-ideas-for-

innovation/) 

 

Measurement of ideas to innovation 

Measurement of ideas can be done easily. 

https://innovationmanagement.se/2014/10/23/methods-of-measuring-ideas-for-innovation/ is 

offering several methods. However it is important to realize that it is not exact science, but it 

can give interesting insights.  

 

Knowing what to measure and how to measure makes the world less complicated   – 

Freakonomics. The first method presents the fundamental concepts of the S.I.T.© ®– Self-

Compared Ideas Theory.©® that allows the numerical calculation (quantitative) of each idea 

accompanied by their unit of measurement – IUR©®, created for this purpose in combination 

with the mathematical formulation. The method also identifies and clarifies the existence of 

a “Universal Sense of Direction of Ideas for Innovation©®“ which, since always, leads ideas 

to those desired by the user. To quantify ideas in the first method we use five steps: 

 

i. Definition of the reference point for the idea 

To calculate ideas is essential to consider a standard to be used as reference for all the 

mathematical calculations of all the ideas of each product / service or whatever. The point 

considered is naturally the human being, the user’s body. After all, it is the user who really 

utilizes the idea transformed into innovation, material or immaterial. Thus, it is in relation to 

the “human body – user – the focus, the reference” – that the ideas are quantified. Man is the 

measure of all things – Protagoras of Abdera, axiom, 480 BC. 

 

Photo by Shutterstock: rechtenvrije-id: 
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For Foucault, the human body is the last possible reduction. We could add the Frederick 

Taylor studies in Scientific Administration, which take into account the human body in the 

production of goods, typically treated in the course of O & M. Conclusion: The first condition 

to quantify ideas is referring them to the human body of the user. 

 

ii. Popular method of quantitative evaluation of ideas, references of users, and their 

preference 

Since the beginning of time, the decision to utilize objects belongs to the user, who chooses 

products and services that are more comfortable, faster, more practical and /or easier to 

utilize. Consider that it was the user, him or herself who built their own objects and did so to 

be more economically advantageous to himself. From the cave dweller to the industrial 

revolution, everyone made his own bow, arrow, shelter, fire… 

 

This is an atavistic concept which remains in the human soul. So we can say that it has always 

been that way. Nowadays, when the user evaluates an object, he instinctively quantifies if it 

is more economical to do the job, as if he had produced such object. The user’s perception is 

sharpened on the aspect of economy of effort, until the point of “a single additional effort as 

equivalent to three other efforts,” according to Kahneman and Tversky, presented 

in Gourville. 

 

During the last 10 years, students of MBA’s have brought objects and services that, although 

they seem to be more economical, in fact, they are not, and they end up stored in the cabinets 

as good as new, unused and forgotten forever. Examples: electric yoghurt maker, no smoke 

grill, steam cleaning equipment, battery toothbrush, etc. 

 

In popular language we fail to use such objects because they are not more economical (more 

convenient, faster, practical and /or easier), even though they seem to be… 

 

Thus, we have two reference points. 

• The first is the human body’s user, itself. 

• The second is the level of effort that the product / service we already know (old idea) 

requests us to achieve the desired results and is used for comparison to new products / 

services (new idea). 

The reference points are decisive to the understanding of this methodology. 

iii. Equivalence between the methods practiced by users and the physical – 

mathematical methods presented by the theory S.I.T.© ® 

The products and services that are more economical to utilize, we named “customized” which 

means “proper for this user (tall /short, fat/thin, young/old, male/female, strong/ weak, etc.) .” 

 

These characteristics can also be understood as “economizer of efforts” of this user. 

 

http://web.mit.edu/mamd/www/tech_strat/courseMaterial/topics/topic4/readings/Eager_Sellers_and_Stony_Buyers/Eager_Sellers_and_Stony_Buyers.pdf/Eager_Sellers_and_Stony_Buyers.pdf
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In the meantime, we can transform the typical expressions (subjective) in physical – 

mathematical language (objective). 

iv. Definition of Ideal Idea = 0.00 iur 

The red arrow indicating the direction of ideas is equivalent to a simplification of the 

mathematical formulation, as Occam’s razor applied to the formula, i.e., simplified you can 

guide yourself by arrow. That is, the mathematical formulation can be reduced to the arrow 

indicating the “Universal Sense of Direction for Producing Ideas Destined for Innovation ® 

©, Unique and Millennial“. 

 

Users prefer ideas 0.00iur because, as Spinoza said, “it is the first and only foundation of 

virtue” 

 

By definition, the Idea is Ideal if the value of efforts for the user is 0.00iur, i.e., they are ideas 

that deliver the benefits without the user consume any kind of effort, however small it is. The 

concept of the Ideal Idea = 0.00 iur is extracted from the mathematical formulation. The 

creative process should to look for ideas in the direction of Ideal Idea (0.00iur) to reduce risks 

and avoid losses. The point 0.00iur acts as a “safe haven”, an attractor element where to ideas, 

desired by the user, converge. 

 

Less is more, but nothing is everything! 

 

Products and services that require less effort are more valued, but those that do not require 

any effort from the user is everything! 

v. Innovation manager’s dilemma – solved! 

It’s not enough to be a good idea, brilliant, wonderful and similar adjectives. These ideas are 

excellent for feeding the boilers from hell, whose stock keeps growing, abundantly. 

Traditionally, the dilemma of the “manager” arises in the moment of choice among several 

ideas well qualified subjectively and selected from the viewpoint of facilities for the 

corporation. How to choose among ideas useful, brilliant, excellent, fantastic, etc..? This is the 

moment that the uncertainty manifests itself to the “manager” with great intensity and extreme 

acuteness. In traditional methods, is the moment that the “manager” takes a high risk! 

 

It is also at this time that the creative environment is infected by the preferences and disputes 

among authors of ideas. Only a mathematical method solves these passions and fights, as the 

philosopher Leibniz wanted. The method gains maximum importance for bringing “certainty” 

of the choice of idea for innovation, so “quantified” mathematically. End of risk and 

uncertainty, at least in regard to ideas. Thus, the methodology solves the dilemma of the 

manager mathematically selecting the idea with the greatest potential for user acceptance—

the one who decides based on the economy of their efforts, which he or she will use to get the 

desired results. 
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End of the First Method – Basic Concepts   

The basic concepts presented in the first method are kept in all methods, namely: 

 

The ideas necessarily must be created and referred to the user’s body. 

 

The measurement is performed by the user, through self comparison, between the well-known 

old idea and the new idea, in project. 

 

The mathematical formulation is based on personal efforts (energy, time and motion) used to 

calculate the number, in iur, of the idea. 

 

Ideas must follow the “Universal Sense of Direction of Ideas for Innovation ® ©”, which are 

headed to 0.00 iur – the safe haven of ideas, expected by users. 

 

The Idea is Ideal (= 0.00 iur) if it delivers the benefits without requiring any effort from the 

user. 

The other four methods 

Three methods are based on shared features. Price and human values are used as “litmus test” 

of the idea, tested from the viewpoint of the user. The fourth is the “Balance of Innovation,” 

the first instrument that has three dishes used to evaluate ideas comparing efforts, prices and 

human values. 

 

       2.4. Target group analysis 

Target group analysis is important. Often 

entrepreneurs neglect these kinds of 

analysis and see that investments could 

have been done more efficiently if an 

analysis was done. Although at this stage 

the role of the marketeer comes into the 

picture, most young entrepreneurs are 

doing the market analysis themselves. A 

target group analysis helps you to set your 

target group and make limits to the target 

group. You can’t address every-one and 

making investments in marketing needs to 

be efficient as possible. So is an 

advertisement in a newspaper maybe interesting for older people, but a lot of young people 

don’t read paper newspapers anymore. Advertisements on the internet are often cheap, but 

how do you advertise online if your products are made for older people.  

 

Photo by Shutterstock rechtenvrije stockfoto-id: 
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A guide from: https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-

content-marketers/  

 

The goal of this guide is to provide an easy to follow, in-depth information on everything you 

need to know to conduct a proper target audience analysis as a content marketer. In this guide 

it can be found the following Table of Contents; 

o What Is Target Audience Analysis And Why Do We Need It? 

o Planning The Analysis 

o Getting Familiar With „Your“ Product/Service 

o Defining Target Audience 

1. Demographics 

2. Psychographics 

o Classifying Target Audience (DMU) 

1. Users 

2. Influencers 

3. Decision Makers 

4. DMU Roles In The Content Marketing Funnel 

o Creating Personas 

o Identifying Pain Points 

1. Surveys 

2. Social Networks 

3. Keyword Research 

4. Niche Forums 

5. Quora 

6. Reddit 

7. Competition Research 

o Research And Analysis Are Done, What Now? 

 

https://www.wikihow.com/Write-a-Target-Market-Analysis is a wiki where you can work 

together with other people to develop and write target marketing analysis. It is important to think 

about who will be your audience, your clients you are producing for. Sometimes it is the direct users, 

but sometimes it is a group of users. Think e.g. children clothing: you really need the children’s 

interest but you need also the parents to pay for the products. 

 

Think about the demographical aspects, like age, gender, income, education, occupation, … 

 

Think about the psychographically aspect, like why would some-one buy your product, … 

  

Identify your target market 

The first step is to decide who you wish to target for your product or service. Certainly, it 

would be great if the entire world wanted what you have, but that is not realistic. For example, 

if you manufacture car parts, then your target market is going to be those people who own or 

https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#TAA
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#PLAN
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#GFWYP
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#DEFINE
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#DEMO
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#PSYCHO
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#DMU
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#USER
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#INFLUENCER
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#DM
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#CMF
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#PERSONA
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#PP
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#SURVEY
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#SN
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#KR
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#NF
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#QUORA
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#REDDIT
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#CR
https://www.pointvisible.com/blog/complete-guide-target-audience-analysis-content-marketers/#NEXT
https://www.wikihow.com/Write-a-Target-Market-Analysis
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work on cars. But if you are a musician specializing in children’s music, then your target 

market will be parents of small children, or perhaps the children themselves.  

 

Identifying your target market will help you later decide how to advertise and maximize the 

value of your marketing resources. 

Use a variety of available resources 

Many sources are available online from a variety of reliable, government sources.  

 

Study your target market demographically  

By identifying your target market, you will be able to focus your marketing resources and 

increase your overall profits. The goal is not to exclude anyone, but rather to pinpoint your 

most likely customers. Demographic characteristics include age, gender, marital status, family 

size, income, education level, occupation, race, and religion. 

 

Describe your target market psychographically  

Psychographic information tells you about your audience's attitudes, beliefs, emotions, and 

values. It generally answers the question of “why?” Why do people buy what they do? Why 

do or don’t they return to a particular store? Psychographic research includes your target 

market's family stage, hobbies and interests, type of entertainment they engage in, and 

lifestyle. 

 

Understand your target market behavioristically  

Behavioristic information helps you understand why someone purchases one product or 

service over another. It includes how often your target market buys the product, how much or 

how many they buy, if there was a specific occasion for using it, and how long it took them to 

decide to buy that product. Using Internet sources, behavioristic marketing can be a powerful 

tool by individually targeting potential customers.  

• Determine how important brand or company loyalty is to your target market. 

• Find out if your audience most heavily values convenience, a good price, or quality. 

• Discover how your target market usually pays for your product or service via market 

surveys. 

• Ask if your customers prefer face-to-face interaction or an online store. 

• For this sort of data, you may conduct your own research or hire a marketing research firm 

for assistance.  
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Module 3. Businness Planning 

ABSTRACT 

 

A business plan is a written description of your business's future, a document that tells what 

you plan to do and how you plan to do it. If you jot down a paragraph on the back of an 

envelope describing your business strategy, you've written a plan, or at least the germ of one. 

Business plans are inherently strategic. You start here, today, with certain resources and 

abilities. And you want to get to there, a point in the future (usually three to five years out), at 

which time your business will have a different set of resources and abilities as well as greater 

profitability and increased assets. 

 

3.1 Type of Businesses (the constitution of a company) 

Businesses choose an appropriate legal structure for them and go on their activities according 

to this legal structure. The main regulation which is related to legal structures of businesses is 

Turkish Commercial Code in Turkey. Regulations related to businesses also take place in 

Obligations Code, Tax Law, and Cooperatives Law. Apart from Cooperatives Law, 

businesses have been regulated some special laws such as Capital Market Law and Banking 

Law apart from Cooperatives Law. Generally, Banks only can be found as joint stock 

company (shareholding structure). It is not possible to be found a bank as collective company 

or commandite company 

 

Individual Businesses, individual businesses are ‘‘a type of enterprise that does not have a 

legal personality and that the partners are responsible for all assets against third parties’’. 

Establishing of these are easy. There isn’t obligation for contract as written. There isn’t a 

certain capital condition. The risk of profit and loss is belong to founder of business. 

 

Companies (Partnerships),it is possible to define the company as two or more people coming 

together by combining their labor or goods with a contract in order to reach a common 

commercial purpose. However, with the Turkish Commercial Code no. 6102, a company can 

be established with one or more founders. 

 

Ordinary Partnership,ordinary partnership is established to achieve common purpose. 

According to Obligations Code, Each of partners is liable at putting participation share to 

partnership such as cash, assests or another goods or labor. Participation shares must be 

significance and qualification by the purpose of partnership, and equal each other. Unless 

otherwise agreed in the contract, the share of each partner in the gain and loss is equal, 

regardless of the value and nature of the participation share. 

 

Collective Partnership,in collective companies which can be established between at least two 

real partners, legal entities cannot be partners. There is no limitation on the maximum number 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/276818
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of partners. The collective company contract must be in written. The notarizing of signatures 

in the contract is also required. 

 

Commandite Company (Limited Partnership),is defined as a company that was established to 

operate a commercial enterprise under a trade name, was not limited to the liability of one or 

more of the partners against the company creditors and was limited to the liability of other 

partner or partners with a certain capital. 

 

 

Photo by businesstown.com 

Joint Stock Companies 

Limited Partnership Divided into Shares, which is also referred to as limited partnership 

association, shareholder company or an shares commandite company, in the Turkish 

Commercial Company is defined as “company that is divided into shares and that have a 

responsibility of one or more of its partners like a collective company partner against the 

creditors of the company, and of others like a joint stock company shareholder’’. 

 

Limited Company, a limited company is established under one trade name by one or more real 

or legal persons. The main capital is specific and this capital is composed of the total capital 

shares. 

 

Cooperative Company ,the purpose of the cooperatives is to provide and protect the specific 

economic interests and especially the needs related to professions and livelihood of their 

partners’’. Cooperatives can be established by real or legal persons and have legal personality.  

 

Capital in kind can be accepted by contract. 
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The Concepts of Holding Company and Group of Companies, holding is a group of 

companies formed by taking over company’s management and control through having the 

majority of stocks of other companies by a company’’ (Mucuk, 2008: 53). A group of 

companies refers to a community that one or more companies associated with a dominant 

company by a control (domination) criterion in law envisaged or a contract’’. 

Photo by ventureedge. 

Steps to constitute a company 

With having a business idea by entrepreneur, certain processes must be carried out for 

establishing enterprise. Entrepreneur needs four basic factors when establishing an enterprise. 

These: 

Business Idea 

Firstly, entrepreneur must first have a business idea that is suitable to his / her knowledge and 

skill level and that can be successful.  

Entrepreneurial Abilities and Tendencies  

Entrepreneur must have entrepreneurial abilities such as desire, self-confidence, problem 

solving and leadership and entrepreneurial tendencies to succeed by realizing the business 

idea. 

Knowledge and Skills of Management and Communication  

To succeed of entrepreneur by implementing his/her business idea depends on notably the 

managerial knowledge, and then communication knowledge, skills and experience. 
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Situation of Resources 

Entrepreneur must have resources to establish a business such as capital, raw material, human, 

nature. Having sufficient quantity and quality of these resources will be determinant in the 

success of the entrepreneur. 

Legal Issues that Entrepreneur Need to Know 

There are some organizations that need to be consulted during the establishment phase of the 

business. Before starting operations with preparing whole and complete necessary documents, 

every detail related to be establish enterpise must be investigated. Thus, it must be careful of 

legal issues. Institutions to be consulted and documents to be taken when opening a business 

or establishment: 

− Tax office start-up documents 

− Signatory circular from the notary public 

− Residence document 

− Identification card copy 

− Declaration of work 

− Statement of employment  

− Insured identification card copy 

− Insured residence document 

− Tax Office taxpayer document 

− Open a file documents in District Labor Office  

− Employee notification list 

− Chamber of commerce and industry, registration documents 

− Certificate of chamber of commerce and industry 

− Registration documents of chamber of merchants and craftsmen 

− Registration member form to chamber of merchants and craftsmen 

− Certificate of registry to chamber of merchants and craftsmen  

− License (certificate of registry) 

− Business license application form for non-sanitary enterprises 

− Joint report on opening enterprise- determination and detection of class 

− Operating license 

− Industrial registry certificate 

 

3.2 Annual business chart 

Employee and Employer Relations, Reduction of Labor Turnover 

The loss of labor is experienced due to the fact that the employees do not continue to work 

regularly as voluntarily or involuntarily. It is possible to address the situations leading to the 

loss of labor in the following headings: 
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− Low organizational commitment in motivation and job satisfaction 

− Inadequate wage and / or unreasonable form of payment 

− Non-establishment of seniority based wage management system 

− The existence of an ill-structured performance assessment or a skill-based wage 

management system or lack of these systems 

− The feeling of being evaluated and career issues 

− Extremely hierarchical and central organizational structure 

− Inadequate organizational communication 

− Non- effective determination of abilities and competencies  

− The extreme competition of organizational culture  

− The non-positive perception of conditions of labor and work   

− Too much workload 

− Negative regulations out of norms in work and rest times 

− Negative perceived work environment conditions 

− Employee who have problems based on his/her personality characteristics such as age 

and gender, and problems based on  psycho-social qualities such as family size and 

structure, stress 

− The diseases due to occupational accidents or environment and the perception of threat 

due to occupational diseases  

− Unjustified incapacity reports  

− The lack of merit system 

 

Follow the Process and Changes Related to the Social Security System 

The work to be done to protect the health and safety of the personnel and the measures to be 

taken will prevent the huge material and moral losses. Therefore, employers and managers 

should put into practice by developing programs to protect the health and safety of staff. 

Issues related to the social security system should be monitored at regular intervals. 

 

Ensuring and Increasing Competitiveness 

The competitors of enterprises may be companies producing similar goods and services, as 

well as substitute goods and services sector or complementary sectors. However, except for 

those producing similar goods and services, they are indirect competitors for the enterprise 

and should be taken into account because of their impact on the structure of competition. In 

relation to competitors; their orientations, goods or services, production characteristics, 

growth rates, competitive advantages, goals, strategies and in which changes will come about 

should be followed. 

 

Increasing Cooperation Opportunities 

It is needed to make collaborations with associate to competitors or similar sectors. 
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3.3 Stock Management 

Stock management aims to determine the amount of optimum investment made to stocks. 

Two cases arise when investing in stocks; the first situation is the inadequacy of stocks. 

Inadequate stocks have caused reduction in production and sales losses. In the second case; 

there is a surplus of stocks. Excess stocks increase the cost of carrying and capital. It causes 

obsolescence and decay. The purpose of stock management should ensure that an optimal 

balance between savings to be provided by keeping stock, and the costs of stock. 

 

       3.4 Creation of Customer Loyalty 

Brand loyalty is that the consumer has a positive attitude towards a certain brand and intends 

to choose the same brand in the future. In constituting brand loyalty; 

− Making the relationship permanent by providing services that meet the requests 

and needs of consumers, 

− Ensuring consumer satisfaction in all situations to be occur before and after of 

products they purchase  

− Programming to be continuous of actions oriented to increase consumer 

satisfaction 

− When a negative situation arises regarding the products sold or services provided, 

it is important to eliminate the dissatisfaction of consumers by compensating the 

mistake 

 

A business plan is a written description of what will happen to your business in the future. 

Business plans define what you plan to do and how you plan to do it. Business plans help to 

accomplish a range of tasks for those who write, read and implement plans. For entrepreneurs 

who will invest, business plans are a tool to communicate their vision to potential investors. 

They can also be used by companies to inform employees, plan new jobs, deal with suppliers, 

or simply manage their company better. 

 

So what was included in a business plan and how did you put it together? Simply put, a 

business plan includes your business goals, strategies, possible problems and solutions that 

you may encounter in your business, the organizational structure of your business, and finally 

how to finance the amount of capital needed to realize your enterprise. 

 

Impressive sound ?. A good business plan is effective if it is put together properly and in 

accordance with generally accepted rules, both form and content. A business plan has three 

main parts: 

 

The first is the business concept, the sector in which you do business, the structure of your 

business, the product or service you produce, in general how you plan to succeed in your 

business. 
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The second is the market segment where you identify and analyze your potential customers. 

Here you will find out who, where and what you are buying, as well as how to position 

yourself to compete and achieve your goals. 

 

Finally, the financial section includes your income and cash flow statements, balance sheet 

and other financial ratios. For this section, you can ask your accountant for professional help. 

 

In addition to these three main sections, a business plan consists of seven main 

components: 

1. Entrepreneur information 

2. Field of activity 

3. Market strategies 

4. Competitor analysis 

5. Design and development plan 

6. Management plan 

7. Financial factors 

 

3.5 How Long Should Your Business Plan Be? 

It may vary depending on what you are using for. A business plan can be longer than 100 

pages if requested in detail, but a typical business plan is between 15 and 20 pages. This will 

depend more on the characteristics of your business. If you have a simple business idea, you 

can express it using very few words. On the other hand, if you're dreaming of a new type of 

business, you might need to explain a little more to explain it. 

 

The purpose of your plan also determines its length. If you're preparing a plan to look for 

millions of dollars to capitalize your plan to start a risky venture, you may have to make too 

many statements and convince. But if you're going to use your plan for internal purposes in 

managing an ongoing business, you can make a much shorter plan. 

 

Who Needs a Business Plan? 

Anyone who wants to start a business needs a business plan. You don't need a business plan to 

start a hobby or to resume your normal business. However, it is necessary to draw up a 

business plan if there is a business that will start an initiative that will consume money, energy 

and time resources and is expected to generate a profit. 

 

The classic business plan writer is an entrepreneur seeking funds to help start a new 

enterprise. Numerous large companies have devised a plan in order to convince investors to 

put in the capital required for the business. The greatest benefit in business planning belongs 

to the business owner, because the business plan is a guide for the business. It is also a 
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mistake to think that business plans are needed to find cash only in search of funding. 

Planning at all stages of enterprises is beneficial. 

 

Businesses can prepare plans for growth, that is, to help them find funds, just like building a 

business, they may also need a written plan to help manage a rapidly growing business, or a 

plan can be seen as a valuable tool to communicate business missions and expectations to 

customers, suppliers, or others. 

 

Plan an Updating Checklist 

There are seven reasons to consider updating your business plan. If only one of them applies 

to you, it's time to update. 

 

1. If your industry is a rapidly changing sector, you need to update your plan annually, 

quarterly or monthly. 

 

2. If you need funding or additional funding, you may need an updated plan in order to help 

financiers make funding decisions. 

 

3. If there has been a significant change in the market, for example, customer tastes, trends in 

customers, plan updates are needed. 

 

4. If your business has developed a new product, technology, service or skill, or your business 

has changed a lot since your plan was first written, it's time to update. 

 

5. An up-to-date business plan is needed if management has changed and new managers 

wanted to learn about your business and goals. 

 

6. Planning can be updated if your business has reached the goal of exceeding the $ 1 million 

sales quota or employing your 100th employee. 

 

7. If your old plan no longer reflects reality, for example, if things changed faster than you 

expect and your plan looks irrelevant, it should be updated. 

 

Finding the Right Plan for You 

Business plans have many common elements such as cash flow and marketing plans. Many 

also have specific goals, such as finding cash or persuading someone to join the company as a 

partner.  

 

You may need a business plan that is very different from other entrepreneurs, depending on 

the characteristics of your business and how you plan to use it. Plans vary greatly in length, 

appearance, detail of content, and different emphasis on different aspects of the work. 
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The reason why plan selection is so important is that your plan has a strong impact on your 

business. No matter what you intend to use your plan for, it should present you and your 

business in the best, most accurate way. 

Types of Plans 

Business plans can be roughly divided into four different types; Miniplans, work plans, 

presentation plans and electronic plans. These different types of plans require different 

amounts of labor and can be of different lengths. A detailed plan is superior to an abbreviated 

plan, depending on what you want to use for it. 

 

• The Miniplan. A miniplan is between 1-10 pages. The content should at least pay 

attention to important issues such as business concept, financial needs, marketing plan 

and financial statements. It can be used to quickly test a business concept or to 

measure the interest of a potential partner or small investor. It can also be a start to 

make a detailed plan later. 

 

• The Working Plan. A working plan is a tool to be used to run your business. It should 

be prepared in detail and long, but the presentation part may be short. 

 

• The Presentation Plan. This plan is suitable for showing to bankers, investors and 

people outside the company. 

 

Almost all the information in a presentation plan is the same as your work plan, but it may be 

stylized slightly differently. Unlike the work plan, this plan is used as an entry, not a 

reminder. 

 

The biggest difference between presentation and work plans is the appearance detail. A work 

plan can be printed on an office printer and stapled. But a presentation plan must be printed 

by a color, high-quality printer and skillfully placed in a durable and easy-to-read booklet. It 

should include charts, tables and drawings. 

 

It is essential that a presentation plan is accurate and consistent. An error here may be 

interpreted as misrepresentation. This will make you look less careful at best. 

 

• The Electronic Plan. Most business plans are created on a computer, then printed and 

presented in writing. However, business information, which was only once transferred 

between the parties on paper, is usually sent electronically today. Therefore, an 

electronic version of your plan must be available. An electronic plan can be presented, 

for example, to a group using a computer-powered projector, or it can be used to meet 

the demands of a detailed investor who wants to explore in depth the basics of 

complex spreadsheets. 
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Module 4. Marketing and Branding techniques  

Abstract  

In this module we are going to explore the concept of Marketing and the crucial aspects 

around it so as to develop a good strategy for commercial introduction or definition of our 

target costumer. In the second part, we are going to move on to talk about branding and its 

differences regarding marketing. Also, we are going to talk about the importance of branding 

and how to generate love to our brands. Finally you will have the ooportunity to taste you 

knowledge trhough a case method exercise.  

 

4.1 Introduction to marketing  

Deciding which product you are going to present to the market is an important decision that 

has a great impact on the success of your company. Also, choosing the market you are going 

to address is as important decision as how you are going to presented. All these factors are 

directly linked to Marketing. 

 

Nowadays, marketing is a tool that every entrepreneur must know and use because in one way 

or another we use marketing techniques, even without knowing it. Marketing in a simple 

explanation is the realization of an exchange between 2 parties in which a mutual benefit is 

formed. 

 

In this sense, the two parties are the customer 

and the producer this two can be a persone, a 

company, or a group of people. The mutual 

benefit comes from the transaccion or 

exchange that they do. The exchange can 

represent a product, a service or an idea. It is 

a mutual benefit because it provides value to 

both. Usually, the transaction is in the form 

of money but sometimes it can be by other 

means such as donations or a particular 

action.  

 

4.2 Marketing Models 

There are several types of modelos buth the most common are Business to Business (B2B) or 

Business to Consumer (B2C). B2B consists of one company offering its services to another 

company. On the other hand B2C is what we know the best because we have it everyday that 

we go to shop for a particular thing that is produce by a commercial entity. 
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During all these centuries of changes and evolutions, marketing was done in countless ways. 

Approaches and features very different from one another, but always with the same objective: 

to make a consumer interact with your brand and become a customer. Thinking about that, we 

will explain you two classifications that separate marketing: Outbound Marketing and 

Inbound Marketing. 

Outbound Marketing  

Its main objective is to attract the consumer in an incisive manner. It is known as the old 

marketing since the tactic that use offer products or services to the public, resorting to 

interruptive techniques of advertising / marketing and that are, for the most part, too 

commercial and, currently, with little relevance for the consumer.  

For example, Telemarketing, spam emails, direct mail, magazine ads, outdoor ads, pop ups on 

websites and remarketing. All these marketing methods are aimed at showing your brand and 

products before everything else. Despite being effective, this type of approach tires the 

consumer since some ads arrived in inopportune times. 

       Inbound Marketing  

In contrast, we have the new marketing, known as Inbound Marketing. The Inbound 

methodology is an innovative strategy that has sought to eliminate the old concepts of 

marketing. The Inbound has presented a vision that is based on gaining people's attention and 

making potential customers look for and find a business in a natural way. That means, without 

suffering any kind of pressure to make that happen. 

 

Its purpose is to attract potential customers to the business through a little (or nothing) 

aggressive procedure. From there, communicate with them, understand their needs, help them 

and finally, enchant them. In addition, the methodology seeks to attract and conquer the target 

audience and the most qualified consumers: those who really have an interest in the services 

or products that the company offers. No actions are carried out for the general public, but 

efforts are focused on attracting the most suitable people for the business. 
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Inbound Marketing works in a cycle of 4 stages, and for each of them, actions are assigned 

capable of effectively dialoguing with the public. They are stages that complement each other 

in an intelligent way. Now, we will explain in detail how they constitute a complete process 

of attraction, conversion, education and closure (4 stages). 

Attraction 

 

A site without visits does not generate business opportunities or sales. That is why leads are 

essential for the whole strategy to work. In the first stage, known as attraction, it is very 

important that the company seeks to position itself and build its brand, instead of going out in 

search of new clients. Here comes content marketing, because the creation of relevant content 

is crucial for the success of the Inbound. 

 

This action is able to make the audience become more committed and prone to consume the 

products or services linked to the brand. For example, the creation of a blog, combined with 

the optimization of content (SEO), sponsored links and a strategic presence in social 

networks, is one of the ways to achieve attraction. The most used and appropriate tools for 

attracting users in your digital business are: Blogs, Social Networks, SEO and keywords (it is 

necessary to guarantee that your site will appear in the highlighted searches) and finally Web 

Sites; the site needs to "talk" with your potential buyers. So make sure your platform is a 

valuable source of content. 

Conversion 

 

The conversion stage is an extension of the attraction. After attracting visitors it is necessary 

to convert them into leads. For this to happen, it is essential that the business offers some 

reward or benefit to the user in exchange for information about him, such as his name, email 

and telephone. In general, to get access to consumer data and form a database, companies that 

work with inbound offer what we call free rich materials such as: ebooks, infographics, white 

papers, webinars, among others, in web page structures, called landing pages. These landing 

pages, which are created with the aim of generating the conversion, have forms for the user to 

fill out with their data and, in doing so, receive some type of material as a benefit. 

Education 

 

After attracting the most appropriate people and converting some of them into leads, the path 

is promising. The next step is to transform them into customers, which will require an even 

greater knowledge about the person and a more personalized treatment, since not all potential 

customers are at the ideal moment to make a purchase. When we observe a cycle of purchase, 

we see that there are well-defined steps that must be respected, until the time comes when a 

person is "ready" to receive a sales approach. There are two main marketing and sales tools 

for this stage of the process, they are: 
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Table 6. Main marketing and sales tools 

Lead nurturing Lead scoring 

It is (link to lead nurturing) a strategy of 

programmed emails to leads, with the aim of 

leaving them more ready to do business with 

a company. It is sent based on the stage of the 

user's purchase cycle, profile and behavior. 

Lead scoring is a way to classify potential 

buyers by points. These points are used to 

determine who is ready to formalize a 

purchase or not. 

 

 

Once a lead receives a score considered acceptable by the company, it passes to the sales team 

to try to close the business. That score is defined by analyzing the profile of the lead 

compared to the buyer person. The more similar the lead is with the buyer profile of the 

business person, the more points are attributed to it. 

Closing 

 

The closing of the sale is reason to celebrate for two specific reasons: the first, because the 

main objective of the Inbound process was achieved. The second, because a new door opens 

and now there is the opportunity to transform the newest customer into a loyal brand 

promoter. 

 

If you offer a high quality after-sales service, a company can keep customers satisfied, 

making them buy again, recommend the product or service to others (a good indication is 

better than any advertisement) and pay less attention to the messages of the competitors. You 

send emails or any artifact that will help you to create loyalty. 

 

4.3 Marketing Mix 

Marketing Mix is the complete analysis of seven “P’s”. The seven “P’s” are below:  

Product 

It is the goods or services that response to the client´s needs. The products can be tangible or 

intangible associated with ideas or objects that accomplish a service. Is my product good 

enough for the costumer? Do I need to make changes to it? 

Price 

The price is established at a level that indicates an appropriate value to sell it. The price is 

established by balancing many factors such as supply and demand, costs, desired profit, 

competition and so on. Is the price correct for the costumer? Can I make some discounts?  

Promotion 

It is the act of informing the market segment of a product, a brand or a company so as to 

encourage a purchase decision. The promotion can be done by advertising, public relation 
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strategies, word of mouth, ads in different places and so on. When and how to make 

discounts? How should I advertise? There are many ways to promote including: Advertising, 

Personal selling, Sales discounts, Public Relations/Publicity, Sampling, Word of mouth 

including electronic endorsements, Product placement 

Process  

It is important to pay attention to the the shape and form of your business because clients will 

look not only to product but also to the internal and external processes that your organization 

does in order to put the product or service in their hands. Is my process the most effective? Is 

my surplus as efficient?  

Place 

It is the location where costumers can find your product and it can take different forms as in a 

traditional shop in the street or via online by postal service. Is my product accessible to my 

costumers? Where can I sell it?  

Personnel 

Your staff are the ambassadors of the brand so you need to review that they are inline with the 

product and knows everything not only of the products but from the company as clients will 

expect them to be well inform. Does each employee knows the company? Do they share the 

values of the company?  

Packaging  

This is the way your product, service or company is presented to the costumers and 

stakeholders. For example, you should keep in mind the cantity of product that will be better 

for a client in every unite and also the type of package that can be more accessible and useful. 

Do my costumners can carry on my product easily? Can they manipulate it easily?  

 

4.4 How to conduct market research? 

 Because entrepreneurs are usually brave enough to 

start something completely new, it is really important 

to do some quality research to find out what customers 

in that industry need the most and to identify target 

niche. You have to think about your potential  

customers and put yourself in their shoes to think of 

some new ideas from their perspective. You will not 

develop the same product for students and for seniors, 

that's why it's crucial to think about the latest trends.  

You need to have extensive knowledge of your 

potential customers and about competitors. Through market research, you can gather a lot of 

information which will make you more aware of customer needs and potential reactions to 
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your products. You are researching everytime when you speak to your customers or employes 

about business and when you find out some new information about your competitors.  

The 4 P's 

Market research is fundamental for your project because you can gather a lot of relevant 

information and, through that, you can make good decisions about startup, innovation, growth 

and the four P's. You probably wonder what are the 4 P's? They are really important for 

building innovative marketing strategies and P's stand for PRODUCT (focusing on your 

product and improving it according to your customers needs), PRICE (setting a price your 

customer is willing to pay), PLACEMENT (where to set up and how to distribute your 

product?) and PROMOTION (how to reach particular market segments – teens, families, 

professionals?).  

By conducting market research you can understand the needs of your customers better 

because you can profile them and create marketing campaigns that could have large impact on 

them. You could also identify opportunities for growth by recognizing changes in demand or 

finding new markets outside of your local city or country. Market research is the best way to 

learn about what our potential customers want, how can we earn from them and how can we 

maintain their loyalty. 

Phases of research 

Planning 

First phase of research is planning. Best way to do that is to ask yourself is there a need for 

the project you would like to launch in the market. You have to be sure that you are in the 

right market for implementation of the idea. For example, if you live in Russia, starting a 

business building outdoor swimming pools wouldn't be successful. Next thing you have to ask 

yourself is whether your potential products meet specific market needs? Keep in mind that 

pricing should be fair and competitive because many consumers would probably leave you for 

the competition if you keep your prices to high.  

Collecting data 

After you planned for the research, you can start to collect data through quantitative research, 

if you want to identify broad trends within the data you can act on, or through qualitative 

research, if you want to ask for more details through open text questions in surveys. We can 

write two types of questions in our surveys.  

Many people prefer close-ended questions because it doesn't take a lot of time to answer them 

but you have to insist on open-ended questions beccause you can get a lot of great 

suggestions. You can also combine these two types of research when you collect data. 

Through quantitative research, you can find out how potential customers are reaching your 

page but you can also find out why those referrals are more effective than others using 

qualitative research. 
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There are also two main types of market research known as primary, which involves 

conducting your own research and secondary, which involves searching through published 

data. There is no rule when you want to start some new research in order to collect data but 

conducting secondary research before creating your own research could be very useful 

because secondary research could give you the background information that will allow you to 

create a more targeted primary research. 

How to know which data is relevant for your research and how to conduct your secondary 

research? The most important thing you have to keep in mind while conducting secondary 

research is to keep your project goals and plans at the top of your mind. In that way you will 

focus on relevant data and keep your market research surveys on target.  

Ask yourself how could you determine your target demographics, how to learn more about 

your competitors and how to understand consumer preferences better? When you define those 

questions, you have to think about informations you need to answer those questions and how 

to reach them? Once you know what questions do you need answered and when you get an 

idea of the information that would give the best answer, you are ready to start the research.  

After you've collected enough information and gained a solid understanding of your particular 

market, competition and your target demographic, get started on your primary research. By 

conducting this type of research, you can go into details about the particulars of your products 

and location. You can ask your potential customers which factors are relevant for them when 

they want to buy something, what do they like the most about our current products, which 

price would be a fair price and how could we improve our product?  

It is really important to collect information from segments of people important for 

development of your business. If you are developing mobile app, your ideal target segment 

would probably be young people who use mobile everyday and who are interested in that field 

in which your app was developed. Best way to collect great ideas for product development 

would be to form a focus group.  

Through focus groups, many entrepreneurs could get direct feedback on some product. First 

step would be to bring a small group of people together and giving them a sample of your 

product. After that, you need to ask them specific questions so that they could share their 

creative ideas. 

Anther way to collect creative ideas and answers is through a survey or questionnaire. It is a 

great way to collect opinions of a larger group of people. They could be conducted through 

direct mail, over the phone, on the web or via e-mail and in person. Really good and simple 

way to create an questionnaire is by using google forms which is excellent because it collects 

and processes the data and is showing it through graphs and charts.  

When creating questions and designing your questionnaire it is important to keep it short, 

simple, visually appealing and easy to read. In this sense, keep the questions brief and avoid 

questions which are too difficult to answer.  
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If you follow these rules, you would probably collect lot of responses through your 

questionnaires. If answering the surveys takes longer than 7 minutes, people would probably 

abandon them and you wouldn't be able to obtain those informations. Even though open-

ended questions are good, in one way, because through them, we could collect many new 

ideas and a completely new perspective which could help us to develop our project, there 

shouldn't be too many of them in a survey because people want to go through our survey 

really fast. Being patient and persistant would help you a lot while trying to collect the 

answers from surveys. Persistant in order to send more than one invitation because some of 

the people would probably ignore your mail, and patient because it takes a lot of time to get 

and interpret the results.  

Since we live in a world full of modern technologies which gave us universe of online 

services and information, entrepreneurs today can conduct much of their research without 

leaving their computers. You can find many relevant information from industry trends and 

company-specific business information, such as telefon numbers, field of the business and the 

name of the CEO to the newest business news which is crucial for developing mailing lists, 

planning sales calls and identifying prospects.  

There are many online market research tools which can be used to gather crucial market 

information with the help of few mouse clicks. Simple Web search using search engines such 

as Google can help you to find the „keywords“ that many people would use to find your type 

of products and to see how much interest there is in these keywords. You can also discover 

how many competitors there is in that market. Through search engines you can also check out 

your competitors web pages where you can find a lot of information such as offerings, prices, 

development and PR campaingns. It is also very important to read blogs, regularly updated 

websites or web page that are written in an informal or conversational style, because blogs are 

updated much more regularly than websites. Bloggers are usually updating their blogs on a 

daily basis while organizational websites are updated less often. Because of the informal tone 

of blogs, there is a big chance to pick up conversation about some new product type or need.  

Analysing data 

And finally, we have reached the final phase of a market research and it is analyzing and 

acting on your market research data. After you have collected all the answers, it would be 

the best to proccess the results in Excel and to make 

some charts and graphs to come up with creative 

solutions. If you are not the only person in that business, 

it would be smart to gather your team to come up with 

ways to improve issues and weaknesses and to write 

every single idea down, while brainstorming. 

Brainstorming happens when lot of people in the same 

room share and exchange their ideas so that they could 

get the best ideas and solutions to some problem. 
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4.5 Market Entry, issues to be aware of 

As you could see, the basic principle of the marketing strategy is the relationship between 

price, promotion, product and place (distribution). However, there are external factor you will 

need to take these into account when choosing a markets particularly when it is outside your 

country. 

▪ Your pricing level might change due to taxes by goverment or by other competitors 

that already exist in the market.  

▪ Your marketing and advertising strategies need to review cultural laws and norms as 

well as the different types of mediums that are use by the segment for example: 

television, radio, online. There is not only one magical formula.  

▪ Your product need to be adapter for example in countries the proportion of products 

by unit may need to be better in small amounts due to conservation.  

▪ Your potential distribution process will be different becuase there might be some 

actors in the market such as agents, distributors, whole salers, etc.  

▪ Finally, make sure that the price of your product is correct and competitive so as 

not to accuse you of dumping. The basic dumping is to sell your product in a market at 

a cost lower than its production cost to obtain an entry and a market share. The 

sanctions for dumping can be quite severe, from financial exclusion to the total 

exclusion of this market. 

4.6 Branding and Marketing 

Any business has a brand, whether it is part of a strategy or has not been planned. The most 

critical question is whether it is a good brand. And to what extent it contributes to the strategy 

of your business. Branding, understood briefly as the management of brands, has become one 

of those topics that many speak, although it can be said that many less understand. No matter 

how big your business is, it does not matter which segment you act in. You can be sure, you 

are a brand and if you do not manage it properly you have a problem. 

The brands are therefore in the hands of people, including customers, company staff and 

anyone else who comes in contact with them. How you interact with people creates an image 

of who you are, what you are for, how you behave. The brand is the perception that people 

build from all the impacts that you generate. Therefore, it must be a priority to build it, protect 

it, create interesting expectations and, above all, satisfy them. 

This is the very essence of branding: creating hope through expectations and culminating with 

relevant brand experiences that, at a minimum, satisfy those promises by generating close 

links with the brand. Companies have to get positive opinions and that is achieved with 

positive actions. The management of perceptions becomes the branding in a master key, as 
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responsible for achieving the necessary emotional connection with brands. And the reason is 

quite simple: many of the purchasing decisions have powerful emotional connections. 

4.7 Creation of Brand Awareness and Brand Love 

Is it possible that people can really love a brand? Well, we say they can, and they do. Clients 

have started to feel attaché to their brands. For example, Apple, Disney and LEGO eally pull 

out all the efforts when it comes to engagement.  

Now it is time to get you close to the steps that will help you to create love for your brand. 

First of all, as a brand owners and managers, we need to begging by telling you that being 

loved has very little to do with size, budget or marketing prowess; in fact the most critical 

ingredient is passion. So here we will explore the attributes that your brand should have in 

order to create love. 

First, it is important to have a brand personality and there is a misconception that brand 

personality equals irreverent which is not relevant for many businesses, but every brand 

should define their ideal personality as the meeting point between who they are and what their 

target. It important that your products, package and everything that rounds the brand share its 

personality, do not be afraid to explore. For understanding this you might like to visit innocent 

drinks a UK brand of juice.  

The second aspect is to have a foundation of authenticity and by this Dave Ansett means to 

have a core of values that are in line with the brand personality and that the work force 

involve or stakeholders represent and respect this personality and values. For example, selling 

equipment for sports and that the people that produce this products have been trainers, sport 

couches, therapist and so on. As well it is important to look for ambassadors and this might be 

people from sports that will use your products and they have the expertise to actually rate 

them.  

The third attribute of a loved brand is a Unique Brand Experience. It is to think of how you 

could create a unique experience for your brand; the more likely doing-so will make you stand 

out from your competitors. A story tail follow by an atmosphere that is related to it will give 

you that unique experience that your target group will love. Do not forget for that you have 

study your target group characteristics.  

A passionate community is much more than a group of loyal customers with a shared love for 

the brand. For example the Harley Davidson community buildt over decades. Harley riders 

identify themselves as part of the community. For some joining the the Harley Davidson 

community is a major influence in their decision to purchasing a Harley. 

The next aspect is genuine customer connection. This means more than likes on Facebook or 

followers on Instagram. Customer Connection is about getting closer to your coustumer and 

make it react to eveysingle thing that your brand does in order to support it.  
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A social conscience is seen as a highly attractive attribute for a brand. There are so many 

cases these days of small companies that related their activities with a social cause and they 

have increased their capacity very fast in short time. For example, Rosa’s Pizza in 

Philadelphia is a restaurant that started a campaign to ask for donations and contribute 

themselves with donations to elaborate pizzas for free so 

people who live in the streets can have something to eat.  

All in all, passion attracts opportunity in all shapes and 

sizes. It attracts more clients and customers and the 

opportunities they bring. Do not forget to include in 

your strategy this attributes and you will build more 

than a sell you will have a partner that will be 

supporting you all the way up! 

4.8 Online Tools for Branding and Marketing 

Strategies 

Nowadays, Online Marketing is the best tool that SMEs 

can afford to pay. The most important reasons as to why 

an SME should invest in Online Marketing are listed 

below: 

▪ It is the media that has grown the most in recent 

years 

▪ It provides a very effective positioning for all 

targets, but specially for the youth segment because of its higher frequency of use 

▪ It is an excellent way to interact with the public and improve all marketing variables. 

Mainly: to inform, sell, distribute and serve the customer 

▪ It allows for a successful segmentation of the target audience, that other conventional 

media fail to achieve. The purpose is to get to the chosen niche 

▪ Online advertising improves brand recall and even increase WOM marketing 

opportunities, or better known as the “word of mouth” to get that many talk about you 

in a positive way, to recommend you 

▪ It enables the company to analyze results in real time. It also allows the company to 

react thanks to the flexibility of the online media 

In this sense, although it may surprise SMEs can win the battle to big business, because if the 

latter playing with their large budget, SMEs are composed of simpler structures and a great 

adaptation capacity, basic features for marketing and communication strategies.  

Tips for SMEs to develop their online marketing strategy:  
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1. Be Where People are Looking. Inbound vs. Outbound. In Inbound market there are 

strategies on internet. Focus on this since this will reduce cost for your first periods as 

entrepreneur.  Wit this you will spent more time but less money.  

2. Everything is Measurable.  But do not focus on reviewn every single response or 

email. Not all of tchem will turn into sales so just keep the general strategies and 

evaluate which one gives you more retunrs with less time.  

3. Constant Improvement . You need to keep dynamic with users in the differnet 

platforms. You cannot do the same strategies for a long period of time.  

 

4.9 Strategy assessment: SWOT 

SWOT analysis is really important because it uses SWOT matrices or diagrams for any 

business strategy or plan. As it stands in the table above, acronym SWOT stands for strengths 

and weaknesses, which are internal factors, and opportunities and threaths, which are external 

factors. Internal because a company writes down their own strengths and weaknesses. You 

write what you think is their greatest advantage and what is the main problem inside your 

organization.  

They have to work on those problems in order to improve ther organization image and 

culture. Managers can affect internal factors. For example, if interpersonal relations within 

some department are poor, managers could send their employers to some workshops in order 

to fix that. While, on the other hand, they have no impact on external factors because they 

can't affect the environment. They can only develop their strategy as best they can in order to 

avoid threats and reach as many opportunities as they could. 

The easiest way to analyze your future organization and the environment to see if your 

organization is implmenenting a correct marketing and brand strategy is to do a SWOT 

analysis. How to do it properly? Best way is to determine the objective, as a first step, and to 

draw square and divide it into four smaller squares because each square represents one 

category.  

Next step would be writing the titles in each square and to distinguish them from the rest of 

the text. Write the word “Strengths“ in the top left square, “Weaknesses“ in the top right 

square, “Opportunities“ inside the bottom left square, and “Threats“ inside the bottom right 

square. After you did all of these steps, it is time to add factors, usually in a bullet form, into 

the squares. Last step is to analyze the finished diagram and decide what would be the best 

reaction. For example, if there are more negative than positive outcomes, some adjustments 

may need to be made. 
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Table 11 SWOT diagram 

STRENGHTS 

• advantages of your 

organization 

WEAKNESSES 

• areas within a company 

which need to be upgraded 

OPPORTUNITIES 

• external factors that may 

contribute to your 

organization 

THREATS 

• potential problems caused 

by external factors 

 

4.10 Case study: when giving to society gives you even more! 

The service and food industry, especially fast food industry is one of the lowest retention and 

highest turnover of all the industries across the world. This is not rare since we all have been 

there or at least we know someone who has been working in a Fast food restaurant and the 

reasons why turnover are high become quite obvious. For example, low pay, long hours, shift 

patterns changing constantly and including weekends and, of course, a workforce that is 

perceived to be low skill.  

Now if we add to this the fact that the food industry especially fast food is highly competitive 

we may be discouraged to take a new investment in this kind of businesses. However, even if 

this industry face constant turnover due to frustration and a highly competitive market due to 

many restaurants it is still possible to distinguish oneself 

for the competition and definitely there is room for new 

business with these characteristics.  

Before continue to read, Can you tell me base on what we 

have seen about marketing and Brand love how a fast food 

restaurant can distinguished itself from the competition? I 

guess you already know some strategies but if you do not 

know. Do not worry; this case will help us to understand in 

a better way the concepts discussed in this module.  

What will you do if you want to sell hamburgers but you 

already have some tough competition as McDonald, Burger King and so on or even better, 

after a period of time, you have found out that your sells are stagnated and only cost are 

increasing. Well you need to start by identifying your marketing and brand strategy and this 

not only needs to take into account the target audience but also your company and what 

message is giving because one your strength is your price, location and timetable (24 hours) 

and it seems is not working.  
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So we are going to start by searching inside our store or company to analyse everything and 

this we can do it by the method of SWOT that we have already explained. The problem is that 

most HR departments do not have the power or respect to make changes. The power to make 

change rests with the people who have the authority. 

So until here we can have a basic SWOT analysis. Can you identify the factor that will go in 

each of the segments of the matrix? Before going to the next page I will advised you to 

identify some factors base on the previous information. After you have reflected on the 

possible factors compare your SWOT with the SWOT provided in the next page.  

Table 12 SWOT diagram for excercise 

STRENGHTS 

 

WEAKNESSES 

 

 

 

 

OPPORTUNITIES 

 

THREATS 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see in the following table page 81 we have just allocated the factor that we 

mentioned during the explanation of the food insutry. If you have found more it is good as 

your reflection will be stronger. This is just a simplication to further help you with the 

appropiation of the knowledge.  

So what know? What can we do with this factors detected. Well now it is time to identify 

alternatives to the weaknesses and this we can do it by using some of the opportunities or the 

strenghts detected in our SWOT. Basically this is what La Rosa’s Pizza Company did so as to 

increase their sells and they went far beyond in their transformation that now are very well 

know that the revenues had increase in a massive scale.  Let’s find out what they did.  

First they change the philosophy. Their CEO Tillman Hughes says, “The soft stuff needs to 

become the ‘hard stuff.” They created a Chief People Officer instead of keeping the HR 

department. However, this brought a really clear change since the esponsibility, authority and 

the power was direcly link to top executives and not to staff as in HR deparment. 
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Whit this they practices the art of leadership and takes the science of quality management to 

its highest form. Putting their people first is like the first law for them. So employees are the 

first thing to take care because if they are happy clients will be happy.  

For example here are some of the changes that they implemented (Smith, 2010):  

1) The managers meet with the new hires during the first four weeks and conduct a survey of 

new hires about 30 days after their arrival. Then they ask questions like: what do you think 

about working here and how is the training going? 

2) Perform a cultural audit, similar to an internal climate assessment, once a year, which 

measures feelings about pay and benefits, attention and recognition, etc. This gives them a 

quick idea of what employees think about how they are treated. 

3) Employees evaluate their bosses twice a year. An internal customer satisfaction index 

(ICSI) is increased twice a year with all employees. ICSI has only four questions and asks 

employees to give their supervisor a letter from A to D in the four categories listed below. 

 

• Communication: use of basic principles, effective method used / established for verbal or 

written messages or instructions, comments provided or license - Code of conduct adhered. 

• Responsibility: respecting deadlines, respecting deadlines, facilitates work flow, 

responsiveness. 

• Quality: provides work and / or quality service (ie, accurate information, support 

documentation, quality products, etc.). 

• Professionalism: courtesy and professionalism. Handles situations in a mature way. It 

communicates effectively and provides quality products / services for the total satisfaction of 

team members. 

Once the ICSI is completed and comments are compiled, the Director General invites officials 

to discuss the results. They address specific behaviors and propose action plans for 

improvement that can be monitored daily. The meetings are held in an open and reliable 

environment so as not to cause fear of reprisals. 

They also discovered that leadership training is the key to their success. At one point, they 

sent their managers to attend these public courses for a day in the leadership of the center. In 

doing so, they found it difficult to reach a critical mass because they all came back with 

different ideas, a different philosophy and a different language than what leadership meant. La 

Rosa now sends all of its managers to follow the same 6-week training program. 

It is clearly that this company has stand out from the others internally and this is resulting in a 

better service but how can you make to see that the personality of your company –brand- has 
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change. Well this is the time to introduce your brand strategy and this can come from different 

fields but in these case we are going to illustrate what La Rosa’s Pizza did.  

Instead of giving boring pamphlets 

about the changes or ads with their 

employees smiling they were beyond 

expected. The personality of their brand 

has change now they care about their 

people because is all about caring to 

each other but they also care about their 

costumers so their strategy when in to 

this aspect but paying attention to a 

segment that they didn’t have and 

probably you will be thinking what kind 

of people do not eat regularly pizza? 

And maybe you might think that they are the ones who invented began food or low carbs food 

but non of these things they made.  

They look to the vulnerable people who live in the streets they do not have money to eat 

properly and regularly so they target this segment and by that they became one of the best 

pizza restaurants in America. As Daniel Bulpitt said in 2017, you can feel good about eating 

pizza for once. “When entering the shop on 11th and Chestnut streets, your eyes immediately 

dart around to the plethora of multicolored Post–its that coat the walls of the restaurant. The 

aromas of gooey cheese and fresh bread guide you to the register. Ordering here is pretty 

simple: Rosa’s offers a plain slice of cheese for $1.25, toppings for an extra 50 cents, and the 

option of buying an extra slice for someone in need. With each charity purchase, you can also 

write a Post–it to contribute to the decor of the restaurant, so think of some profound message 

to leave on the wall”.  

At Rosa’s, the pay–it–forward program annually provides thousands of homeless people in 

Philly with hot and cheesy slices. This program is immensely popular, even earning the 

owner, Mason Wartman, a spot on The Ellen DeGeneres Show. La Rosa’s Pizza Company is 

a national chain of 53 outlets consisting of 3000 employees with over $100 million in sales 

each year. At La Rosa’s they when beyond expected to make cleared that the personality of 

the brand will always care about their people and by this they mean their employees and 

society at large.  
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Answers to excercises:  

Table 13 SWOT diagram with answers 

STRENGHTS 

• Good price.  

• Good location.  

• Time table (24h). 

 

WEAKNESSES 

• Constant turnover. 

• Long hours. 

• Low pay. 

• Shift patterns. 

• Low skill perception.   

 

OPPORTUNITIES 

• Increase share market. 

 

THREATS 

• Cost are increasing. 

• Competitive Market. 
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Module 5. Promotion and dissemination planning 

Abstract  

The goal of this learner handbook is for readers to be able to understand the formation for an 

effective promotion and dissemination planning for your own company and her products. This 

chapter deals with the online component better known as web-marketing. This kind of 

promotion of companies products and services is very important nowadays. However it is part 

of the general dissemination plan.  Promotion can be done be several social media, as e.g. 

facebook. A lot of new tools, like e.g. youtube, whatsapp, linkedIN, … can also be used for 

dissemination. It is impossible to describe all the new tools in this chapter. However if you 

know how to use one social media for promotion, then the other tools work the same. Special 

attention is giving to the use of e-commerce marketing because it is intensively used. 

 

5.1 Promotion using the internet (Webmarketing1) 

There are a lot of interesting webpages describing this kind of promotion. Due to the fact that 

this is also a very new way of promoting products and services it is strongly advised to do 

some intensive research on the newest information and this on a regularly basis. It is expected 

that the insights will evolve very fast over the next period of years. The Internet changed a lot 

of aspects of people’s lives.  We don’t write postcards anymore, even send less text messages, 

but use Instagram or WhatsApp. Society never changes so intensively over such a short period 

time. Also, companies see that and adapt their promotion strategies to these new evolutions. 

 

Types of online promotion (webmarketing)  

There are a lot of different possibilities to use the internet for promoting goods and services. 

Banner advertisement is one of the more popular ways of informing consumers. Using social 

media is also very popular these days.  Although still used a lot the influence of e-mail to 

promote and inform clients and customers 

is not the most used strategy. Using blogs 

or even games is also a way for promoting 

goals. 

 

Web marketing refers to a broad category 

of advertising that takes many different 

forms, but generally involves any 

marketing activity conducted 

online. Marketers have shifted their efforts 

online because it tends to be significantly 

less expensive. Many online advertising 

spaces are free to use. Companies can 

 
1  http://www.marketing-schools.org/types-of-marketing/web-marketing.html  
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upload videos to Youtube or start a blog for no cost at all. Other outlets like official websites 

or paid search marketing cost a fraction of what a major television advertising campaign 

would. The web also presents exciting new opportunities for companies to profile their 

customers. The interactive space of the Internet simplifies a company's ability to track, store, 

and analyze data about a customer's demographics, personal preferences, and online behavior. 

This data allows the advertiser to provide a more personalized and relevant ad experience for 

the customer. 

 

• Display Advertising – The use of banner ads and other graphical advertisements to 

market products online. 

• Search Engine Marketing – Using search engines to help connect users with the 

products and services they are most interested in. Companies can pay to receive 

preferential ranking in a list of search results.  

• Search Engine Optimization – A free and organic way for companies to improve their 

visibility on search engines. 

• Social Media Marketing – Using sites like Facebook and Twitter to connect with 

customers. 

• Email Marketing – Communicating with customers through the use of carefully designed 

emails. 

• Referral Marketing – Using internet channels to encourage consumers to recommend 

products to their friends and families.  

• Affiliate Marketing – Working with other businesses to make it easier for consumers to 

shop for products online. 

• Inbound Marketing – Boosting the value of a company's web presence by adding unique 

content like blogs, games, and tutorial videos. 

• Video Marketing – Using web videos for promotional purposes. 

 

How to develop a digital or online plan for promotion? 

Web marketing combines a wide range of marketing strategies, requiring traditional 

marketing comprehension and an understanding of emerging technologies. Marketers must 

understand the strengths and weaknesses of various online marketing efforts as they develop 

their marketing strategy, analyzing these aspects by creating a marketing plan. The marketer 

must understand what they are selling and who their target customer is. Different advertising 

strategies appeal to different segments of the population. Social media, for instance, is widely 

used by young people, while older Internet users are more dependent on email. An extensive 

analysis of market research reveals telling information about what customers want and where 

they gather. 
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Once the company has determined their target audience and general strategy, they should start 

developing their online presence. This can involve everything from producing videos to 

creating entire websites. The technological infrastructure behind web marketing is just as 

important as its message and aesthetic. Companies must ensure that their marketing messages 

are accessible to everyone regardless of the technology they are using.  

 

After the ads appear online, the company tracks how big of an impression they are making. 

Web marketing makes it easy for companies to track how successful their websites are. Every 

time a banner ad is clicked or a video is watched, that information is sent to the marketer. If 

the goals of the website are met, the campaign can be considered a success. If the target 

numbers are falling short, the company will need to refine their advertising strategy.  

 

Consider the example of Zoka coffee, a small, Pacific Northwest chain. They had a Facebook 

profile but very few followers. In order to increase the impact of their social media efforts, 

they created a new eye-catching profile picture and page design. Zoka coffee then identified 

trend setters in the world of coffee, and started targeting them with Twitter and Facebook 

posts to spread the word about their brand. The company also used online contests and 

promotions to create incentives for followers, eventually leading to an 800% increase in 

traffic. 

 

It is important to realize that there is not one strategy to use the internet for promoting 

products and services. So one of the most important goals for young entrepreneurs is to know 

what works using online services. It is recommend to integrate that already from the 

beginning in the marketing plan and even before in the BMC (Business Model Canvas).  First 

of all young entrepreneurs have to think about the goal of their website: do they want to 

inform people, do they want to sell products/services, who are they dealing with? What kind 

of clients: who is buying products and services, and what is their age, gender, …? The related 

questions is what are you intend to produce and to sell? Is it meant for a regional target group 

or do you want to reach a huge market. Take care that you have to be realistic and up to date: 

in the past often was said that older people are not using the internet. But is that still so? It is 

important to do necessary research. This can by simple questionnaires. 

 

Let’s now try to have a look to websites of different enterprises: Have a look to the website of 

IBM, Apple, KLM and Amazon. Please note:  

1. What similarities do you notice? 

2. What differences do you notice? 

 

Do you see the difference between goals? Selling versus informing. 

Do you see the difference in design?  Use of one language or multiple languages. 

 

Try to find a website of a local enterprise in your region? In what way does that website looks 

the same or differs from the multinational companies? 

 

5.2 Promotion using social media 
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The use of Facebook for marketing-purposes? 

The use of Facebook for marketing-goals can be done by creating a company-Facebook-page. 

Main goal is to keep permanently online contact with possible clients or customers. The 

advantage is that users can directly get in contact with the company. Don’t forget that to be 

successful nearly daily one or more messages have to be posted to keep the page lively. Often 

forgotten is that also negative messages can be posted. It is important to write down a strategy 

in case customers formulate negative posts. 

 

 
 

 

Which customers can use Facebook effectively? 

A main condition to use this opportunity, is to realize that possible customers need to have a 

Facebook-account. While originally created for university students, Facebook is now 

worldwide used by a lot of people in a lot of countries.  Most users are in the 18-34 age range. 

It is also important to know that Facebook is mostly used with smartphones or tablets. 

Although there are a lot of active Facebook-users, it is necessary to be aware of all those 

constraints. The company Facebook has a lot of information on its website for marketing 

purposes. Due to its considerable amount of users, there is a wide variety of market segments 

that can be reached on Facebook, and an active fan base for nearly any niche. 

 

A more helpful question about Facebook customers would be:  When is Facebook marketing 

most effective? For brand and company pages, posts made in the morning attract more 

comments than posts made in the afternoon. Consumers at home may check Facebook at any 

time during the day (the peak traffic period is around 3:00 in the afternoon). However, 

working or school-going consumers commonly check Facebook before and after work/school; 

therefore, only posting during the 9-5 business day misses a lot of opportunities. 

 

How to start with Facebook for your company? 

Photo by Rechtenvrije stockvector-id: 701818303 – Rzt Moser 
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Create a Facebook-page. Connect it to your company’s website. Most important: keep it alive 

by posting regularly information.  Join in. When another person likes your companies, 

immediately a post or advertisement can be seen by all that accounts friends.  

 

Try always to keep in mind that open communication can be positive, but also negative posts 

can be published.  

 

Login with your Facebook-account and try to search some company pages. Make a difference 

between multinationals and small and medium sized companies. 

 

Try to analyse what kind of information is posted on their social media contents. Try to search 

within another social media tool, like e.g. linkedin, and see if companies are active on more 

than one social media tool. Try also to make a comparison with the website of the company. 

Do you find the social media content on their website, homepage or within the 

communication sections, like e.g. the “news”-subpage. 

 

Maintaining the social media tool also means that positive posts should best be responded 

within an acceptable time-frame of 24 or 48 hours.Facebook pages are often linked to 

company web pages elsewhere on the Internet; therefore, it’s often a good idea to use some of 

the same information in both places, in order to maintain a familiarity. A business page can be 

searched for as soon as it is up, but unlike a personal profile, you cannot invite friends through 

it. Business pages do not get “friends,” they get “fans”—and that distinction does make a 

difference.  

 

To create an initial seed for the fan base, each member of the marketing team should begin by 

liking the business page on their own personal profiles; all employees, in fact, should be 

encouraged to join in. When an individual likes a page, Facebook immediately posts (read: 

advertises) this event to their profile—and this activity can be seen by every one of their 

friends. “Joe Smith likes [this brand].” The word begins to spread. 

 

Every Facebook user who likes a page will get to see any content a business posts, and be 

notified of posts through their news feed. If they are engaged by that content, they may 

comment on it, or like that item; and “Joe Smith commented on [this brand’s] status update” 

appears on all of their friends’ news feeds. Additionally, they may share this content, which 

will post (again, read: advertise) the entire content to their own profiles, and notify their 

friends to come look. The company's task, then, is to encourage this process as much as 

possible. 

 

The most important aspect of Facebook marketing is consistency of communication. Creating 

a Facebook page and then leaving it alone will net a business nothing. To attract fans, a 

business should regularly post new content in a variety of different formats, so that more 

people will see and share the page. Content can announce upcoming promotions, spot-light 
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specific products or people, share fun facts, provide incentive codes for discounts on products 

and services, and anything else that will catch the interest of fans.  

 

Given the way Facebook’s news feed works, the recency of a post is a major factor in 

organizing what a user sees. The average user has more than 130 friends, and may be a fan of 

several brands, personalities, and organizations. When he or she logs in, there is no way to 

instantly see activity from every one of those sources.  

 

The news feed shows them posts from the friends/etc. they interact with most, and which are 

more recent. Therefore, a company's post is only likely to be visible on their fans’ news feeds 

for about three hours after they post it. Furthermore, depending upon the time of day they 

post, it is likely to be seen by entirely different portions of their fan base. 

 

In addition to varied content and formatting, posts should invite customers to interact and 

respond. Businesses should present consistent calls to action, which can be as simple as 

“watch this,” “like this,” or “share this." Additionally, businesses can invite participation 

through contests and polls (which are also a way to collect market research). Such low-

commitment investments encourage familiarity and affinity in their customer base. This 

positive relationship can be further promoted through maintaining two-way communication. 

In other words, when fans post a comment on content, businesses should respond. How much 

they respond will depend upon how many fans comment, and how much time they can 

commit to Facebook marketing; but the more any particular fan interacts with a page, the 

more likely he or she is to buy.  

 

5.3 Promotion created by the consumers themselves, often called “user-generated 

marketing” 

      Involving user’s content 

Any marketing campaign that allows consumers to create advertising content or otherwise 

participate in the marketing process can be considered user-generated marketing. This 

strategy has become increasingly easy to use and popular with the advent of Internet 

technologies, involving social media, recommendation sites, and content sharing tools. 

All promotion activities that invites consumers to take part at the creation of content for 

advertising reasons or take part in one way or another in broad way to the marketing efforts of 

the company can also be considered as part of this kind of promotion. For executing this 

strategy mostly social media, recommendations websites and tools that share content can be 

used.  
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Who can use this kind of promotion? 

This technique is very cost effective and not so difficult to use and maintain. Therefor it is 

easy to use for large and small and medium sized companies.  

 

A very known website is Tripadvisor. This is a typically example for this kind of promotion. 

Tripadvisor allows consumers even to rate experiences with the company and offers a general 

questionnaire. Meanwhile this website is so often used that possible consumers for a 

restaurant, hotel, city firstly inform themselves through Tripadvisor, before booking and 

consuming.  

 

Go to the website of Tripadvisor and try to find some hotels, restaurants, … in your 

neighbourhood and read the posts and the comments of consumers. What is your opinion? 

 

User-generated marketing is cost effective and relatively easy to maintain, making the 

strategy useful for both larger and smaller companies. Crash the Super Bowl is an example of 

a large corporation implementing a complex and relatively expensive user-generated 

marketing campaign. Frito-Lay not only created a special website and social media presence 

for the campaign, but also provided prize money to winners while still paying for advertising 

space during the Super Bowl. Their purpose was not to reduce the cost of advertising, but to 

increase the number of people who saw the advertisement. 

 

Small companies benefit from user-generated marketing because it helps them establish a 

reputation that could lead to powerful word-of-mouth effects that increase business traffic. 

For example, small businesses, like local restaurants and private medical practices, advertise 
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themselves on Yelp.com to give their customers a place to write reviews for them. Consumers 

visit Yelp to find local businesses and determine if other consumers approve of those 

businesses. If customers generally give a business positive reviews on Yelp, it increases the 

likelihood that other consumers will become that business's new customers.  

 

Nonprofit organizations use content to raise awareness about the organization's cause and 

build a community around it. If, for instance, a nonprofit group advocating for more bike 

paths in the city of Boston wanted to start a user-generated marketing campaign, the group 

could write relevant blog posts and encourage reader participation in a comments section 

within the blog. Readers would not only visit the blog to read the articles posted there, but 

also to participate in conversations with other users that they are likely to share elsewhere on 

the Internet (i.e. through email, social network updates, and in cross-linking with other blogs). 

 

Developing a user-generated marketing plan 

While most marketing strategies begin with a period of research to determine a target 

audience, a user-generated strategy gathers that information during the actual campaign. For 

example, if a new bakery opens and wants to implement a user-generated marketing element 

to its business, the bakery could start by soliciting feedback from customers. This can take 

many forms, such as comment cards in the store itself or a product rating system on the 

bakery's website. To this end, the bakery could also create an interactive menu on its website 

that allows customers to give one-to-five star ratings to individual items, as well as the option 

to leave comments.The bakery could use this information to adjust its stock and improve its 

recipes, but it could also call attention to the best ratings. For instance, if several customers 

give a five-star rating to the bakery's chocolate cupcake, the bakery could advertise it as a 

“Customer Favorite” or “Voted Five Stars by You on XYZ-Bakery.com.” 

 

5.4 E-commerce marketing 

What is e-commerce marketing? 

E-commerce marketing is the practice of guiding online shoppers to an e-commerce website 

and persuading them to buy the products or services online. E-commerce marketing can 

include practices like:  

• Search engine optimization to help a website to rank higher in organic search engine 

listings 

• Affiliation with better-known websites through referral marketing or banner advertising 

• Retention of current customers through email marketing 

While there are many similarities between marketing an e-commerce website and marketing a 

brick and mortar store, e-commerce marketing involves some unique challenges and 

opportunities. Online, consumers don’t feel invested in a shopping venture the way they 

would if they’d gotten in their car to visit a physical location, because visiting an e-commerce 

website requires no more effort than a mouse click. 
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Additionally, e-commerce businesses don’t have opportunities to draw customers in with the 

physical enticements of a well-run store – there is no soft music, relaxing smell or helpful, 

well-dressed salesperson to help them make their choice.  

On the flipside, however, shopping online is faster, easier and more private, which makes it 

very appealing to tech-savvy consumers. With a fully-functioning, easy-to-use website and 

effective customer engagement tools, an e-commerce website can make shoppers want to 

complete their transactions online. This is financially beneficial, as e-commerce businesses 

require much less overhead to run successfully.  

Still, many e-commerce marketing companies use this lack of investment in online shopping 

to justify high spending on increasing traffic to the website. Often, if a marketing firm puts 

thought into their e-commerce marketing strategy, this high spending may not be necessary. 

E-commerce is booming business and realizes a shift in buying and selling. A lot of small and 

medium sized company complaining about decreasing turnover, due to e-commerce. It is very 

important to realize this and thinking about integrating e-commerce into your business plan. It 

is not because your company has e-commerce possibilities that consumers find them easily. 

So e-commerce should be integral part of the business and communication plan of your 

company. At least e-commerce should be present at the home-page. Integrating e-commerce 

into the company’s website can be expensive, but you should realize that using e-commerce 

for consumers is very ease, not limited to open hours of a physical shop; not needed to leave 

home and simply by using computer and internet can buy products and services. 

At this moment, small and medium sized companies don’t use e-commerce that much. Try to 

look for small and medium sized companies in your region and see if they have e-commerce 

options and if yes, how do you find it? What kind of promotion/information is spread around 

the possible consumers? Make a comparison with full e-commerce companies, as e.g. 

amazon, … 
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Which consumers are effectively informed about e-commerce? 

Of course, the first condition is that the consumers have to be “on the internet” and using 

actual online paying techniques as credit card or PayPal, … Some years ago this was mainly 

the young generation.  Most elderly people also are having access to internet. The most 

important obstacle is safety and security. This concerns payment techniques, but also personal 

information, like e.g. name, address, … 

 

Young, Internet-savvy consumers are the most likely to be affected by an e-commerce 

marketing campaign. Older consumers who are not as familiar with the Internet are less likely 

to make their purchases online in the first place. But when they do, they are also less 

particular about the quality of the e-commerce website. One thing that is universally 

important to e-commerce consumers is security. Because buying online necessitates the 

transfer of personal information including a credit card number and personal shipping address, 

it is extremely important to ensure that your e-commerce website takes great care with 

customer information. Nothing can damage an e-commerce marketing campaign and a 

reputation faster than a slew of stolen identities or other financial security breaches. 

 

How to inform and promote e-commerce? 

To make e-commerce a success, 3 elements are necessary: new consumers have to find your 

e-commerce website; once found they have to be motivated to buy and last but not least, they 

have to be satisfied and motivated to return.  E-commerce promotion needs to be part of the 

global communication plan and be integrated in all kinds of promotion activities.  

An e-commerce marketing plan is developed by focusing on three objectives: helping new 

visitors to find the website, turning visitors into customers, and enhancing your website’s 

usability and after-sale marketing to encourage repeat visitors. Enticing visitors and 

converting visitors work hand in hand. One without the other dramatically reduces the 

opportunities for creating new customers. A website needs to entice new visitors to visit and 

then provide sufficient incentive to turn those visitors into a buying customers. Helping new 

visitors find a company’s e-commerce website is largely dependent on search engine 

positioning and banner advertising. A successful e-commerce marketing team needs to have 

expertise in search engine optimization, pay-per-click marketing, social media marketing, and 

display advertising to reach the top of search results.   

• Search engine optimization, better known as SEO, is one of the most critical parts of e-

commerce marketing. It is based on special algorithms that analyze the instances of 

specific keywords on your website. Because users navigate the Internet through search 

engines like Google, these results play a large role in the success of your website. A good 

SEO campaign can position your e-commerce website to rise to the top of the Google 

rankings. For example, Googling “pretty yarn” brings up Dragon Tale Yarns sold by the 

e-commerce branch of Earth Guild, a store based in North Carolina, as the fourth result. 

Earth Guild is not a large, well-known craft store, nor does it have a particularly appealing 
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web presence. What it does have is excellent SEO – because it shows up so quickly in the 

search results, it likely experiences much more traffic than its competitors.   

• Pay-per-click advertising operates similarly to SEO since it is based on keywords. 

However, whereas search engine optimization works organically (meaning that a 

marketing firm doesn’t have to pay for it), PPC results are the results that show up in 

yellow boxes on Google. Marketing campaigns pay to be represented by specific 

keywords, and owe money each time a user clicks on one of these ‘sponsored’ links. PPC 

and SEO campaigns often work very well together, by covering a variety of organic and 

paid keywords.   

• Social media marketing can be very important to e-commerce websites. By creating an 

effective Facebook business page and enticing potential customers to ‘like’ your page 

with exclusive offers and discounts, you will not only gain immeasurable word-of-mouth 

advertising through the network, but will establish yourself as a trustworthy, reputable 

Internet business.   

• Display advertising can be intimidating to smaller Internet retailers, but it has been found 

to be very worthwhile. By buying small banner ads on related blogs, message boards and 

other websites, you can showcase your business in front of people who wouldn’t have 

found it otherwise.  

Effective, strategic marketing is sometimes enough to attract visitors to a website, but the 

work doesn’t end there. Next, an e-commerce marketing campaign will convince them to 

purchase the available product or service. Website visitors become customers because of their 

experience on your website. While the quality and pricing of the product is important, the user 

experience is just as important. The domain name should be easy to spell, it should load 

quickly, and it should look good and be easy to read.  

On the product pages, it is essential that all offerings are easy to find, easy to understand, and 

are accompanied by extensive details and photos. Online shoppers are drawn to purchase if 

they know right away how much your product and shipping costs, if they can see multiple 

views of a product, zoom in on your photos, read reviews from other customers, and save 

products they’re considering in a shopping cart. All of these actions mirror the way they shop 

in a brick and mortar location.  Repeat customers are earned through customer service. Year 

after year, Zappos.com, an online retailer that specializes in shoes, ranks very highly as a 

place that customers would recommend to friends and use the next time they need to purchase 

shoes. The reason for this is excellent customer service. Zappos offers free shipping both 

ways, no-questions-asked returns and exchanges for a full year, video descriptions, and 

comprehensive reviews of almost every product. Additionally, they employ a staff of 

customer service representatives who handle every interaction with a lighthearted expertise.  

 

            5.5 Pay-per-click marketing 

What is pay-per-click marketing? 
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Pay-per-click (PPC) is a strategy of advertise on the internet. Pay-per-click (PPC) is a method 

of purchasing targeted advertising space on Internet platforms that takes advantage of organic 

search terms. Advertisers pay the owners of a web space, such as a search engine results page 

or a specific webpage, a certain amount of money each time an Internet user clicks on their 

specific ad. Companies pay for each time a banner or advertisement is clicked on by internet-

users and maybe future consumers/customers. One of the profits of this strategy is that the 

maximum amount you want to spend on this strategy can be set by each company. Other 

criteria as age-range, region to be available, and so can limit the cost. This kind of marketing 

can provide companies with useful information.  

This takes many different forms and has evolved since the technology was first introduced at 

a 1998 TED conference by Idealab founder Bill Gross. Search engines like Google and Bing 

are some of the most prolific 

providers of PPC space.  Instead of 

placing their ads on specific websites 

where they believe they will find 

customers, advertisers enter into 

deals with search engine platforms. 

That advertiser's website appears 

higher in search engine results, 

allowing a smaller company to boost 

their visability in the absence of 

traditional search engine 

optimization methods.  

For example, a car company that wants to market its brand new pickup truck could pay 

Google to insert an advertising link to the car company's website whenever a user types terms 

like “pickup truck” and “new truck 2019” into the Google search bar. With the right price-

per-click, the right ad placement, and the right number of clicks purchased, PPC can produce 

an impressive return on investment.  According to calculations provided by entrepreneur.com, 

it’s very easy to track cost vs. Benefit in the pay-per-click model. A company can control 

exactly how many people engage with an ad by setting a maximum number of paid clicks and 

then simply track how many of those people were converted to a sale. 

What kind of companies can profit from pay-per-click marketing? 

It is open for all kind of companies, especially because every company can spend as much or 

as low budget as they want. Another advantage is that companies can chose on what kind of 

webpages their banner or advertisement appears. That means that you already can reach 

possible customers who have a basic interest in your company’s product or service. A typical 

example is search engines. A company’s pay-per-click button can be linked to search items.  
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Implementing a pay-per-click campaign 

Depending on its structure, a pay-per-click marketing campaign can be a very frugal or a very 

expensive form of advertising. An organization that has never used PPC before should start 

with a small campaign on a limited budget, and then expand the scope of the next campaign 

based on lessons learned from the first foray.Before signing up with a pay-per-click service 

and spending any money, an advertiser should identify who the ad will target and where it 

will be most effective.  

Marketers usually first use web analytics software to track web traffic, determining the best 

location for the advertisement. Because of the pervasiveness of PPC, some services, 

especially those on major search engines, can be highly competitive. A small, local taco 

restaurant, for instance, should think twice about getting into a bidding war with Taco Bell 

over premium pay-per-click ad space on Google. 

It is best to start with a low-cost project to see if this kind of strategies fits to your company’s 

products/services.  It is advised to be get insights in web analytics to make the cost efforts 

most effective. Make an analysis of your own click-strategy. In what way or another do you 

click on advertisements you see while using the internet. 

 

     5.6 Behavioral marketing 

What is behavioral marketing?  

As opposed to direct marketing, where advertisers send the same message to everyone—

and expect a large portion of those people to reject the message—behavioral marketing takes 

online information and uses it to tailor the message to the user.  Behavioral targeting uses web 

analytics, computer applications and cookies, browsing and search history, and IP addresses, 

to create user profiles of individual consumers. With that information, the website’s ad server 

will then generate relevant and targeted content or advertisements that appeals to their 

interests.  

For example, those who visit the 

automotive section of a general news site 

will start seeing car ads as they browse 

other sections of that site—and those ads 

will change and become more “targeted” 

over time. Consider Facebook, where 

users share a variety of information every 

day -- not only about their likes and 

interests, but about their friends as well. 

That information is used not to connect 

consumers to ads in areas of interest, but also to create an online peer pressure of sorts—“XX 

likes this,” so why shouldn’t you? The ads targeted at consumers watching YouTube videos 

are also often the result of behavioral marketing. A consumer's past likes, IP location, and 

           Photo by Rechtenvrije stockvector 
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even comments are taken into consideration when presenting the “right” ad for their tastes and 

location.  

Who employs behavioral marketing? 

Most of the largest online retailers and social-media sites already use behavioral marketing 

technique—as do the companies that purchase ads from those sites. However, behavioral 

marketing isn’t only used purely to “sell you stuff.” By targeting ads to specific needs, 

companies can also provide goods and services that will not only fill consumer closets, but 

improve their quality of life. For example, a pharmaceutical company can create and 

implement advertising that encourages people to use and continue taking a new cancer or 

hyperactivity drug. 

Because behavioral marketing is extremely targeted, this strategy doesn’t work as well with 

products that appeal to a more general audience. Additionally, because of the data being used, 

privacy issues—and legislation to address those issues—will affect the approaches used by 

marketers going forward. However, when used properly, behavioral targeting can be a very 

effective way to reach the right customers with the right products and services. 

      How is a behavioral marketing plan developed and employed?  

Behavioral marketing strategies are typically enacted by companies who have access to the 

technology needed. Companies use automated platforms capture data such as website visits, 

customer relationship management (CRM) software, and email analytics. What do consumers 

buy—and why do they buy it? 

With that information, businesses then create behavioral profiles of customers. How many 

times did that person visit the website, and what for? What websites did he or she come from 

or go to, before/after visiting? What else did he or she post, blog, or tweet about? Has there 

been any direct contact with the customer?  

By quickly creating messages that target consumers, consumer response rate will increase 

over time. As customers interacts more with a website, companies are better able to 

personalize the website experience to his or her past behaviors. Businesses can build content 

blocks on their websites that serve up ads, text, and videos, based on each visitor’s past 

actions. 
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Module 6. Financial Planning  

Abstract 

In this module, the main points of financial planning are mentioned and it is aimed to show 

the way to entrepreneurs in the subjects covered by financial planning. For this purpose, 

financial information, commercial documents, tax types, financial resources will be given 

information about. What resources and how much an enterprise creates and creates; who 

created and created resources, why and how much use and use; and the source of the financial 

position of the current and future financial position. It helps to cope with the sıkıntı cash 

shortage m that most of the newly established initiatives face. It is often shared with potential 

investors. Indicates how to meet financial liabilities. It shows how to pay the debt and how to 

make a good investment profitability rate. It is generally seen that it is prepared in the form of 

proforma financial statements for 3-5-7 years. Mostly, data for the first year are prepared 

monthly. 

 

6.1. What is a financial plan and its parts  

Due to the fact that operating activities are prudential, the effects of future events on the 

enterprise are tried to be estimated from today. This is mandatory for efficient use of 

resources. Financial Planning expresses that the all kinds of fund inflows and outflows which 

will come out during operating activities connect to a program in advance, and it is the one of 

the most important duties of financial manager. It is possible to classify financial plans 

according to the purpose of construction and the time it covers. 

 

Graph 2: Financial Plans and Parts 
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Financial plans by time  
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6.2. What are commercial documents 

Commercial document that indicates that a good is purchased or sold. The following figure 

shows the commercial documents and documents outside of them. 

Graph 3. Commercial Documents 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3. Types of tax  

 

The tax types used in commercial life consist of income tax, corporate tax, value added tax 

and private consumption tax.  Income Tax Law, incomes of the real persons is subject to 

income tax and income is the net amount of earnings and revenues that a real person obtains 

in a calendar year.  

 

Corporate tax: Company with share capital, cooperatives, state-owned economic enterprises, 

commercial enterprises belonging to assosiations or foundations and the earnings of business 

partnerships are subject to corporate tax. 

 

Value added tax: Delivery and services made within the framework of commercial, industrial, 

agricultural and self-employment activities, importation of all kinds of goods and services and 

delivery and services. VAT is the most common tax that is taken on expenditures. Value 

added which is created from the first source of goods or services to reaching final consumer is 

in the subject of tax. 

 

Private consumption tax: Attached to the Private Consumption Tax Law; delivery of goods by 

manufacturers including importers or refineries, the first acquisition of goods that is subject to 

Commerial Documents 

 

Invoice and Documents as Invoice  

• Dispatch notes  

• Invoice 

• Consignment invoice  

• Documents as invoice 

• Expense voucher  

• Self-employed invoice 

• Producer receipt 

Other Commercial Documents  

• Documents that must hang  

• Negotiable instruments 

• Instruments 

• Receipts 

• Accounting receipts 

• Payrolls 
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    Photo by Easyforms 

the registration and enrolment, the importation or the delivery of the registration and 

enrolment before the implementation of private consumption tax are subject to private 

consumption tax only for once. 

 

6.4. Cost, expenditure, income, expense, loss, profit and loss concepts  

The most basic concepts for financial planning for businesses, 

 

− Cost: It is all endured sacrifices to possess an 

object or to reach a goal. 

− Expenditure: It is to pay cash or its similar 

means or to promise to pay. 

− Income: The factors that cause an increase in 

their assets as a result of the activities of an enterprise 

are called income. For instance, the proceeds from 

sales, interest income from banks, dividends from 

securities sales and so on. 

− Expense: It is a spending or consumption 

made to provide economic benefit to the business. For 

instance, wages paid to workers, rent expense, 

electricity expense, interest expense and so on. 

− Profit: Profit can be defined as the difference 

between the revenue generated from the realization of 

an operation and the expenses incurred for the 

operation. 

− Loss: The assets that aren’t required for the 

execution of the operating activities and that are 

consumed due to extraordinary business and events or 

expenditure and consumptions exceeding normal    

measurements are called loss. 

  

In the beginning, if it isn’t provided expected benefit from expenditure or consumption having 

the characteristics of expenditure or if it is understood that not provided, this expenditure or 

consumption transform from expenditure to loss. 

 

6.5. Financial Adviser 

Financial advisers will initially guide you according to the taxation process and requirement 

of the sector you enter. They will also guide you about taxational advantages and KOSGEB 

subsidy that you want to do business. In this process, it is also necessary to make a contract 

regarding the follow-up of your monthly accounting transactions related to your commercial 

activity. 
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6.6. Selection of Company’s Type 

It should be decided that the company type will be a Private Company or a Capital Company. 

The responsibilities, advantages and disadvantages will vary by ‘‘Private’’, ‘‘Limited’’ or 

‘‘Corporation’’.  

 

6.7.Preparation of the Articles of Assosiation 

It should be decided what will company’s characteristics, title, address, manager, capital, 

profit distribution, etc. while article of association is being prepared. The main source of the 

company is the articles of association. 

 

6.8. Completion of the Documents and 

Delivery to the Trade Registry 

− Notarized article of association 3 pieces/ 

4 pieces for foreign-capital companies 

− Company Official Signature Statement 2 

pieces (You can make it in the chamber 

of commerce) 

− Chamber of commerce Registration 

(photos of the partners should be pasted) 

− Company Establishment Application Form 

3 pieces 

− Founding partners information form 

− Bank letter indicating that the minimum blocked amount of capital has been deposited 

− Share of Competition Authority bank receipt (it will deposit to pay-office of chamber). 

 

After such documents are completed, they are submitted to the relevant Trade Registry, in this 

process the related fees must be deposited in the course of the application. After the 
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application has been approved, registration letter, registry certificate and activity certificate 

should be obtained. 

 

6.9 Preparation of Signatory Circular 

After the Company's Articles of Association has been registered in the Trade Registry, the 

company gains legal entity status. Thus, the company manager, who will represent the 

company, can have the signatory circular with the signature samples to be sign under the 

company title prepared at the notary public. Signatory circular will be required for all 

transactions to be made on behalf of the company. All books that are legally required on the 

day of registration of the company must be affirmed at the notary public. 

 

6.10 Tax Office Start-up Notification and Registration Procedures 

After the registration of the company, an application is made with the requested documents to 

the tax office. After the application, the authorities of the tax office go to the the company to 

check its the address and receive the signature of company official by preparing a inspection 

minutes.After this minutes, the Company may request Tax Boards from the tax office. 

Entrepreneur, after all these processes, can now start his/her commercial activities. After 

printing the invoice from the printing house, making the stamp, completing required 

documents such as collection and payment receipts, it can also arrange the invoice. The 

procedure is now over and the hard part where will be exhibited entrepreneurial skills has 

started. 

 

       6.11 Cost of the Company Establishment 

In the process of company establishment, when the number of partners and capital amount 

increases with regard to taking professional support and the characteristics of company, the 

paid fees and prepared documents increases. The cost has increased in foreign partner 

companies. After the company establishment has done, expenses waiting for you are as 

follows. The costs to be paid for these amounts will vary according to our business volume. 

 

− VAT per month  

− Insurance premium per month if you have employees every month 

− 4B SSI premium for Managers per month 

− Withholding once per three months 

− Temporary Tax once per three months 

− Corporate Tax once a year 

− Legal book approvals once a year 

− Legal book closure approval once a year  

− Member dues of professional chamber one a year 

− Municipality taxes 

− Financial Consultancy Fee per month 
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 6.12 Cash management and cash flow  

Finance function is one of the basic functions of enterprises. While cash management, which 

is one of the components of this function, is becoming one of the important factors in both the 

financial function and the general functions of the enterprise, it turn the cash resources into a 

basic and efficient source of the enterprise. 

 

Cash management, cash management involves in estimating, collecting, making payments, 

financing of investments of cash level desicions in the way of regularity and continuity of the 

operations of the Company. 

 

The purpose of cash management, is to determine the optimal cash level that should be kept 

by comparing the cost and the usefulness of the cash held. The financial manager must plan 

when to have excessive funds for investments and when to apply for borrowing. In addition to 

this, the factors that determine the money in the safe must be handled with care. The fact that 

businesses have cash in their hands provides advantages to the business while at the same 

time creating disadvantages for the enterprise.  

 

Cash Flow, cash flow cycle is a time period between the time of payment to be made to 

suppliers for raw materials, materials or equipment and the time of collection from the 

customers. What important subject in this continually repetitive flow is the time spent in the 

stages of the cycle. For example, an unforeseeable disruption in the collection of charge sales 

would have a negative effect on the cash balance as this would interrupt the other stages of the 

cycle. The longer the cash flow cycle, the higher the risk of a cash crisis. 

 

Roles of entrepreneur in cash management, 

 

− Cash finder: The first responsibility of the entrepreneur is to find the cash needed by 

the enterprise. As long as the business continues its operations, it must provide the 

forms required to make payments. 

− Cash planner: In order to use the limited forms of the entrepreneur effectively, it has to 

determine the fund deficit or, if any, form surplus previously and  take measures 

already now. Commonly used for this is the preparation of the cash budget of the 

enterprise. 

− Cash distributor: This role requires the control of the needed forms, their timing and 

priorities of the business owner to pay the company's bills. 

− Cash collecter: Enterpreneur must monitor customers whether their making payments 

on time or not. One person in the enterprise has to monitor and supervise the 

collection of receivables. Generally, entrepreneurs focus on sales and put into second 

place the ability to collect receivables. Especially in small enterprises,  

− Inability to collect its receivables in small enterprises lead to a liquidity crisis in these 

enterprises with limited funds, easily. 
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− Cash conserver: This role is the role of the entrepreneur in determining the maximum 

value of each currency spent by the enterprise. Avoidance of unnecessary expenditure 

is an important part of this task. 

 

6.13 Financial statement 

Financial statements are the most important tool for the financial information of an enterprise 

to be seen and for reporting these financial information. At the same time, it is also the basis 

document for the credit demands of the companies from banks, the place of use of the loan 

and the evaluation of the reimbursement source. 

6.14 Fraud detection 

Fraud is the intentional conduct of a number of nonconformities and illegal movements 

known to be untruthful or wrong. It expresses that business management, employees or third 

parties intentionally carry out deceptive actions in order to ensure an unlawful benefit. The 

audits which conducted for the purpose of preventing or detecting the tricks that would occur 

or occured in the enterprises are defined as fraud control. 

 

6.15 Source of finance and alternative financial resources 

The sources of funding which offered to enterprise in order to meeting the cash needs which 

are required for company estalisment and operation is important for the development of the 

enterprise. Enterprises may go to borrowing if their funding sources are not sufficient. 

 

6.16. Financial Resources 

You will see more of this in chapter 10 but lets do a quick review. Declared capital, the 

economic value of the reputation is the declared capital. Declared capital is like a bank 

account which acts as a shield in the difficult times of the enterprise. 

Photo by Startupnedir 
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Angel Investors, it is that people with high income who are known as in the United States 

"angel investors", in Europe "business angels" and in Turkey "retail investor participation and 

who have invested early-stage of innovative firms. Angel investment market in the world 

developed in the 1900’s in the United States and then has spread to Europe and Turkey, 

laterly. Individuals who invest in capital to entrepreneurs are called angel investors. The angel 

investor in the establishment of an enterprise aims to both meet the cash needs of the 

enterprise and reduce the financial risk. 

 

Credit cards and bank loans, it is possible to make a wide variety of definitions regarding 

credit. The credit, which means believing, and “trust’ in Latin, comes from the word “crede’. 

This word corresponds to meanings such as dignity, reputation. Credit in general defined to 

with a promise of payment after a certain time; providing purchasing power in terms of goods, 

services and currencies or transferring existing purchasing power to another person to be 

withdrawn after a certain time. 

 

Venture capital, it is a fund created by professionals. It invests in projects which are a young, 

dynamic, rapid growth and high profitability potential. It is a good resource for starting capital 

of companies. It is a financial instrument in the financial sector, which is intended to be used 

for specific purposes and created for these purposes. It is one of the investment funds. 

 

Factoring, it is the participation of the factoring company (factoring) in a return or non-return 

with the transfer of term receivables arising from the sale of goods or services and whether or 

not the financing related to these receivables by factors is made; collection tracking, retention 

of credit records or carrying out at least one of the functions in protection against doubtful 

receivables. The most striking factor in all factoring definitions is the maturity. There are 

three sides in these transactions. These are the buyer business, vendor business and factoring 

company. 

 

Leasing,according to Leaseurope's definition of leasing; is a contract signed between the 

lessor and the lessee for a certain period of time and that leased the ownership of a property 

purchased by the lessee from the manufacturer, leaving its use in return for the payment of a 

specific lease in the tenant and leaving the lease to the lessee. 

 

Initial Public Offering, IPO is that in order to obtain new resources, a joint stock company or 

a partnership provide capital by calling or announcement to the stock market investors to sell 

stocks. It can also be explained that the company shares are operated in the stock market or 

organized markets, continuously.  
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 6.17 Estimation Of Short-Term Finance Requirement 

Cash Flow Forecasts, the estimated period of cash flows includes an estimate of all expected 

cash inflows from the company and a complete list of cash outflows from the company. The 

difference between the estimated resources and usages is the a financing deficit Tahmin and 

the additional amount to be provided based on external financing. 

 

Budgeting, is a tool used to control and limit expenses in the past, it has become a tool for 

managers to use their financial resources in the most efficient way. As a result, finance 

managers have begun to use the budgeting technique, which is a financial planning tool, while 

carrying out planning tasks. 

 

The budgeting system can provide the following main benefits for a company,  

 

− It allows reasonable consideration, planning and consideration of all relevant factors 

before making important decisions. 

− Gives the ability to think and predict the future. 

− It requires pre-determination of the business policies to be followed. 

− Ensures that the standards to be used in the comparison and measurement of activity 

results are laid down. 

− It enables effective control of activities. 

− It allows managers to devote more time to planning by moving away from routine 

work. 

− It enables managers to take precautions by anticipating the possible effects of 

developments in business life on the company's activities. 

− It contributes to the most efficient use of production factors by company managers. 

− It allows for better coordination between the various departments within the company. 

− Facilitates the preparation of work programs and credit from financial institutions. 

 

There are a number of disadvantageous aspects of budgets in relation to many useful aspects,  

 

− The major disadvantageous aspects that limit the success of budgeting can be 

summarized as follows. 

− Budget preparation with data that is not based on non-scientific and healthy data. 
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− Preparing a budget from a formality without the necessary attention. 

− Some dreams of entrepreneurs or managers are expressed as budget. 

− They overlook the fact that budgeting is a tool that can help them achieve success, 

believing that budgets are a cure for all things and expecting a lot. 

− The main objectives are to be pushed into the second plan by giving extreme 

importance to the realization of the targets set in the budgets. 

− Use of budgets by top management as a means of pressure on top of downstream 

managers. 

− The organizational structure of the enterprise is appropriate for an effective budgeting 

system. 

− Exceeding the main objective by over-detailing the budget. 
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Module 7. RISK MANAGEMENT 

ABSTRACT 

Risk; is the factor or course that has uncertainty about loss, danger or harm. Risk management 

is to provide the necessary arrangements for the enterprises to continue their activities in 

profitability and to protect the earning power of the enterprise with the protection of the goods 

and persons in the organization; It includes the planning, management and control processes 

of the resources and activities required for minimizing the unexpected losses that may occur 

in the organization at the lowest cost. One of the most important issues for entrepreneurs is 

the risk analysis. The business needs to be able to optimize risk analysis to ensure its 

sustainability. Entrepreneurs need to perform some activities when assessing risk. These are; 

identification of risk, sequencing risk, responding to risks, interfering, transferring, 

terminating, transferring resources to the controls, reaction plan, reporting of risk, evaluation 

of risk management. Risk is divided into two basic groups as systematic and non-systematic. 

Systematic risk defines events that cannot be controlled. These risks cannot be known in 

advance, diversified and cannot be completely prevented. Entrepreneurs can only take 

measures for systematic risks. An example of these risks is the risk of a change in political, 

economic or social environment. Non-systematic risks are factors that affect a particular 

sector or company, not the entire financial system. The most important feature of this risk is 

that it can be intervened. Entrepreneurs should produce a variety of solutions for non-

systematic risks that are foreseen during risk analysis. In this way, they will ensure the 

sustainability of their enterprises. Financial risks can be grouped into four main groups: 

market, credit, liquidity and operational. While market risk is one of the systematic risks, 

credit, liquidity and operational risk are considered as non-systemic risks. Another important 

issue in enterprises is human resources. An enterprises should use the power of its employees 

efficiently and meet the needs of its employees and contribute to their development. The 

insufficiency of the employees in line with the business objectives is an important risk factor. 

The selection of the right personnel in line with the activities of the entrepreneurs will 

increase the profitability and sustainability of the enterprise. When selecting personnel, people 

with the ability to make quick and accurate decisions against the risks that may arise should 

be selected. 

7.1 Definitions of Risk 

The term risk is a French term and coming from the word “risqué”. Dictionary means:  “the 

possibility of occurrence of an event that could lead to a danger, a loss, a damage.” (Büyük 

Larausse, 1986: 9843) The concept of risk is defined in different ways in variety disciplines 

(Parlakkaya, 1996: 5): Risk in the field of insurance; the risk of lost, the likelihood of lost, 

uncertainty, the probability that the actual result may differ from the expected result; while in 

banking means the possibility of failure of a given loan or collection or fulfillment of an 

undertaking. In decision theory, risk refers to situations where the decision maker cannot 

determine the results of any event. In the area of finance, risk; the possibility of deviation in 

the occurrence of any planned or expected situation regarding the financial aspect of the 

enterprise. 
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There are lots of definitions of risk and risk management. Definition of risk in ISO Guidance 

73; the impact of uncertainties on targets. In order to support the application of this definition, 

Guideline 73 may also indicate that this effect may be positive, negative or deviated from 

expected; risk is usually described by events, changes in circumstances, or results. 

Risk; is the factor or course that has uncertainty about loss, danger or harm. 

A concept that covers the probability of the occurrence of a specific danger and the results of 

the danger. 

Risk is the possibility of a monetary loss related to a transaction or the possibility of a 

reduction in the economic benefit that may result in the occurrence of an expense or loss. 

Risk, probability and uncertainty are closely related to the concepts. However, the differences 

are often overlooked and these concepts can be used interchangeably. In this respect, these 

concepts are handled with detail and the differences have been revealed.Risk is the possibility 

that a particular threat can damage the system by taking advantage of a particular weakness of 

the system. 

Risk refers to the danger in the human mind as a concern, a fear-containing concept, and the 

events that are likely to occur even if it is not certain. Hence, the risk is explained as an 

inconceivable event, as well as its form of occurrence and its consequences and the 

uncertainty of the events (WILLET, 1971: 5). 

Rosa risk; The result is the event or situation (RENN and ROHMAN, 2000: 14), which cannot 

be predicted and are considered as warning that some values are in danger. Risk represents an 

undesirable event and danger, and may include opportunities. Hence, risk and benefit are 

interrelated (FINUCANE, ALKAHAMI and Other, 2000: 117). 

Risks are addressed in three key areas that interact with each other: Technical risk is a 

measure of not achieving the intended (estimated or planned) performance value. Cost risk is 

the forecasted and planned cost value is exceeded. For example, uncertainties in economic 

conditions are one of the significant cost risk sources. Chart risk is a measure of the inability 

of any work to be realized and planned within a planned period. 

7.2 Risk Management Process 

Risk management is to ensure the necessary arrangements for the continuation of the 

profitability of the enterprises while continuing their activities and to protect the earning 

capacity of the enterprise and to increase it in proportion to time with the protection of the 

goods and person factors in the organization; It includes the planning of the resources and 

activities required for minimizing the unexpected losses that may occur in the organizational 

structure with the lowest cost, the management of the organization and the control processes. 

The term of risk management was first introduced in the United States in the late 1950s. Risk 

management also brings with it the possibility planning. It is a repetition of “if what happens”, 
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“if happens” questions continuously. Risk management was taken into consideration in the 

first period of the year with insurance. At first, insurance and risk management were used 

interchangeably. Risk management is now perceived in 3 different ways (Greene, 1997: 66): 

A broad perspective; risk management and manager appear to be an entrepreneur who takes 

over the risk of profit and loss. Narrow perspective; from this point of view, risk management 

appears as an insurer. 

Central perspective; It is a synthesis of the above two perspectives. Risk management is the 

identification (measurement) of how much risk the financial position of individuals and 

institutions carries and the withdrawal of this criterion to an acceptable level of risk (Ataşen 

Aybars, 1998). The aim of risk management is to carry out the necessary studies for the 

continuity of the operation of the enterprise with the sustainability and profitability and to 

ensure that the enterprise achieves its goal by protecting the goods and persons in the 

organizational structure. Thus, risk management can be defined as the planning, organization, 

management and control of the resources and activities required for controlling the 

unexpected losses that may occur in the organizational structure with minimum cost 

(Çağırgan, 1995: 17). 

The risk management process consists of 5 interconnected steps. They include the definition 

of risk, evaluation and calculation of risk, selection of alternative risk correction tools, 

implementation of selected alternatives, evaluation and control processes (Daft, 1991: 185). 

1. Risk Identification:  

The definition of risk means the identification of the risk. The information gathered during the 

identification of risk process covers the process of solving the problems. Researchers, who are 

working on the subject, state that this process involves the reduction of technological, social 

and political uncertainties and minimization of potential losses (Hertz-Howard, 1983: 9). 

In risk management, definition the risk is the most important step and has the first priority. 

Things to be performed at this stage are (Hava Kuvvetleri Komutanlığı Risk Yönetim 

Yönergesi, 2000: 2-6): 

- Subject analysis: Four factors which cause demage to be encountered during the operations 

of the institution are analyzed. These factors are management factor, human factor, 

environmental factor and used material factor.  

- Dangers listing: Possible dangers that may arise from the above four factors are listed.  

- List the causes of danger. 

2. Risk Assessment and Calculation:  

Once risk is identified, risk managers need to assess risk. This process that means measuring 

the potential loss and probability of occurrence, requires the prioritization of the evaluation 

priorities. This sequence can be specified as follow (Vaughan-Vaughan, 1995: 32): 
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Very important risks: Includes significant risks that may result in bankruptcy, 

Important risks: Risks which will impose the liability of the company but will not result in 

bankruptcy, 

Non-Important risks: Financial risks that affect ownership or diary income. 

During assessing risks, abstract factors must be taken into account, whereas generally 

focusing on concrete factors. They cover the competition factors, the strategic aspects of the 

organizational structure, social factors, organizational development and changing factors 

(Hertz-Howard, 1983: 14). 

3. Preferring Between Alternative Risk Correction Tools:  

Once  the risk is defined and evaluated, the next step is to decide the approach to be used in 

the fight against the risk and the technique to be used for each. Risk management techniques 

include withdrawing from risk, taking risks, reducing risk, and avoiding risk (Vaughan-

Vaughan, 1995: 32). It may vary to undertake situations which techniques are being used. 

Acceptance of the risk can be achieved by the loss of uninsured losses from a the budget. It is 

quite difficult to decide which technique will be used to fight with every single risk in this 

management process. These decisions vary according to organizations. For an organization 

whose management policy is hard and detailed, risk management is limited in the decision-

making phase. If the risk manager is not engaged in the program, the program may have to 

behave at the practitioner's position. In order to decide which technique is more appropriate at 

which risk, the risk manager should calculate the extent of the potential loss, the probabilities 

and, if lost, the sources of compensation. The profit and cost of each approach is assessed. 

Four scales are available to choose the best possible alternative. These are: the degree of risk, 

being economic, timing and limiting the resources to be used (Drucker, 1996: 389-390): 

Degree of risk: Individuals in the decision-making mechanism must also calculate the 

expected losses based on the expected earnings. Therefore, risk assessment of the alternative 

to be selected should be performed. 

Being Economic: The prefered alternative should be made with the minimum possible effort 

and labour, ie the elephants need to chase the sparrows. 

Timing: Depending on the urgency and importance of the issue to be decided, it should be 

within a short period of time. If there isn’y any time limitation of the subject to be decided, a 

slow start might be preferred. 

Limitation of resources: The most important resource available in the organization is the 

human being, the decision which must be done must be careful with minimum people 

quantity. 
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4. Implementation of the Preferred Alternative: 

First the issue or problem is clearly identified, the appropriate alternatives are identified, and 

the possible consequences of each alternative are best estimated in terms of possibilities, the 

implementation of the selected alternative comes. Usually, each alternative will produce a 

series of results. These results can be seen at various times, with varying degrees and varying 

degrees of probability (Newhman, 1979: 133-134). 

5. Evaluation and Control: 

When chosen alternative has been implemented, it should be monitored whether the chosen 

solution style is functioning and whether it is expected. The decision-maker who continuously 

compares the outputs and expectations obtained follows the effectiveness of the solution. This 

also provides a basis for subsequent decisions. When there are significant differences between 

the results and the expected results, the decision-maker will understand that by choosing a 

wrong solution, he / she will make an incorrect decision and will try to correct or change this 

decision (Erdoğan, 2000: 304). 

Controlling and evaluation are important for two main reasons in the risk management 

process. First: the risk management process does not occur in a flow, but the events vary. New 

situations can create new risks and eliminate old defined risks. Second: various mistakes may 

occur during this evaluation process. The evaluation and control process allows the managers 

to review and discover their mistakes without causing serious consequences. Although the 

evaluation and review of the risk management studies are ongoing, some organizations rent 

independent consultants to study their own programs independently. These consultants serve 

for a fee and are independent advisers. These experts evaluate the risk management process in 

whole or in part and provide information to the management of the enterprise (Vaughan-

Vaughan, 1995: 34). 

The risk management process can be presented in a range of coordinated activities. 

Alternative definitions of the process are also available but usually include the steps listed 

below. The following list specifies (7R) and (4) of the risk management (7R and 4T is formed 

from the initials of the English words). 

 

• Recognition - identification or recognition of risk 

• Ranking - Ranking or valuation of risk 

• Responding - responding to significant risks 

• Tolerate - to tolerate 

• Treat - intervene (action) 

• Transfer – to transfer 

• Terminate - termination 

• Resourcing - allocating resources to controls 

• Reaction - reaction plan 

• Reporting - reporting and monitoring risk performance 

• Reviewing - review of the risk management framework 
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Risk Analysis prior to Entrepreneurship 

Sector Analysis 

Market Access Barriers Analysis 

The general problems of entrepreneurs about marketing are below; 

• Do not make large expenditures to create a market, 

• Non-employment of qualified marketing staff 

• Entrepreneurs who are owner-managers also deal with marketing activities. 

• It is not difficult to predict how highly qualified the marketing staff willing to work in SMEs 

will be compared to the opportunities offered by large enterprises. 

• It would be wrong to limit the target markets of small businesses to domestic only. 

Bargaining Power Analysis of Suppliers 

Suppliers express that the producers provide the necessary inputs to the enterprises for 

production. According to Porter, competition is high in sectors where suppliers are strong. 

The strengths of suppliers will result in higher procurement costs, which will increase 

production costs in a direct proportion and the final product cost and sales price will be high. 

According to Porter, suppliers will have a good bargaining power in the following situations: 

I. If suppliers produce products/services which are vital for the enterprises and have few 

substitutes, 

ii. If it will be very costly to change suppliers for businesses in the industry, 

iii. If suppliers can horizontally integrate in industry, supply costs will rise and reduce the 

competitiveness of enterprises in the sector. 

Opposite, if the companies that receive goods from suppliers do not have the necessary power 

for vertical integration and if the sector in question is not an important customer for suppliers, 

suppliers will not face with any price reduction or pressure to enhance the quality, and the 

producers will not have the opportunity to reduce their input prices. 

If we consider the major suppliers in the textile sector, which vary from business to business, 

spinning mills, contract weaving workshops, dyeing plants, contract manufacturing garment 

workshops, accessory sellers, packaging material sellers and logistics companies are first ones 

that will come to our minds. If we look at the above factors, it can be frankly said that the 

suppliers operating in the textile sector don’t have the bargaining power and the power to 

direct the sector. It can only be mentioned that raw material suppliers have a small power. 
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Until a few years ago yarn producers (spinners) had a powerful supplier structure in the textile 

sector; however, today the increasing imports and increasing supply due to new investments 

has caused them to decrease or even end their power. Therefore, due to the large number of 

enterprises operating in the textile sector, the power of suppliers is limited. Accordingly, 

enterprises operating in the textile sector are stronger against their suppliers and weaker than 

their buyers.  

Bargaining Power Analysis of Customers 

Intense competition is expected in a sector where the number of buyers is limited (Oligopson 

Markets). In the local and national area, the bargaining power of the buyers is increasing due 

to the limited and few number of buyers and the large number of enterprises that can meet the 

demands of these buyers This causes competition among enterprises to grab customers and 

often results in a further fall in prices. In the international textile sector, the number of 

customers is small compared to the number of manufacturers. Despite the few numbers, these 

customers have very high purchasing potential and quantities per order. Mostly, most of the 

production of a single producer is purchased by a single customer. 

Some factors that affects the bargaining power of the buyers in the sector are as follows; 

I. Despite the large number of small and medium-sized textile manufacturers in the market, 

there are few large buyers, 

ii. Buyers make high purchases in a single order, 

iii. A customer purchases only the product produced by a single manufacturer  

iv. Buyers can easily shift the manufacturer at any time. 

In this regard, since especially buyers and customers of exporting enterprises are strong, have 

an influence on distribution channels, have the power to steer the sector, have the potential to 

change the manufacturer in a very short time without any cost for a better price or quality, the 

bargaining power of the buyers increases significantly. In developing countries, the increase 

in production due to the entering of many enterprises operating into the textile sector and the 

presence of idle capacities of the companies significantly increase the bargaining power of the 

buyers. This creates a downward pressure on prices and increases the competition in the 

sector. 

Replacement Product Analysis 

Substitute goods or services can be defined as the goods or services produced by enterprises 

in an industry branch to meet similar customer needs. For example, red meat producers are 

competing not only with each other, but also with enterprises that produce white meat 

(chicken and poultry) and pink meat (fish and seafood). In the same way, businesses in the 

coffee industry are competing with the businesses in the tea and non-alcoholic beverages 

sector. 
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According to the Porter, the determinants of the substitution threat in an industry branch can 

be defined as the relative price performance of the substitution products, the cost changes and 

the natural tendencies of the customers as the replacement goods. If the number of substitute 

products / services is high and the similarity is high in meeting their needs, the alternatives of 

the customers increase and the elasticity of the demand decreases. Therefore, the sales prices 

fall and eventually the competition rises. 

If we consider Porter's analysis framework, there is no significant threat of substitute goods 

for the textile sector. However, in the future, textile products, which we call technical textiles, 

will gain more substitution characteristics for existing textile products, thus decreasing the 

demand for these products and decreasing their prices. 

Competitive State Analysis in Existing Market 

According to Porter, one of the five powers (the competition between existing competitors in 

the industry) is the main factor that determines the profitability of the enterprises in the sector. 

According to Porter, the main factors determining the competition in the sector and playing a 

role in the formation of the competition; number of competing enterprises, supply & demand 

balance, sector growth rate, fixed costs / total costs, idle capacity in intervals, product 

differences, increases in costs, concentration and balance, differentiation of competitors, 

obstacles to exit from the sector and the level of idle capacity. 

i. In a market where there are a lot of competitors, competition naturally becomes 

intense. Because all competitors must fight for the same customers and the same 

resources. There are hundreds of local and national textile production facilities in 

various sizes. In the international arena, the promotion of the textile sector in many 

countries, especially in China, India and Pakistan, causes competition to increase due 

to the introduction of new enterprises in the textile sector. 

i. Supply & Demand structure is another important factor affecting the competition. In 

all kinds of markets, the main determinant of competition is supply & demand 

balance. In markets where demand is too low, competition is high, otherwise low. 

There is a supply surplus in the textile sector due to the incentives of the less 

developed and / or developing countries to the textile sector. This supply surplus 

prevents textile enterprises from identifying prices as they wish and making excessive 

profits. 

ii. Another issue that comes to mind after demand is the distribution of profitability in the 

sector. Profitability in the local and national areas is the same in all enterprises almost. 

The profitability of only a few national textile companies that have succeeded in 

branding is high. In the international arena, the profit margins of some well-

established textile brands in Europe are very high. Far East competitors in the 

profitability of textile enterprises, the main reason for the better are the cost 

advantages of textile enterprises in Turkey. The labor costs there are very low 

compared to those here. As can be seen here, cost is also one of the important factors 

affecting competition. In particular, the use of labor-intensive production by the textile 
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sector increases the ability of costs to influence competition. This is due to the fact that 

labor in textile production has a large share in overall production cost. This is 

explained in more detail in the ”2-Potential Entry Threats" chapter. 

iii. In cases where the market growth rate is high, which is another factor, businesses do 

not need to compete because they can easily increase their income. However, in the 

slow-growing markets, the situation is changing and businesses have to compete more 

with each other in order to increase their market share. Since the textile sector has 

reached a certain maturity, the market growth rate is quite slow. Therefore, this creates 

an effect of increasing competition. 

iv. High fixed costs result in very high levels of production to save the costs of textile 

enterprises, and businesses have to compete with other businesses in the same 

situation for those products that they have to sell 

v. The high cost of storage also leads to an increase in the costs of stocked production 

and the problem of disposing of the stored products as soon as possible. Businesses in 

this situation will either produce immediately or have the goods left in their hands and 

try to remove them immediately. In this case, if the number of enterprises will 

increase, there will be a competitive environment in the sector. In local and national 

textile sector, production is done in line with customer demands. Therefore, we can 

say that storage costs in the country do not affect the competition. On the international 

level, storage costs can affect the ability to compete. Textile manufacturers in the Far 

East are renting warehouses in Europe and they are faced with storage costs while 

trying to overcome the problem of delivery time to their counterparts by stacking their 

products continuously. 

vi. The cost we call replacement cost refers to the costs that customers have to bear when 

they replace the product or the manufacturer. If customers can change the 

manufacturer or the product freely, at any time, at a low or zero cost, a great struggle 

is created to grab the customer in that sector. In the textile sector, this is the case. 

Customers are free to purchase the product they want at any time from any 

manufacturer, and this is not a cost for them. This shows that there is a large customer 

grabbing war in parallel with the increase in supply in the textile sector. this will 

increase the severity of competition among the textile enterprises that do not have 

significant competitive advantage (brand, different pattern model, fabric, strategic 

cooperation with customers). 

vii. Low product differences create a increasing for competitive effect. The properties of 

the products in the textile sector are the same in local, national and international areas. 

Customers can obtain the same goods with little differences from anywhere. This also 

directly affects the cost of replacement. Lower differences mean that standard products 

reduce replacement costs. In the textile sector, a sector where the same product is 

almost produced everywhere, non-competitive opponents must fight. The only 

remaining weapon to be used in this battle is the costs. When we say the cost of 
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Turkey, has less power than competing manufacturers from the Far East and European 

branded business. 

viii. The structure of the distribution channels in the sector also affects the current 

competition. Few of the textile companies in the national sector have established their 

own domestic distribution channels. These companies have the highest domestic sales 

and the highest domestic sales profitability. It is possible to talk about one of the two 

national enterprises with an international marketing-sales network. However, the Far 

East businesses in the international market are already aware of the importance of this. 

Turkey ignores the most powerful competitive weapon in his hand. There are currently 

many Chinese-based marketing and sales businesses based in Europe. At this point, 

enterprises have to establish common distribution channels with themselves and / or 

other enterprises. 

ix. Exit barriers are one of the important factors affecting competition. The existence of 

factors that prevent or restrict the transition from one sector to another sector may also 

increase the competition conditions in that sector. The main factors that hinder the exit 

in an industry; (1) The absence of alternative, difficult or impossible investment in 

building and equipment, (2) Outputting large amounts of money to be paid to 

employees as a result of the abandonment of an industrial branch, (3) An enterprise 

does not want to leave the sector in which it has been operating for a long time for 

non-rational reasons, (4) Strategic relations between business units, prevention of 

abandonment of supply relations industry, (5) Economic dependency of the sector. 

x. The idle capacities of competitors are also a factor that can influence competition. 

Some businesses can use their current idle capacity to produce at least very low prices 

to reduce fixed costs. This causes the concentration of competition. The main reason 

for the presence of idle capacities in the sector is the low demand than supply. Major 

investments in the textile sector, especially in the developing countries and China, may 

cause the enterprises operating in the textile sector to face the threat of working with 

more idle capacity. 

Location Analysis 

The second important issue that is included in the economic analysis carried out during the 

establishment of the new enterprises is the selection of the geographical location where the 

enterprise will carry out the production works or the products where the products will be 

produced. 

There are three main issues that need to be addressed in the establishment phase of an 

enterprise. These are; 

1. Selection of the most appropriate business size or production capacity, 

2. Selection of the most appropriate production technology or production management, 

3. The most appropriate business is the choice of establishment location. 
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It is of the utmost importance to determine the position of the enterprise to continue its 

production between these 3 decisions, which are mentioned during the establishment of a 

business. Because it is possible to change the production method and even the size of the 

enterprise (capacity size) from the basic production decisions, if necessary, within certain 

limits. However, transferring an establishment from one place to another may require large 

expenditures and the establishment established in such a location may cause unnecessary 

expenditure and losses during the life of the enterprise. The operation established in a wrong 

place causes both the wastefulness of national resources and the high cost of production and 

transportation in the future 

Stages and Principles in Selection of Establishment Location 

The selection of establishment location of a business or factory is a problem of 3 stages; 

1. Selection of the area where the plant will be installed. This may be a region with common 

characteristics of the country: Aegean Region, Marmara Region, Black Sea and Eastern 

Anatolia Region. 

2. Selection of the territory (province or district) within the region. 

3. Selection of the location or place of the site in the selected province or district. 

Since the last two stages are closely related, it can be considered as a stage. Thus the choice of 

location; 1) Region selection and 2) It consists of two important stages in the region, such as 

the location of the plant or the location of the land. The decision on the selection of the 

location of the industrial enterprises is based on two groups of criteria. The first is the criteria 

that the state planning bodies use to direct investments.  

 

These are; 

a. Maximize or set to top the national income. 

b. To use the country's workforce fully and effectively, 

c. Develop the underdeveloped regions, 

d. To solve sociological and ecological problems in the densely populated areas 

The criteria in the second group are the criteria for achieving the purpose of an enterprise its 

own. Accordingly, the most appropriate establishment location of a business should be a place 

to maximize the operating profit in the future. The choice of such a place is ensured by the 

criterion of making the total costs minimum or maximizing the total revenues. In order to 

maximize the total profit, the criterion that is taken into account in determining the location of 

the enterprise is generally the measure of minimization of costs rather than maximizing 

revenues. In fact, it is possible to estimate or estimate the total costs and especially the 

investment costs in advance of the future sales revenues without going into production. In 

other words, it would be more appropriate for the entrepreneur to move from the cost 

criterion, which is easier to control and predict, rather than the criteria of sales revenues that 

are very difficult to predict in advance. 
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Businesses can often have three characteristics in terms of location: 

a. Enterprises for the source of raw materials: An iron and steel plant, a coal mill, an 

aluminum and a cement plant are generally enterprises in this group. Because of the very high 

volume of raw materials they use, these enterprises must be established in or near the place 

where the raw material source is located. This reduces transport costs. 

b. Consumer or market-oriented businesses: A pasta, a detergent factory and a refinery are 

generally market-oriented enterprises. Establishing these alongside consumers saves on 

transportation or transportation costs. 

c. Establishments with different location: Some enterprises might be close to the raw material 

source or the market. For example, a cotton-weaving plant can be located near a cotton plain 

or near a consumer market. 

During the region selection, the manager is largely under the influence of government 

investment planning and incentive measures. By means of monetary measures such as loan 

facilities, tax cuts, as well as non-monetary measures such as organized industrial zones, 

industrial complexes and transportation facilities to be established by the state in the regions 

intended to be industrialized, public institutions can direct the decision on the selection of the 

establishment location at the regional level. Other factors affecting the selection decision at 

the regional level will be contacted in the section "Factors affecting the location of the 

establishment". The last two stages of the selection of the site location, ie the place and 

territory, can be considered together and separately. The selection of the place within the 

territory after the region selection should include the following stages: 

a. Factors affecting the selection of the establishment region should be determined, 

b. Numerical or comparative values of the factors affecting the location selection decision for 

the various regions within the region should be determined, 

c. Through the evaluation of factors, the places within the region should be placed in order of 

activity, 

d. The most active regions should be selected as the candidate districts and a certain region 

should be determined as the best or optimum establishment region by making the total costs 

of these candidate territories with the establishment of establishment location. 

e. The most appropriate establishment should give the final decision about the region to the 

top executives of the enterprise. Region selection is the most complex stage of the decision to 

choose the optimum location. The factors affecting the selection of the region are too much, 

as well as their measurement is quite difficult. It is very easy to determine the location or 

place of the plant where the plant will be established after the establishment region and 

location are determined. 
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Factors Affecting Choice of Establishment Place 

Factors or elements affecting the choice of establishment location are examined in two 

groups. First, the factors affecting the selection of establishment region; and second, the 

factors affecting the location and territory. 

1- Factors Affecting Region Selection: Factors to be considered in the regional analysis can 

be listed as follows. 

a. Market availability in terms of demand and distribution opportunities, 

b. Current and future status of raw materials and auxiliary materials, 

c. Subsidiary companies, 

d. Transportation in terms of types, densities and costs. 

e. Reaching to energy and fuel soruces in terms of densit or their costs, 

f. Labor resources in terms of quantity, quality and wages, 

g. Climatic conditions that may affect the activities of the factory and the life of the 

personnel, 

h. Water and waste disposal plants. 

I . Restrictive or incentive factors determined by the law 

a. Market Factor: It is one of the factors affecting the location of the production unit or 

business. Because every production activity is done to meet the requirements in a market. In 

particular, if the transportation system is insufficient and the transportation charges are high, 

the establishment location should be close to the markets. According to the type of product to 

be produced, it will be appropriate to establish the establishment in an area where consumers 

are intensely gathered. Businesses, service enterprises, retail and wholesale businesses that 

produce and sell rapidly disruptive goods are usually established close the consumer markets 

or in the consumer markets. If the produced product is a large mass, or if the product carries a 

significant weight in terms of the attention and transporting costs to be shown, the proximity 

to the market will reduce the costs of transportation. 

b. Raw Material and Auxiliary Material Factor: One of the important factors affecting the 

selection of the location of the facility is the proximity to the raw materials and the auxiliary 

material and their ability to procure them. The raw material must be suitable in terms of 

physical and chemical characteristics, must be continuously supplied, price must be available 

and should be located near a good transportation system. Mining enterprises, heavy industrial 

enterprises, enterprises that process waste or by-products, thermal power plants, vegetable, 

fruit and fish canned factories generally tend to the raw material factor. If the price of raw 

material is low but the product is high or if there is a large volume and weight loss in the 

production of the raw material, it is appropriate to establish the plant near the raw material. If 

the raw material has never lost its weight when it comes to the finished product and the effects 

of the other factors are insignificant, the operation can be close to the raw material or close to 

the market or somewhere in between. On the other hand, it is appropriate to produce the raw 

materials in the consumption area of the products everywhere. 
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c. Transportation Factor: Transportation expenses, transportation opportunities and means 

are the most common factors among the establishment factors. However, there are businesses 

that have to consider this factor alone. Due to the availability of transportation facilities, there 

are many enterprises established on the sea and river banks, railway intersections and close to 

the highways. For example, refineries and oil distribution centers are usually installed in port 

areas. The large increases in transportation costs in recent years have forced the 

establishments, which provide raw materials and auxiliary materials to a large extent, from the 

nature, to be established in the regions with appropriate transportation system and with 

appropriate transportation scheme. When other factors are the same, the place where the total 

transportation costs are the lowest is the most economically feasible establishment. 

Enterprises to a large extent to the consumer market should be established in the consumer 

intensive areas, in the province or in the immediate vicinity. 

d.Workforce (human force) Factor: While selection the location, attention should be paid to 

whether the workforce is sufficient in terms of quality and quantity. Enterprises that employ a 

large amount of labor intensive production method should be established in the regions or 

places where the workforce can be easily procured. Businesses that require specialized or 

qualified workforce in a specific subject should be established in the vicinity of the workforce 

of this nature. Toy, porcelain, musical instruments, glassware and carpet weaving industries 

need specialized workforce. Therefore, they tend to the places where specialized workforce is 

located. 

e. Energy and Fuel Factor: Water, coal and electricity sources are among the important 

factors affecting the selection of the location. Enterprises with high energy requirements such 

as cement, sugar, pulp, and sawmills are installed around rivers where cheap water and 

electricity can be obtained. It is found that coal energy is used very close to the coal mines. 

f. Promotive and Incentive Factors: The backward regions are poor in terms of 

infrastructure and they are far from consumption centers in terms of location. In order to 

establish an industrial facility, investments must be made in order to meet the road, energy, 

water, health, cultural and other requirements of the personnel. According to the industry 

established in developed regions, due to the region's backwardness, there is no possibility to 

avoid the establishment of industry and lagging back in the underdeveloped regions unless the 

measures to be taken during the establishment and operation of the project are taken by the 

state. Measures are considered in two main groups: first, by the State for infrastructure 

facilities such as energy and transport facilities; the latter are financial measures, such as tax 

immunity or reductions, and ease of credit. 

The majority of the criteria used in the regional selection analyzes are macroeconomic. In one 

study, these criteria were divided into 10 main groups, sub-criterion groups within each group 

were identified and each sub-criterion group was divided into component criteria. These are 

the 10 main criteria groups: 

1. Markets 
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2. Labor 

3. Materials and Services 

4. Transportation 

5. Government and Laws 

6. Financial Opportunities 

7. Destruction of Water and Residues 

8. Energy and Fuel 

9. Social Features 

10. Location or Land Features 

The factors in the selection of establishment regions or candidate locations and location (land) 

are much more complex in terms of diversity and relationships between regions than in 

territory selection. The fact that most of the factors are qualitative makes selection more 

difficult. The criteria for locality and location selection are more technical. Factors with the 

same name as the region selection are also found at the micro level. The main ones of these 

factors can be listed as follows. 

1. Transportation 

2. Labor supply, current population and development trend 

3. Developmental structure and behaviors 

4. Social structure and behavior 

5. Energy and water resources 

6. Proximity to supply sources 

7. Transportation facilities and costs 

8. Living conditions 

9. Price levels in land, construction, clothing, food and other issues 

10. Locations of existing factories and social facilities 

11. Municipal services 

12. Waste disposal facilities 

13. Topographic structure of the land 

14. Worker-employer relations 

15. Charge levels 

16. Population structure; work rate, education and occupational status 

17. Public facilities; road, airport, passenger terminals 

18. Technical staff and executive facilities 

19. Training and research institutions 

20. Climate 

21. Taxes 

Management of Financial Risks 

Market and debt risks 
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Market risk; the risk that the financial portfolio will be affected by the volatility in market 

prices, such as commodity prices, parities and interest rates. Market risk must be managed 

especially for financial sector companies. 

The risk of loss arising from fluctuations in interest rates, partnership share prices and 

exchange rates is the value of the market risk and the financial instruments represented by the 

borrowing, the shares of the other securities, the positions of the derivative contracts based on 

foreign currency and foreign currency indexed financial instruments. The details of these risks 

are as follows: 

a- Interest Rate Risk: In case the assets included in the fund portfolio (debt instrument, 

reverse repo, etc.) are included in the fund portfolio, it is the risk arising from the 

changes in interest rates in the markets. 

 

b- Exchange Rate Risk: In case the foreign currency assets are included in the fund 

portfolio, it expresses the probability of loss to be incurred by the Fund due to changes 

in foreign exchange rates. 

Market risk; over the cost of state debt service; These are the risks arising from the 

fluctuations in market prices such as commodity prices, exchange rates and interest rates. The 

maturity structure of the debt portfolio and its sensitivity to market risk change as the 

currency changes. The interest rate and exchange rate risk policies that form the market risk 

are separately for both risks. Accordingly, the ways to combat interest rate risk; while the 

fixed-term debt variable-rate debt ratio is fixed, the short-term debt long-term debt ratio is 

maintained and interest rate swaps are used. fixing the target for internal and external debt 

ratio, fixing the short-term and long-term ratio, fixing the composition of the foreign debt 

currency, fixing the debts of the single currency and currency basket, using the currency 

swaps and maintaining the policies for the use of market derivatives, foreign currency 

providing natural security through linkages between debts and money transfers and the 

currencies in which it is performed (Das, 2006: 11-13) 

In an open economy, in the economic crises, the gaining value of the foreign currency against 

the local currency gains importance and the resulting changes affect the state debt amount. In 

this respect, risk management based debt management plays an important role in the exit from 

the crisis and the adjustment of the amount of debt. 

Equity and foreign resource allocation in enterprises are extremely important in terms of 

financial stability. Companies need to borrow out of their own resources to grow and make 

more profit. In our country, bonds, financing bills and so on. capital markets for issuances are 

still in the process of development. Therefore, companies are mainly borrowed from the 

banking market 

Companies should consider inexpensive cost and maturity elements in a balanced manner 

within the framework of cash flows to be made when borrowing. For example, the company 

needing for working capital borrows up to a year, while the financing of fixed capital 
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investments to increase the company's capacity and therefore its sales, although slightly more 

expensive, should be investigated for medium-long-term borrowing opportunities. 

In order to borrow the companies, it is necessary to have a clear and realistic view of the 

expectations of the executives about the viewpoint of the banking sector and the expectations 

of the future by analyzing the current situation in the financial situation of the company very 

well. 

Instruments of Payment 

Payment instruments that are used in general, it is possible to distinguish two types of non-

cash and cash equivalents. Although there is a tendency to make more use of alternative 

payment instruments around the world with advancing technology, cash still remains a widely 

used tool. 

Non-cash payment instruments are among the most widely used means of payment cards. 

Credit cards are the most commonly used payment cards of debit cards and credit cards. The 

quantities and amounts of shopping and cash withdrawals made with credit and debit cards, 

which are considered as payment cards, are shown below. 

The check, which is another non-cash payment instrument, is preferred more in trade. In 

recent years, the decrease in the use of checks in our country in terms of quantity, while an 

increase is observed in amount. It is thought that the emergence of credit cards and alternative 

other instruments and the widespread use may be a reason for the reducing in the number of 

transactions in the use of checks in recent years. 

Cash, payment cards and checks as well as mobile payment tools and some other tools such as 

electronic money has also increased. Some GSM operators offer mobile payment services 

through mobile phones. With these services, which can be used for both postpaid and prepaid 

lines, shopping can be done in electronic environment and member merchants. 

While the amount related to the mobile payment transactions made using the prepaid line is 

deducted from the balance on the prepaid line, the amount of the shopping in the transactions 

realized through the postpaid lines is reflected on the mobile phone bill and the customer pays 

the mobile phone bill and pays for the purchase in question. 

Payment Systems:  

According to Payment Type 

• Full payment 

• Retail Payment 

According to the type of reconciliation 

• Real-Time Gross Reconciliation 

• Netting  
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Credits, interest rate and finacial markets 

Although most of the risks are internal components of the companies, it is seen that macro 

risk factors are completely independent of entrepreneurs. The economic crises are preventing 

the development of entrepreneurship, which is used as the growth engine of the economy in 

developed and developing countries. While the number of newly established companies is 

decreasing, financial crises cause the entrepreneurs who are going to enter the market to 

postpone their investments and close them in their existing companies. 

The weakness in financial markets may limit the entry of new firms into the market and lead 

to insufficient production in existing firms. Small-scale initiatives with limited access to 

financial markets may be affected by financial constraints. However, small entrepreneurial 

firms are an important source of innovation, jobs and economic growth in developed and 

developing countries. Entrepreneurship is necessary for the sustainability of dynamism in the 

modern market economy and the high rate of entry of new jobs into the market will promote 

competition and innovation. 

Operational Capital and Cash Flow 

The cash enter into and out of your business within a certain period of time is called cash 

flow. While this concept sometimes suggests that it defines only the money that comes out of 

the vault, the bi-directional movement we are talking about is very important. In other words, 

money earned in cash flow is also important. 

The cash entering the business is called positive cash flow, while the cash flow from the entity 

is negative. For taxes, purchases, employee salaries and other expenditure items, a company 

needs cash. Here, profit is the money obtained when these expenses are deducted from the 

company's income. 

Cash flow is sometimes mixed with profitability. Profit, which is one of the most important 

financial indicators of a business, does not mean cash as it is thought. Because sometimes 

even if your profitability level is high, cash flow is not sufficient, your company faces many 

financial risks. 

For this reason, companies regularly check their balance sheet, income and cash flow 

statements. The company's assets and liabilities show the balance sheet, profit and loss details 

of the income statement, the company's cash outflow and cash flow table. If the cash and 

profit are not equal, that is, if the profit of the company is increasing, then the cash flow is 

falling, things are not going well 

    Management of Operational Risks 

Operational risk refers to the situation of direct or indirect loss due to failures in internal 

processes, errors or fraud of employees, or inconsistencies of the system in the enterprise. 

This type of risk is also provided by the BRSA "the bank's management and its personnel not 

following the errors and irregularities as a result of disruptions in the Bank's controls, failing 
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to comply with the times and conditions, bank management errors, errors and disruptions in 

information technology systems, and losses due to earthquakes, fires, floods etc. or the 

possibility of loss." 

When we elaborate the basic components of operational risk, the following five basic 

elements are encountered: (Boyacıoğlu, a.g.e., p.52-53) 

Personnel risk: Risks arising from the inadequacy, negligence, forgetting or misuse of the 

management and staff, or the deliberate acts. For example, the bank management exceeds the 

limits and without sufficient assurance to open a loan, participate in other undertakings 

without doing necessary inspections, technological innovations can not adapt to the bank, can 

not keep up with the change, inadequacy and uncertainty in the introduction of products and 

services, as well as staff corruption, theft and fraud, not take into account orders or to obey 

the rules, to prevent work intentionally, to behave maliciously can be evaluated within the 

scope of personnel risk 

Technological Risks: Technical problems and disruptions in computer and communication 

systems, virus problems, risks arising from insufficient or old systems. 

Organizational Risk: Business risks arising from problems related to organizational structure 

and operation. For example, the inadequacy of the flow of information among the levels 

within the organization, the lack of authority limits, and the uncertainties arising from the 

changes in the structure-operation are included in this group 

Legal Risks: The activities are related to foreign elements and related to more than one legal 

order. Therefore, compliance with the foreign legal system in international banking 

transactions and contracts is mandatory. For example, if the counterparty refuses to fulfill its 

commitment, or if certain types of contracts are invalid in the foreign legal system, it is 

important that the bank is able to obtain its claims. 

External Factors: Fraud related to third parties outside the enterprise, changes and gaps in 

legal regulations regarding possible issues that may cause risks, risks arising from 

earthquakes, fire, floods, terrorist activities, damages caused by social unrest, money 

laundering, abuse of websites by external interventions. disruptions in energy transmission 

may be included in this group. 

System design  

At the system analysis stage, answers were asked about WHAT the current system is doing 

and WHAT the proposed system should do. In this section, the system at the stage of system 

design, the proposed work HOWTO can do or the system HOWTO should be designed to 

answer the questions. 

System Design can be termed as the process of designing the architecture, components, 

modules and interfaces of a system that will be established in accordance with predefined and 

defined requirements. 
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Nowadays, priority in all system designs is to meet customer needs and expectations. In this 

sense, the system design can also be called the process of designing and developing systems 

according to the identified user needs. 

What are the important points to be considered in the system design process?  

The following questions should be asked in the system design approach: 

➢ What is the System for this situation?  

➢ What is the environment? 

➢ What is the purpose of the system in relation to its environment? 

➢ What is the feedback loop for correcting system outputs? 

➢ How does the system measure its objectives? 

➢ Who defines and monitors the system, its goals, the environment? 

➢ What resources do the system have to maintain the desired relationships? 

➢ Are these resources sufficient for the system to achieve its objectives? 

The system design approach is a highly useful approach to the design of more complex and 

larger systems, which are the combination of smaller subsystems. 

System design, pre-design and detailed design are carried out in two stages. 

In the preliminary design, definitions are developed on how the system can be delivered to the 

specified goals and objectives. During pre-design 

- System functions defined 

- the system is divided into modules, 

- data structures are created, 

- install module interfaces, 

- system constraints are determined 

The preliminary design phase is organized into a report. By reviewing this report, the 

preliminary design is either accepted or corrected again. 

In detailed design; Modules created in the preliminary design phase are subdivided into sub-

modules and these modules are described in detail. Databases, screenshots and report formats 

are designed and detailed plans are organized for the programs. Thus, the prepared design 

report is presented for review. 

Human Resources 

HRM, as the name suggests, is a management approach that deals with “human". HRM has 

been oriented towards the needs of individuals working in institutions in general. By meeting 

these needs, it is ensured that the objectives of the organization are reached. HRM covers all 

processes ranging from recruitment, compliance training, wage adjustment to the workplace, 

legal bond with the workplace, efficiency, performance appraisal, meeting the financial and 

social needs and finally separation of work. In other words, it is meant that all of the 
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employees working in a business, in other words, everyone working in the enterprise from the 

lowest to the highest level works for a specific purpose (Çalışkan, 2010: 100-116; Özsöz, 

2006; Fındıkçı, 2000; Aytaç, 1997).  

The term human resources encompasses all employees, from top managers in a business to 

unqualified workers in the lowest position. In each enterprise, a large number of people work 

at different levels of education, in different roles and status. Regardless of the level of 

education, task and status, no matter which department it works, each individual is involved in 

the work of human resources management. The term human resources also includes non-

operational workforce outside the enterprise that can potentially be exploited. All studies 

aimed at ensuring the happiness and psychological satisfaction of these people (employees, 

executives or consumers) fall within the scope of HRM (Bayraç, 2008; Çalışkan, 2010: 100-

116). 

The rapid change of the world, globalization and the development of technology have forced 

the companies to change. The intense competition conditions in which enterprises have to 

operate have made it necessary for enterprises to operate effectively and efficiently. The 

ability of businesses to maintain their assets depends to a large extent on their ability to see 

ahead, to be creative, to catch up with the technology of the era and to minimize input costs. It 

is inevitable for enterprises to invest in human beings when people are able to fulfill all these 

vital functions. This situation has caused enterprises to want to have an important place in 

international markets and to give importance to HRM. If the number of workers who leave the 

job has increased and the occupational accidents and occupational diseases have reached a 

serious level, if the collective agreements are a problem, if the employees are unsatisfied and 

depressed, if the motivation of the employees is lost, the number of faulty products has 

increased and the costs have increased, that means you have serious problems. In this case, 

the necessity of HRM comes to the fore. HRM tries to ensure the effectiveness of the 

employees by investigating the causes that lead to these negativities (Bayraç, 2008). 

According to HRM, human is one of the most important sources that organizations have to 

use to reach their goals. According to this approach, man is an indispensable part of the 

production process and the goal of production at the same time. Today, no matter how robust 

the other material resources of an organization is, if human resources do not have sufficient 

efficiency, the probability of success will be low. It is not easy to achieve efficiency and work 

quality targets with a low labor motivation and unsatisfactory. 

From this point of view, it can be said that HRM has two main objectives; improve efficiency 

and improve the quality of work life. The belief that human beings will play the most 

important role in the realization of these goals has directed HRM to human relations. Thus, 

HRM tries to ensure that the organization is prepared for the future and successful by focusing 

on work-related problems and human relations (Özsöz, 2006; Fındıkçı, 2000; Tuğcu, 1998: 

79). 

HRM is based on two basic philosophy (Sadullah, 1999): 
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1. Efficient use of manpower in line with the firm's goal 

2. To meet the needs of the employees and to ensure their development 

From the perspective of this approach, HRM has basically two objectives. The first is to 

maximize the contribution of the people who work in the organization by using their 

knowledge, skills and capability rationally, while the second is to ensure that the people 

working in the organization are as satisfied as possible. In other words, HRM aims to improve 

the quality of life of the employees on the one hand and on the other hand to improve the 

quality of life of the employees (Palmer and Winners, 1993; Saldamlı, 2008; Özgen, Öztürk 

and Yalçın, 2002). 

In order to make the most of the work within the scope of HRM, some basic functions should 

be applied. Basic functions of HRM; Planning, recruitment, measurement and evaluation, 

rewarding, training, development, protection and industrial relations of human resources. In 

addition, information systems, which have started to gain importance in recent years, can be 

evaluated among the basic functions of HRM. While performing the functions of HRM in the 

field of business; Consultancy is given to other departments in the field of HRM and HRM 

functions are arranged in harmony between different departments (Tahiroğlu, 2002). 

The functions of HRM are listed as follows in terms of main headings and functions (Mondy 

et al., 1999; Ülgen and Mirze, 2004): 

1. Human resources planning, recruitment and selection: (a) strategic human resource 

planning, (b) recruitment (c) selection 

2. Human resources development: (a) training and development, (b) career planning and 

development, (c) performance evaluation 

3. Compensation and benefits: (a) compensation, (b) benefits and other compensation matters. 

4. Safety and health: safety and health around the workplace 

5. Employees and working relations: (a) the evaluation of trade unions, (b) labor management 

relations (c) relations between workplace employees. 

On the other hand, according to another view, the functions of HRM have been subjected to a 

different classification: Employee finding and selection, wage management and 

compensation, training and development, management of health related problems, 

performance evaluation, payroll design and payments, transfers and promotions. career 

planning (Mondy et al., 1999). 

When HRM is evaluated in organizational context; It is seen that there are wide ties between 

the organizational environment of the HRM, its primary objectives and its functions to 

achieve these objectives. The main objectives of HRM are focused on attracting effective 
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workforce to the organization, developing this effective workforce and ensuring the 

sustainability of the effectiveness of this workforce 

Supply Chain and Production 

In business activities, procurement activity is in the form of procurement of material inputs, 

supply of financing, supply of personnel and supply of services. We can define the supply 

carousel as follows: “Providing the necessary tools and facilities for the purpose of accessing 

the order” (Tosun, 1971; 404). The supply in the narrow sense is thought to be the only 

production input; is the introduction of other goods and services that are able to be integrated 

into certain stages of production in a broad sense. Considering the historical development of 

economic activities in enterprises; economic activities emerged before the trade cycle process. 

Trade cycle; In the form of money-goods-money, money or similar payment and collection 

tools formed in the form of shape change. However, in time, the commodity flow which 

constitutes the cornerstone of the trade cycle has emerged after the production process, and 

the trade cycle in the enterprises has been transformed into a structure that covers a wider area 

in the form of money-production inputs-production-version-money. This cycle was valid in 

the periods when production dominated the market and the prices were mostly based on the 

production costs. As a result of the competition and technological developments, the 

production was determined according to the consumer needs and the version focused on the 

customer required different structuring of the trade cycle. On the one hand, this restructuring, 

while maintaining the difference of the enterprise, on the other hand, caused the price to be 

based on the market conditions and the quality demands of the customer, the price led to the 

price being not based on the cost but on the cost. 

Due to that reason, the trade cycle has started to be transformed into a structure that includes 

the production instead of production of some production inputs and logistics instead of 

stocking. This development led to the formation of the supply chain. Therefore, production or 

purchasing decisions have gained importance in enterprises. (Seraslan, 2002; 17-) This 

situation is carried out in the form of works to be done normally in a company, to be done by 

other companies to meet the need for this issue is increasingly spread. This situation, which is 

described as outsourcing, has actually emerged as  

a - Supply chain. It is possible to define this historical development of the trade cycle as 

follows: 

b- Trade based on the purchase and sale of goods (Specialization), 

c- Industry and trade (as trade scale increases, integrated production) 

d- Supply Chain (cooperation and specialization as competition increases and technology 

develops). 

The need for outsourcing after the specialization of technology is the supply chain. Before 

defining the supply chain, it is necessary to evaluate the reasons for outsourcing and the 
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factors that require outsourcing. When we consider the differences according to each 

production process, we can collect the following under general headings: (Aktaş, 2005; 12-) 

1- Reducing costs, 

2- Focus on base(own) abilities, 

3- Process renewal, 

4- Downsizing, 

5- To follow technological innovations, 

6- Increasing flexibility, 

7- Risk reduction, 

8- Being able to be among successful companies, 

9- Non-control functions, 

10- Source transfer, 

11- Reduce investment expenditures, 

12- Financial resources 

13- Quality improvement, 

14- Gaining speed and rapid transition to new projects, 

15- Managing financial operational risk 

Factors that enable the use of outsourcing are; (Aktas, 2005; 18-) 

1- Globalization, 

2- Quick change, 

3- Technological developments, 

4- Increasing the competition. 

The outsourcing chain covers all successive rings, from supply chain goods and services to 

supply, production, and final tiege. In terms of business processes, the supply chain; sales 

process, production, inventory management, material suppliment, distribution, supply, sales 

forecast and customer service. Managing this chain is of great importance. Supply chain 

management; It is the integrated management of material, information and money flow that 

enables the customer to reach the right product at the right time, at the right place, at the right 

price at the lowest possible cost for the whole supply chain (Şen, 2004; 3). 

The most important and effective aspect of supply chain management is the management of 

costs, which ensure the costs of the enterprise in a competitive manner and in the competitive 

process. The importance of the supply chain in the production process is to provide the right 

product at the right time, at the right place and at the right price to ensure the right price and 

supply to protect the interests and objectives of the enterprise. This is ensured by effective 

cost management. 

Sales and Marketing 

Marketing: The product covers the entire consumer support phase after the product is 

delivered to the final consumer. 
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Sales: It is the target stage that gives meaning to marketing activities. 

Marketing is called the activities carried out until the time when products or services reach the 

customer. Marketing; It includes methods such as advertising, public relations, brand 

management, viral and direct mail. Sales are activities to change a product in exchange for 

money or something. In short; marketing is everything you do to access and persuade 

potential customers. The sales process is everything you do to close the sale and sign a 

contract. You don't have potential customers without marketing. You cannot close the sales 

successfully without a good sales technique. 

If we consider the production process of a product, its pricing, its launching and bringing it to 

the market as a marketing process; After this stage, we can call the sale to the consumer, to 

make a presentation and to exchange it for an acceptable price. In general, sales make the 

customer say "yes" is the activity. 

Integrating the concept of marketing with the concept of strategy is the most basic criterion in 

the formation of sales and marketing distinction. There are three critical processes in strategic 

marketing. First; the definition of the value;second is the production of that valuıe, This value 

is defined and the third is defined and presented. The first of these processes is purely 

strategic marketing. 

According to marketing guru Philip Kotler, strategic marketing starts with research. A market 

research reveals different segments of buyers with different needs. It is wiser to target 

companies that can only satisfy highly. For each target segment, the company will need to 

position its product and service offerings in such a way that they can appreciate how different 

the products and services the target customers are offering from their competitors. It would be 

appropriate to emphasize that the disclosure of Kotler “being different from the competitors in 

products and services” has the same meaning as one of the critical definitions of strategy 

“strategy, to be successful by making a difference”. The work done up to this point is the 

definition of value and it is a step related to strategic marketing. The other two steps are 

related to the production and delivery of value, tactical marketing, which includes a mix of 

product, price, location and promotional items. Tactical marketing is more closely related to 

classical marketing. This concept is commonly known, circulating in the lime light. 

According to Kotler, the idea that marketing is the same thing as selling is not only a very 

common opinion among the public, but also an opinion of many businessmen. Sales are of 

course part of marketing, but marketing requires far more than sales. Peter Drucker argues 

that the purpose of marketing is to make sales efforts unnecessary. What Drucker means is 

that the task of marketing is to discover unmet needs and prepare satisfactory solutions. When 

marketing is really successful, people like new products, the likes of which are spreading 

rapidly to the people and little effort is needed to make sales. 
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R&D and Know-how management 

R&D (Research & Development) is called to obtain new information that will enable the 

development of education, science and technology or to produce new materials, products and 

tools with the existing knowledge, to produce new projects based on information 

systematically, to create processes and services or to develop existing ones. To provide 

scientific and technological development in the field of research and development, culture, 

human and society knowledge, and the use of environmentally friendly product design or 

software activities in a systematic basis for the use of this knowledge to design new processes, 

systems and applications, it covers activities with original, experimental, scientific and 

technical content focusing on technological uncertainty. 

Objectives of Research and Development; 

• To strengthen the technological infrastructure, to produce information for new 

technologies. 

• To reduce the cost of production sector, to increase the quality and efficiency. 

• To provide technology transfer and compliance for the needs of sectors. 

• To commercialize the technological, scientific knowledge produced. 

There are 3 activities in the Research and Development process; 

1- Basic Research 

R & D is the experimental, theoretical work process in the area to be done. In this process, it 

is aimed to obtain new information and it is not making application. 

2- Applied Research 

It is the process where applied studies for a specific purpose are made. 

3- Experimental Development 

It is the working stage of a new technology, product, system, service development with the 

knowledge acquired during basic research and applied research processes. 

Know-how is the information or trade secret that a company or person has on a product or 

method, which is considered a secret, how to do a job in the best / easiest way. If we consider 

the know-how as a mechanism, we can say that a company is explaining its own production 

distribution and operation methods to another company that is working in the same business 

or preparing to work. This information exchange can be by selling, renting or licensing 

information. The information mentioned here, ie know-how is actually an intellectual 

property. Information transfer can be carried out with a one-time sales contract, and a long-

term agreement (such as a joint venture) may be used by the other party. 
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The concept of know how, according to the Competition Board, is defined as: a pack of 

information that the provider obtains as a result of his / her experience and trials, which is 

non-patented, practical, confidential and determined. According to this definition; 

• Confidentiality: A Know-How is expressed as a whole or as parts of it, or even when it is 

combined, to be known or easily accessible to all. 

• Principle: refers to the fact that Know-How contains indispensable information for the buyer 

in terms of the use, sale or resale of the goods or services subject to the convention. 

• Being Determined: Expresses the fact that Know-How is sufficiently comprehensive and 

detailed in order to be able to assert that it carries the conditions of being confidential and 

fundamental. Know-how information should be hidden in a particular vault. 

Know-how is mostly confidential; this means that it is often not possible to transmit in writing 

or orally to another person outside the firm. More precisely, this will not be the desired result. 

In the context of industrial property (generally seen as intellectual property), know-how; 

technical information transfer is an economic entity used in national and international 

environments, with or without other intellectual property rights such as patents, trademarks. 

This information, which is also known as (know-how) or (trade secret) and constitutes an 

economic value, can be transmitted directly or through the license agreement to the third 

parties through the license agreement. 

Brand management 

The brand does not have a single agreed definition by marketing and communication 

scientists. The American Marketing Association defines the brand as a name, sign, symbol, 

design, or a combination of all of the products and services of a vendor or group of vendors 

and makes a difference for competitors (Bozkurt, 2006: 48-49). However, the brand is not just 

a single name or logo that everyone knows by heart (Özgen, 2002: 740). Brand is a 

combination of functional and emotional gains, attributes, usage experiences, icons and 

symbols (Zyman and Brott, 2004: 65). At this point, we must be clear that the brand only lives 

in the common mind of the consumer. 

Brand is a personality / identity that can be defined within the common perception of 

consumers and is unique like all other personalities. Because it consists of fulfilled promises 

and different sets of values. Its structure is linked to a large number of concrete and abstract 

experiences, and a brand is clearly separated from other 'similar' products and services by the 

successful combination of different elements (Pile, 2001: 242). In other words, the brand; 

introducing, introducing and presenting products and services to different audiences, 

publishing and publishing products and services in different or different qualifications and 

sectors. is the combination of names, words, phrases, letters, numbers, colors, shapes and 

designs that protect them in the framework of the country or international law rules that 

imitate or impersonate others (Ak, 1998: 121). As understood, the brand; It is a unique idea or 
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concept (Hürel, 2000: 50) used as an adjective and expressing a surplus value (Ries and Ries, 

2005b: 164). 

In another aspect, taking into account the riches of the globalizing world, a brand can be 

defined as an entity with the following four conditions (Morgan, 2001: 53): 

a) It is something that has a buyer and seller. b) A distinctive name, symbol or registration. c) 

In the minds of consumers, it is something that gives a positive or negative impression due to 

reasons beyond the actual product characteristics. d) It is something created rather than a 

spontaneous thing. 

There are two things to be avoided in this definition. The first is to define a brand “anything 

that is marketed”. The reason for this is that the only person who can decide whether 

something is a brand is a seller, not a seller. The second thing is; it is much more seductive: it 

is defined as a brand not as a product of a company or organization, but as something the 

consumer wants to buy (Morgan, 2001: 54). Thus, the brand is a relationship established with 

the target group (Bond and Kırshenbaum, 2004: 161) and a promise and quality guarantee for 

this relationship. This guarantee consists of a series of logical and emotional qualities / 

syntheses (Perry and Wisnom, 2004: 12), which establishes a relationship between the firm 

and the firm's customers. 

Brand; name, logo, commercial character, color and organized events are a whole. For 

example, in order for the brand to be remembered, it is necessary to plan the studies that will 

enable recognition in the first stage. Recognition of the brand; It can be realized by 

emphasizing the differentiating properties of the target groups in different environments and 

planning the activities that are appropriate to the characteristics of the target group in a 

manner to indicate the desired characteristics of the brand. Brand image created by creating 

brand needs, creating awareness and branding, creating a positive attitude and trust, ensures 

the brand to gain financial value as well as market value. The high financial value of the 

brand means that the identity rights of the brand are high (Tosun, 2002: 97-98). Consequently, 

branding is a series of stages that are connected to each other, such as the rings of a chain, and 

ultimately finalized with customer loyalty. In this context, there are various stages and 

components of branding. Some of these categories are positioning, differentiation, awareness, 

awareness, recognition and brand loyalty. 

Brand management is one of the most important factors for companies. And carries vital 

importance. The brand management process, which is of great importance for branding and 

brand positioning, has many elements under a single title, and opens the doors to success for 

brands. Brand management is the most important factor in the development of a brand and its 

success. In brand management; brand decisions, brand strategies, brand identity, brand 

positioning and marketing decisions are taken into consideration and various strategies are 

implemented in line with the targets. 

Brand management briefly; It can be defined as the application of all marketing techniques to 

a product, a product category or a brand. Brand management always exhibits a customer-
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oriented process by prioritizing the customer. Two important decision areas are taken into 

consideration when performing this procedure. These are; the main brand strategy decisions 

and the marketing mix decisions. Responsibility in strategic approaches is on all products of 

brand and brand. Brand management which is gathered in a single title, and within its multiple 

factors, aims to achieve long-term results by setting short-term goals. 

Management of Strategic Risks 

Administration and Organization 

Plans are made to create an organizational structure, called for a common purpose and called 

to "acting". It covers activities that affect the manager's work and inform his/her team what to 

do. The administrator does this in the form of orders. When the order is clear, precise, 

complete and reasonable, it positively affects the productivity of employees. The presence of 

a good communication network will also positively affect productivity. The main ways to 

work staff harmoniously should be punishment and rewarding. 

All of the activities for the establishment of the business determined in planning and the 

relations between the jobs selected, persons and work places to reach them are called 

organizations. The organization is important for employees to play an active role and to work 

together to reach specific goals. Nevertheless, it allows organizations to establish a link 

between their duties and those of their employees. There are various principles that include: 

unity of purpose, competence, division of labor and specialization, hierarchy, command 

union, responsibility, equality of authority and responsibility, equilibrium principle, 

continuity, facilitating leadership, definition of tasks. 

Short, medium and long term strategic decisions 

Risks are the uncertainties that will affect the achievement of an organization's objectives if it 

occurs. Risk management is the systematic application of risk principles, approaches and 

processes to identify and assess risks, plan and implement risk responses. It should be 

implemented in a place where critical decisions are made in an institution. Decisions related 

to risk vary depending on whether the risk is related to long, medium or short term targets. 

Strategic decisions are often related to long-term purposes. Therefore, the risks associated 

with them should not be evident after a long period of time and should be reviewed 

periodically. Medium-term objectives are generally carried out through programs and 

projects. Their scope is narrower than strategic targets, especially in terms of time and 

financial responsibilities. At the operational level, the emphasis is on short-term goals and the 

continuation of ongoing business. Decisions for risks at this level should be such that they 

support the medium and long-term goals. 

Risks that may prevent an organization from performing its core business activities, Strategic 

Risks; Structural risks (such as planning, market analysis), which may prevent an organization 

from reaching its targets in short, medium or long terms, external environmental risks ; They 

corresponds to risks that occur independently of the activities of an organization (such as legal 
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regulations) but which have an impact on the organization's preferences. Besides the 

mentioned risks, other classifications such as "information risks, process risks, human and 

corporate culture risks, legal risks etc." can be made. 

Since each of the existing risk definitions reflects a certain part of the process, it is insufficient 

to express the concept alone. However, in order to establish a realistic risk management 

system and to be able to implement this system successfully, it is necessary to have a structure 

that will reveal the risks to be faced in all dimensions. Otherwise, it is considered that it is not 

possible to reach healthy results with the analyzes to be made by taking into account a certain 

part of the risks. 

On the other hand, what kind of solution mechanisms should be used against these risks is 

equally important. In this context, one of the options for responding to risks is to reduce the 

likelihood of adverse events occurring with the help of effective controls. In order for such a 

struggle to be successful, an effective internal control mechanism should be established and 

successfully operated. 

Corporate Governance 

Corporate Governance; It can be defined as conducting the relations of a company with the 

Board of Directors, shareholders, employees, suppliers and the community, in other words, in 

the framework of the principles of equality, transparency, accountability and responsibility. 

Corporate Governance; is a combination of laws, regulations and voluntary private sector 

practices that enable a company to attract financial resources and human resources in such a 

way that it does not harm the interests of beneficiaries and the public, and thus to ensure its 

efficient operation and thus to create stability for its shareholders in the long run by creating 

economic gains. (Ira M. Millstein) 

With this general definition, which includes more companies and stakeholders, OECD explain 

that, corporate governance; macroeconomic policies are part of a wider perspective, including 

the degree of competition in product and factor markets. The framework of corporate 

governance; it can be drawn in different ways depending on the law, regulations and the 

corporate ecosystem. In addition; Business ethics, environmental awareness and social 

responsibility related corporate awareness, such as the long-term success and reputation of the 

company will be effective in the framework of corporate governance concepts. 

Corporate governance is built on four main principles: fairness, transparency, accountability 

and responsibility. These principles help a company build a structure that creates value for all 

stakeholders and society, not only with its financial results. 

Fairness: It refers to the equal treatment of shareholders and stakeholders and to avoid any 

potential conflicts of interest in all activities of the Company. 

Transparency: It is an approach of public disclosure of financial and non-financial 

information related to the company to the public in a timely, accurate, complete, 
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comprehensible, interpretable, easily accessible manner with the exception of information that 

is commercially confidential and not yet disclosed to the public. 

Accountability: It defines the obligation of the members of the Board of Directors to account 

for the legal entity and therefore to the shareholders. 

Liability: Represents the compliance of all activities of the Company on behalf of the joint 

stock company with the legislation, articles of association and internal regulations and audits 

thereof. 

Management of External Environment Risks 

Globally Changing Trends 

The developments in the economic, social, cultural, legal and technological areas in the 

century we live led to the globalization of the markets and the change in the formal and 

dimensional of international competition by eliminating the borders between countries. 

Economic systems are one of the most affected areas by the increasing globalization process. 

In pre-global terms, enterprises determine which scale to enter into international competition 

to a large extent, while most businesses that find the domestic market adequate are not 

planning to open up to international markets, while enterprises are not able to make such a 

choice as a result of the reduction of protectionism in the post-global competitive 

environment, liberalization of economies and the spread of international trade. . In today's 

world, where communication, transportation has no limits, and the world is shrinking, 

businesses are not only confronted with well-organized, broad markets, well-defined 

competitors, but also face the risk of small businesses likely to leave any country quickly to 

market new products and change the competitive structure in the market. (Tekin, Güleş and 

Öğüt, 2003: 317). What is important, whether large or small scale, the global economy and 

technological developments shaped by the changing competition environment (Akın, 2001: 

271), the general structure and characteristics of the difference is to be analyzed well. 

According to Porter, the way to achieve competitive advantage is development, innovation 

and change. Globally changing business practices, new management models and competition 

strategies should be evaluated by SMEs and strategies should be developed and implemented 

according to trends and adapted to their own. 

The changes in global markets also require the advantage of continuous and rapid innovation 

in addition to seeking cost, quality, speed and service superiority in SMEs (Bektaş; 2004: 

574). Different and customer-specific products are the most important values of today's 

competitive environment. For this reason, innovation is essential in the essence of the 

competitive strategies of SMEs. Rather than meeting the current demands of the customers, 

there is a transformation in the way of understanding the needs of the customers and 

providing them with a wide range of products and services and this leads to differentiation in 

the production and design systems of the enterprises. Competitive conditions based on 

flexible production and new design increase the importance of production, quality products 

and timely delivery issues in a short time. All this shows that it is very difficult for SMEs who 
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do not innovate in their products and processes to have a competitive advantage in the global 

arena. 

Customer Reuqirements 

Market research, customer satisfaction surveys and other feedback tools should be used to 

find out the current and future needs and expectations of customers and their perception of 

existing products and services. 

In order to enrich the products and services in line with the future needs and expectations of 

the customers, improvement workers should be anticipated and determined. 

It is important to design and develop new products and services that will respond to 

customers' needs and expectations. 

Enterprises can benefit from innovation and creativity by developing products and services 

that have competitive power. Developing new products and meeting customer requirements 

with cooperated organizations. 

Legal Regulations 

Sustaining companies' assets, sustainable growth, income stability, reducing costs of losses, 

prevention of surprises, social responsibility and compliance with legal regulations reveal the 

need for risk management in companies. For these reasons, the boards of directors, which are 

the strategic decision-making bodies of the companies, have important roles and 

responsibilities in the management and supervision of the company risk. It is seen that close 

monitoring and revision of the risk management process among the priorities of the regulatory 

and supervisory agencies has gained importance in the recent legislative arrangements in 

countries. 

The main benefits of Enterprise Risk Management for a company; Ensuring sustainable 

profitability and growth, minimizing income fluctuations, making risk decisions more healthy, 

preparing for surprises, aligning strategies and risks, better identifying opportunities and 

threats, increasing competitiveness, effective use of resources, compliance with laws and 

regulations, reputation and the maintenance of trust, the continuity of corporate governance 

quality, and the increase of the company value. 

Competitors 

In general, the majority of entrepreneurs do not conduct competitor analysis. Competitors, 

which are an important risk factor for the enterprise, are of great importance for the 

sustainability of an enterprise. Entrepreneurs 'recognition of their rivals and the identification 

of alternative ways against their opponents' moves will reduce the risk to the enterprise. On 

the other hand, as an example of competing risks, market share erosion, the introduction of 

new competitors with different competencies in the sector, the decrease of differentiation 

areas in the sector and threats of global companies can be given. 
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Sectoral Changes 

Sales of some businesses (banking, tourism, textiles, leather goods, construction, iron, 

cement, brown goods, etc.), profits and hence the prices of stocks show a large fluctuation for 

various reasons. The fact that the return of these sectors is dependent on the market return, 

that is, the high level of sector beta constitutes a significant risk of the enterprises in these 

sectors. It is possible to reduce this risk, known as business or industry risk, by diversifying, 

in other words, by investing in different sectors, or even in some cases. 

Economic And Political Risks 

Financial risks that businesses become face; market risk, liquidity risk, credit risk and 

operational risks. Market risk of these; exchange rate, interest rate, marketable securities and 

commodity prices resulting from unexpected changes in financial losses (Bolak, 2004: 9). 

This risk constitutes a significant part of the financial risks faced by both the financial and 

non-financial sectors. Liquidity risk can also be defined as funding risk and can be defined as 

not being able to provide the required fund on time and at the desired cost or the fact that the 

available assets cannot be disposed of at the desired time and price. Credit risk is also referred 

to as the counterparty risk and is the result of the Company's failure to fulfill the obligations 

of the person or organization in which the company is engaged in financial transactions. 

Operational risk arises from transaction processes or management irregularities and 

inadequacies. The operational risk is related to personal errors, system errors, inadequate 

control and procedures. Compared to other risks, it is one of the most difficult financial risks 

to be measured. 

The globalization of the markets, the expansion of the companies and the increase in the 

competition caused the market risk to be highlighted among the above mentioned risks and 

the most important financial risks of the enterprises in the open economies became the risks 

arising from the exchange rate and interest rate changes. Businesses can identify the risks they 

are exposed to, identify their policies, manage the risk or transfer them to other parties by 

using various tools. In addition to the on-balance sheet methods, companies may also prefer to 

use off-balance sheet hedging instruments in financial risk management. 

Today, there are many risk factors that investors should take into account. While some of 

these risks can be avoided through diversification while creating a portfolio, it is not possible 

to manage or intervene in some of them. One of the most important risks that we call 

systematic risk is political risks. 

Increasing the mutual relations between countries, firms and investors has brought about a 

change in the structure and number of factors to be taken into consideration during the 

investment process. At this point, political risk, which is evaluated in systematic risk, is seen 

as a factor affecting the capital market of a country and hence the firms in the market. 
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It should not be forgotten that political stability may be deteriorated due to the economic 

problems in a country, and as a result of policy changes, economic difficulties may occur. 

Therefore, it would be wrong to base the political risk on political developments only. 

Political risk lies within systematic risk in the literature. This risk, which is caused by the 

factors affecting the market, affects all securities in the same direction and is reflected in a 

similar way to all companies. Since the source of systematic risk is the market actors, the 

company has no savings on this risk and it is very difficult to provide a control over this risk 

through the diversification of securities. 

Developing the source of political risk is the situation of war, ideological differentiations, 

terrorism, economic and political crises and so on. Factors are also the determining factors in 

the country risk calculations. Policy governs policy in risk management. It is versatile, such as 

measurement, bureaucracy quality, democratic responsibility, ethnic tension, military policy, 

public order, corruption, internal and external dispute, socioeconomic status and management 

skills. Accompanying political risk management; Risk factors such as government balance, 

investment climate, internal conflict, military intervention in politics, external conflict, 

corruption, religious or other ethnic tensions, political system, economic management, laws, 

democracy and bureaucracy design have been reviewed. 

In terms of cash flows, political risk can be defined as unexpected changes in future cash 

flows due to political events in a country. Political risk can be generally classified as macro-

political risk and micro-political risk. Macro-political risk is a country-specific political risk to 

all foreign companies in the country. Micro-political risk is the type of risk that involves 

expropriation of all foreign companies in the country and changes in tax law, price controls, 

environmental regulations and restrictions that will affect foreign companies. Micro-political 

risk exists for specific industries, companies or projects. Political risk can affect the 

ownership of assets by forcibly disposing all or part of the activities of the companies. 

Political developments will bring about various scenarios that may arise. The possible 

scenarios that a country in this position will face are listed below 

- Restructuring of debts, 

- Implementation of austerity policies, 

- Devaluation 

- Implementing policies promoting foreign direct investment, 

- Converting foreign debts to non-repayable investments in the country owed by the 

creditor. 

Turkey's most important financial markets one of the stock exchange in Istanbul from (BIST) 

in a stable manner to maintain its contribution to development and the country's economic 

growth, creating so as to reduce the political risk that they will develop political policies, they 

must make the conversion to form political policies by setting this purpose long-term goals. 

They should undertake determined structural reforms in line with these policies. Investors 

who invest in stocks should invest in markets with low or low political risk. 
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Case Studies 

Case 1 

A company who has got short term bank loans went into capital shortage after a while. On the 

other hand, they used to have a new investment plan in order to increase company’s 

production capacity. Because their competitor in the sector had bankruptcy and they have a 

big opportunity to fill that empty space in the market, plus they might have earned big profits 

during that long time period. 

After a while company board decided to make bargain with bank, and they succeded to 

postpone their shor credit payment. And they shared their new investment plan with another 

bank. Finally they convince new bank to arrange long term credit with low interests. And 

thanks to that long term credit, they paid all loans to old bank and invest for new project.  

At the end, they made big profits because of new project, and gave job to lots of new 

employees and become one of important industrial company in their region. 

Case 2 

A new born company is trying to choose a place in order to establish their animal farm. One 

of the partner is desiring to invest on his hometown which is a small town and far to 

agricultural products and raw materials which are animal foods. Also it has no highway 

connection or railway connection with any other big city or any other big customers’ territory.  

Another partner looks less emotional than other partner and he is trying to be more logical. As 

he claims, they need to establish their investment to a place which is near the raw materials 

and customers as well. Even that building might be rental, these transport and sources issue is 

much more important whether the building belong them or not. Moreover, they  can give rent 

to their own building in other partner’s hometown and take rental income.  

Eventually, first partner who is thinking to invest in his hometown for establishment convince 

another partner and they invested to that small town. After 3 years, they couldn’t able to fight 

with other competitors due to lack of sources to feed animals and high costs for 

transportation. And they sold all animals with little amounts and lost thousands of euros. 
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Module 8. EXPORT & RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 

ABSTRACT 

Today, most of companies and enterpreneurs all around the world even they are big or SMEs , 

need and require to export goods and services. Export also has got leverage effect on 

entrepreneurs’ commercial life.If they want to do business in cross borders. Since, thanks to 

export they can have lots of customers and high standarts due to international market 

expectations. Internal markets are not enough to satisfy companies and does not let them to 

have sufficient profits.  

The concept of internationalization of enterprises refers to the development of business 

activities in the markets beyond the borders of the country. Businesses are expanding abroad 

due to growth, avoiding single market risk and increasing efficiency. The development of 

information and communication technologies, the relative reduction of commercial barriers, 

and the increase in transportation opportunities accelerate the process of internationalization. 

Export is not only consisting with just one person or just one element. Companies should 

expand their view of looking to trading and consider all countries like their customers. Then 

they need to start with first step. Because we believe, everybody can make export if they do 

necessary things.  

In our module, we’ll elaborate “export” issue in 4 main titles. Followings are main titles; 

➢ Foreign Trade Elements 

➢ Competitive Intelligence and Target Markets 

➢ International Free Trade Agreements 

➢ Case (Good & Bad Practises) 

Each title includes sub titles. Exporting has got very large literature. Thus, it is not easy to 

explain every thing. However, we tried to keep subject starting with A to Z in main aspects. 

Eventually, we are sure that a person who finishes this module, can be able to know exporting 

in general, and can start international business. 

8.1 FOREIGN TRADE 

Foreign Trade Elements 

You are the owner of the company. You produce extremely high quality products. Your 

marketing and distribution network is highly organized. You have a very good market share 

throughout the country. Your profit margin is also in the sector average. So things are clicking. 

Do you need to export when everything goes so nicely? 

 

Absolutely yes! 
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The fact that everything is going well 

across the country does not guarantee that 

it will go well. Things may be good at the 

moment, but a country-wide crisis may 

affect the entire sector after a few months 

or next year. The distribution network 

that you previously rested on may seem 

like a burden on the crisis. You may have 

problems with your existing customers 

working in the domestic market. 

Importance of exportation emerges at this stage. We can distribute risks through exports. 

 

Basic Foreign Trade (IM/EX) 

As human beings, we have become desires to 

achieve everything at any time. In winter, we 

want to eat apples, oranges in summer. We 

also want to use phones / cars sold in other 

countries. So all countries have been doing 

foreign trade import and export. 

 

Of course, each country's products and value-

added products are different. While some 

countries export lamentable products at low 

cost, some countries export heavy-weight 

products at high-cost, ie high value-added 

products. Like buying 1 container of towel in exchange for getting only one box smartphone. 

 

Export requires a serious organization. Fruits are really nice and delicious, but it is not that 

easy to plant a tree. But please do not be scared, if you have a product or service that will 

compete in the international arena with a quality and price, you can be a good exporter 

with a simple education about export. 

 

Basic concepts for Foreign Trading 

Defination of importing & exporting 

Importing is bringing services and goods into your country which are coming from 

abroad countries. If we sell something to another country, this means importing for other 

country. But for us, that means export. Whereas importing is bringing materials or services to 

your country, exporting is opposite.  

Photo by: https://goo.gl/images/r1aJNg 

 

                    Source: own elaboration 
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Exporting is, in other definition, the sale / shipment of goods and services in free circulation 

within a country (grown, produced or imported from other countries) to other countries. 

 

In the narrow sense, or to foreign goods and the sales of those goods made to non-resident 

refers to the Turks outside Turkey sent abroad for this purpose. 

 

Financial situation, lack of language, inadequacy of production, lack of marketing etc. are not 

obstacles to export. If you have knowledge of what exports are or how they make money, if 

your entrepreneurial spirit is as vivid as the day you first started, if you have a professional 

view of your business, such situations can be easily overcome. 

 

There is no such thing as not being able to export. Exports are just another type of trade that 

you make available. Suffice it to ask; it is not impossible in any way to be among the few 

exporters of our country. Even if your technical knowledge (such as legislation, foreign 

language) is not sufficient to export; 

 

If your economic conditions are appropriate, you can establish the organization of this 

business by running experienced staff in your own business. 

 

Contact the institutions and organizations providing services on technical subjects such as 

Export Promotion Center and get help, 

 

You can eliminate these shortcomings by using consulting firms that provide services in 

foreign trade. 

Who can be an exporter? 

No one is born as an exporter and not everyone can make export. Of course there are rules 

of being a good exporter. First of all, it is necessary to know exactly what the export business 

is and to make the necessary strategies, plans and programs very accurately. 

 

Today, everyone can be exporter legally. Moreover, in last few years, due to technologic 

developments and expanded globalization phase, a person can be exporter while he/she sits in 

the house. The important thing at this point is being a legal tax payers. If a company or person 

pay its taxes, there is no restriction for being an exporter. And there might be some additional 

official or documental preparations depends on countries. For example in Turkey, if you are 

not an e-exporter, you should register a company even its private or limited,etc. company first, 

then you need to become a member of any exporter association and finally you need to find 

and sign an agreement with customs consultant in order to make him/her officially follow and 

deal with your exporting in governmental offices, ports, etc. These 3 main parts are necessary 

issues when you are establishing a company which will export goods or services in Turkey. 

Obviously there are sub stages in these 3 main parts such as the articles of company, gazzetta, 

signature articles,etc.  
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Exporters, except for the above-mentioned conditions, they will apply for the supply of some 

documents that they will apply to the chambers of commerce and industry or tradesmen and 

artisans should be a member of the chambers. 

 

As it is known, real or legal persons and traders cannot deal with any activity other than the 

activities included in their articles of association. Therefore, in the articles of association of the 

companies that will export, the goods to be exported should include a provision that they can 

be exported. For example, in the articles of association of an enterprise that will export fresh 

fruits, an expression of “trading, export and import of fruits” should be included. Otherwise, 

this business will not be able to export fruit. 

 

Businesses whose articles of incorporation do not have such a provision may change their 

articles of company and export in case they add this statement to their articles of association.   

Types of exporting (Conventional , e-export..) 

 

During the spent years, international trade capacity has been increased and it is still rising at 

the moment. There are mainly 2 types of exporting existed and 2 types of operational types are 

existed. There is not have to be goods to be imported or exported, services also in this 

category. A company supply or buy services 

apart of physically goods.  

 

When we checked the numbers, services 

international trade is also increasing. For 

instance, when we compare world’s services 

import for 2017 and 2016, almost 5% services 

imports rised in 2017. In last 5 years, increment 

is around 8%. Total value of service imports in 

the World was 5.078,00 billion USD. Similar 

situation is available for goods trading. The comprasion with last year change in goods value is 

around 10%. Value is for international import of the World in 2017 , 17.788,00 billion USD. 

 

When we handle international trade types in operational ways ; there are several exporting 

types ; 

 

1. Unconditional Export : Standart exporting (conventional export) 

 

2. E-Export : Internet is being used for this type of export. That is the shining star of our 

existing world at the moment. 

 

3. Pre-approved Export: The issuance of the goods subject to the preliminary 

permission of a certain authority in accordance with the international agreement, law, 

Photo by: https://goo.gl/images/r1aJNg 
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decree and other legislation is made by applying the provisions of the export legislation 

after obtaining the preliminary permission from the relevant authorities. Like weapons, 

etc. 

 

4. The goods related to the registration: These are determined by the undersecretary’s 

notifications. Some products need to be notificated to state and after literature controls, 

products can be exported. For example food products might be in that list. 

 

5. Credit Export : The original export of the export contract, the type, value, payment 

plan and payment period of the goods to be exported and between the buyer and the 

seller. 

 

6. Consignment Export : Consignment export applications are made to the Secretariat 

General of Exporters' Associations in Turkey. This type of export is being used by 

exporters when they will attend in international fairs or when they send their goods to 

their international branches. Only condition is you have to take back the products in 1 

year or you should sell the products in your international market.  

 

7. Export of Imported Goods: Within the framework of customs legislation, the 

issuance of new or used goods which are in free circulation is made within the 

framework of general principles. 

 

8. Free zone exports: Some companies sends goods to freezones. There has been some 

tax, operational advantages in freezones.  

 

9. Export by Commercial Rental: Commercial leasing agreement; the type of the 

goods, unit price, amount, total value, lease period, foreign currency in the case of cash 

rental information should include. 

 

10. Exports to be Performed through Clearing or Connected Processing : The 

permission letter for export transactions which have been granted an export license 

through clearing or bonded transaction must be submitted to the customs authorities 

within 30 thirty days. 

 

11. No-valued export (Free Export) : There is no commercial value in these export types. 

These can be gifts and presents which you carry on your self during international visits, 

or promotion materials or personal using products, etc.. 

 

12. Transit Trading or Re-Export : Transit means, goods are not being arrived the buyer 

in that country, they just pass through the relevant country in order to arrive final 

destination. Re export is similar, however only difference is, importing procedures are 

being done in Re-export. X country imports products to Y country and export to Z 

country. Panama, Dubai and Hong Kong are some of Re export countries. 
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Qualifications for Foreign Trade Manager/staff 

Language Skills  

 

Since export includes two different countries, at least one side should speak other side's 

language so that communication can be ensured. If the language of the other party is unknown, 

it is mainly communicated through the English language. English is the most widely used 

language in the world. 1 billion of the world's 7 billion population speaks English even though 

it is not perfect. 

 

Is it possible to export without knowing a foreign language? Yes !  

 

Thanks to the chicken-translate made on the internet if you ask how. Although this situation is 

sustainable in the short term, it is not possible to proceed in this way. The exporter needs to 

learn the language of the customer. Of course, if possible, it is another alternative for the client 

to teach his / her own language. 

 

In short, we cannot say it is a must for foreign language, but it is of great importance for 

export. 

Logistic & Financial Management 

 

Export is not only marketing and sales but also operation management. Logistics management 

and management are very important in this operation management. Not only the products 

exported, but also the logistics of the prepared documents is very important. This is especially 

important if you are going to send different products from different vendors in the same 

container. That is brilliant idea to keep in mind, “time” is also an another cost for companies. 

Most of the export experts suggest companies to work with Professional logistic consultant 

who knows your products very well and be aware of its logistic aspects as well. For instance, if 

you are exporting glass, logistic issues for that product’s are very vital. You can not apply 

standart procedures for exporting of fragile products like glass.  

 

Besides exporting, logistic means arrange your exporting products in your factory or 

warehouse as well. Even the packing of the products on pallet or in boxes are important issues 

during logistic phase of export. 

 

Financial information is essential in every company management. Cost calculation, profit 

calculation are important calculations. In addition to these, exchange rate fluctuations are also 

included in exports. Today, for example, while the dollar exchange rate at 1,50 in Turkey, do 

you account for 1 month then you can be surprised by the fact that when it comes to pay export 

rate of 1,20. Although these are taken into account as exporters, it is necessary to pay special 
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attention to exchange rate fluctuations. 

    Determination & sustainability 

 

We have stated that export is a long-term process and we have to spend a lot of effort to 

export. It is necessary not to give up after several attempts and cannot reach the result. Or 

contact with the customer can not keep the price. It is necessary to be patient and continue to 

try. Boxers don't löse when they fall down, they lose when they don't stand up. 

Empathy & interdisciplinary 

 

Although empathy is a necessary concept for all relations, it is more important for the exporter. 

Different cultures need to be expected for different perspectives. A behavior that you consider 

as “normal” can be considered as ”rough” in the other country. The more you learn about the 

culture of the country you want to export , the more advantageous it will be for you. 

 

The word “interdisciplinary” can which is used in a different but interrelated sense that 

concerns multiple disciplines can be understood as  “between the diciplines”. Export, 

marketing, sales, finance, logistics, legislation, etc.  Each discipline must be able to master 

your work. 

 

 8.3 Foreign Trade Road Map 

Determination of export products  (Consultancy service, need analysis,etc.) 

 

The permits and the documents to be issued vary according to the product to be exported. The 

documents used in the export will be discussed in detail in other modules and will not be given 

here again. 

 

Apart from these, pricing, logistic management, delivery, etc. of each products’ features are 

different. For example, food products should generally be delivered to the customer in a short 

time, whereas textile products may not have such a time limitation. Or a product that cannot fit 

in containers can be carried in open containers, while other products can be transported in 

normal containers. 

 

Before the export operations, it is necessary to determine the company's flagship products and 

to decide on which product range to export and to build the entire organization on this product 

range.  

Assignation of target markets 

You have decided to export. Now the other question comes: Which country should I export to? 

 

There is a saying: "No wind does not help the ship who does not know its target." You have 
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decided to export, but if you did not decide which country to sell, you will not be far from that 

ship. 

 

So how do we determine our target market? 

 

There are table-side and on-site research directions for target market detection. 

 

Statistical Data / Product Recognition 

 

The volume of that product in world trade in the past years can give us important information. 

Statistics will help us in this regard. You can obtain this information from many sources on the 

Internet. Comtrade - UN database contains all foreign trade data of all countries in the world. 

Free access to this source and also to other sources are possible and available. 

 

For example, suppose that Turkey's exports to Russia increased for tomato in recent years. But 

you're running down to Japan. In this case, it is easier to sell tomatoes to Russia than Japan. 

Another statistic is, for example, that if a country's imports to a product are increasing in 

recent years, it is easy for you to sell this product to this country. 

 

These and many statistics like these will help in determining the target market in exports. Unit 

price, customs duty applied to product, distance from supplier countries, etc. Statistics should 

be analyzed correctly and target markets should be determined accordingly. 

 

Apart of these, there are many consultants exist in the marker in order to buy or make them 

prepare target markets against for invoice as well.  

 

Demographic & Economic & Political Information 

 

After the statistical information, the country's demographic and economic information is 

examined. According to the product you will sell this information is extremely important. The 

political stability in the country is extremely important for the continuity of your exports. 

 

How is the rate of population growth? 

How is the rural / urban distribution of the population? 

Is there a young population in the country? How's the rate? 

What is the expectation of economic growth or economic growth? 

How is the GDP growth in previous years? 

Is it politically stable? 

Is there a general election in the following years? 

How is the market perspective on imported products? 

Are there any sector specific supports / facilities? 

Is your sector growing in the target country?  
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Searching for customers and opponents 

After the determination of target markets, you should look inside a little bit more. Who are 

your customers and opponents, what properties products they are selling through their 

customers, can you compete with these firms even they are from that local market or other 

international markets’ actors. 

 

Regarding to answer to these questions, you may use table studies or pay visit to these 

countries. Internet is really deep source to find relevant informations. And there are especially 

created web sites and data banks to use on this purpose. For example tradeinfo365.com , 

tradeatlas.com, kompass.com, etc. data sources are stand for  to supply you bill of ladings and 

all cutomers/suppliers information. But of course these sources are not free of charge. You 

should pay fees in order to get benefit from these sources.  

 

Moreover, apart of these web sites, you can also use some countries’ trade data from the 

source of their governments. When you check some of countries ministry of trade web sites, 

there is a section called as “export directory or import directory” Some countries like Russia, 

Pakistan, Colombia, USA, are not keeping these trading informations confidental. They are 

open to reach for public. Also you can contact with local chamber of commerces to learn 

importers/exporters on such specific products. And commercial councellors are also very 

useful. Councellors who are connected to work in cooperation with relevant country’s embassy 

in countries are really good source. When you ask for importers list for many products, they 

always reply you and share at least couple of companies from the source their history data. 

  
Creating export strategy (selling channels,direct or distribution or partnership, loading types,etc.) 

 

Strategy is very important issue in exporting area. 

That is kind of your basis of your sales. You will 

construct your sales operation on that basis. 

Strategy is not decisions taken with emotions or 

personal interests. Strategy is being created by 

data, statics, existed situations and logical 

anticipations. If you are willing to continue your 

exports in long time period, you should have an 

export strategy as how you has got a company 

stratgy. 
 

You should also decide which sale channels you will use, which way is best to reach your 

customers direct or indirect. Which distribution channels are available according to the product 

you will sell? Which sales channel will you enter the market? 

 

Do you have direct access to last consumer channels? Or are you going to sell to wholesalers? 

If you are going to sell to wholesalers, do wholesalers also import directly? Or are importers 
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selling to wholesalers? These vary on a country basis. They should all be investigated. 

 

S Since the profit margin will change according to the sales channel, it is very important to 

give importance to this issue. If you say “I'll just go into the market no matter what “, it's a 

little hard to make long-term exports. 

 

In addition, the way the product is perceived in the market should also be considered when 

determining your strategy. Your product positioning will cause you to be perceived as your 

product in all export processes of your product and your customers will respond accordingly. 

 

For example, let's look at cars. We think German cars are of good quality. For Volvo, almost 

everyone makes the definition of ”safe”. German brands are perhaps as safe as Volvo, but 

Volvo has built its communications strategy on safety for years. For this reason, “ Volvo = 

Safety” perception has been created for consumers. It is very important how you position your 

product. 

 

Will you emphasize quality? 

Do you offer the average price on average? 

Will you reach price-sensitive customers? 

Do you aim to sell at a higher price with quality of service? 

Is your product different from the others? What will you offer? 

  
Registering your trade mark (securing your intellectual rights) 

 

Brands are protected in those countries if country they are registered in that country. 

Therefore, a brand that is referenced and is registered in Turkey but are protected within the 

borders of Turkey. In particular, exporters are required to register their brands in the countries 

they export. In these countries, if they do not register their brands, they may encounter the 

following negative situations; 

 

In countries where they export their products and services, they may be able to register another 

company on their own behalf, or knowingly, in which case the return path is often long-term 

and costly. 

 

There is a risk of not being able to obtain permission to pass to the goods and even to 

confiscate. 

 

Related country to receive official permission in goods (food production permits, medicines, 

etc.), standards (such as TSE in Turkey) will need the trademark. 

 

The most important part of the branding in the country of export does not have trademark 

registration in those countries is not possible. 
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If the companies do not export with their registered trademarks, ie they can outsource the 

brands belonging to other companies and make a profit in this way, this can undoubtedly be 

considered as a good method for short-term revenue generation. However, in medium and long 

term marketing strategies, it is preferable for firms to export their own branded products. 

 

If subcontracting is preferred, it will have to compete with firms in the countries that are 

producing at very low prices in terms of subcontracting, which will bring up price competition. 

Thus, the future of the company is under the mortgage (hypothec) even if it is not wanted. As a 

result, firms will be able to bring their registered trademarks to the market in the countries they 

export and in the countries they intend to export in the future. 

 

How is the brand registrationcarried out in abroad? 

 

There are several methods for trademark registration abroad. These methods; 

 

a. To apply to the relevant countries separately for trademark registration in the classical way, 

b. To apply for a European Mark (CTM) for registration in European countries, 

c. Application according to the Madrid Protocol 

 

It can be listed as. 

 

Turkey has to apply for trademark registration abroad under the Madrid Protocol by reason of 

being a member of the Madrid Protocol is the preferred method. 

 

70 countries are members of the Madrid Protocol and the number of member states is 

increasing day by day. 

 

According to the Madrid Protocol, those who wish to make an international registration can 

apply for international registration after the trademark registration in their own country or only 

after applying for trademark registration. 

 

Forming an export team  

fter a company finished all stages, it comes to create export team. Of course there is no 

obligation to have such separated department called as “ export team “ or “export departmen” , 

only 1 person can be the representative of export or even a boss can deal with export issues.  

 

But as we explained before, exporting is not kind of issue that only 1 person or only 1 element 

is enough. For example, if an export liable working in manufacturing company, he/she must be 

very authorised and sufficient to satisfy customers’ all questions. So that person must work in 

cooperate with production unit like logistic department, etc.So the owner/board of committe of 

company, must inform all departments for exporting. All departments must be aware of 

exporting in the company. That is going to be the “big export team” then company can create 
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and “specific export team” . 

 

There will be some sufficiency issues like language skills, marketing skills, etc. Again these 

are not obligatory but will bring success. Because if you are planning to export in long time 

period, you will need to visit your customers or potential customers in abroad. Also your guest 

might come to visit you. So you can not assign standart worker to represent your company on 

these times. And if your personel is good at international relations, that will also contribute 

positive to your company. And finally you can ask for report from them appropriately to 

follow your export department.   

     Assignation of customs consultants,banks,etc. 

You have made market research analyzes for your product, and you have identified potential 

buyers in the target country. You have contacted most of them and have finally received your 

order. You also agreed in the type of payment. The job is only to make the loading and export 

of the goods. So time is choosing your 2 most important solution partners. One is the choice of 

the shipping company according to the type of delivery and the other is the selection of the 

customs company for the customs clearance operations. You also need to select your bank for 

payment as well. 

 

Customs consultancy firms conduct customs clearance of your products on your behalf. They 

serve you both in import and export. The 

services cover a lot of space. They support you 

in many areas of the product, from HS CODE 

determination to export of the product to 

abroad. As is the case in many issues, the 

selection of these firms is also extremely 

important. 

 

Some companies think that all customs 

clearance companies provide the same service 

and choose the company that gives the lowest 

price. Just look at charges, which means you 

can afford to get poor quality service. 

According to our foreign trade experience, some customs clearance firms can do their job 

professionally while others can open customs declaration without asking any questions. Such 

situations may leave companies in a difficult situation. 

 

In the export transactions, the banker, besides its main function banking, also serves as 

consultant. For this reason, banks always follow the export process from beginning to end and 

provide consultancy services to the exporter company when necessary. At the beginning of 

these consultancy services, correspondent bank selection comes. 

 

Another task of the banks is the financing demands of exporters, the provisions of the “Banks 
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Act Law” and the credibility of the firm according to limits. These credits will be made for 

export financing. The most important task in which banks play a role in export transactions 

to pay the price within the given period to be brought to the country. 

 

For this purpose, at the moment when the export currencies are exchanged, the exporter will 

apply a different exchange rate to the customer according to the economic conditions of the 

day and even to the exporters and to give a different exchange rate than the declared exchange 

rate. 

 

As seen in the Bank - Customer relationship of the export process It is applied in an 

indispensable way. Banks are the entities that earn Money over customers’ services, so 

consultancy services should be with customers at every stage of export and they should try to 

resolve their troubles. 

 

A company must be careful while choosing its bank and work with experienced foreign trade 

banks. 

  

Arrangement production & finance & logistic sources  

Finally, company must arrange all sources to make ready export. If your goods are ready in 

your stock, you should make ready their packing and all logistic stages before you load or send 

for exporting. Otherwise, your production or purchasing department must make ready relevant 

products for your end. Therefore, during these stages, you may need for financial sources to 

make ready products unless you take pre payment or full payment as well.  

 

That is why important the cooperation between departments within the company. And that 

takes time, that is also vital to make planning as well.   

Examining export 

When all stages are finished, and export seal put on the container/pack of your products, that 

means exporter’s responsibilities are finished if you did not sell products CFR, CIF or DDP. 

We will explain these shipment terms in following sections of our module. 

 

8.4 Pricing Strategies for Exports 

After making a market research and identifying potential firms and contacting those firms, one 

of the critical steps is the price-making part. One of the most enjoyable stages of export is the 

price-making part. This section is also one of the most common problems. 

 

There are different methods to give the price. Target price, skimming the market, pricing by 

value; some of these methods. Each is a separate topic in itself. In this module, the most 

commonly used cost-based pricing will be mentioned. So after calculating the cost of pricing 

added on the profit. Many companies give prices in this way. 
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Products' costs  

The price that affects the price is of course 

cost. If you are a manufacturer, you have 

already calculated this cost. Even if you did 

not export before, you should have made cost 

studies for the products you sell 

domestically. 

 

If you are a merchant, things may change. 

There's more to you about this. You need to 

know exactly what is included in the price you 

receive from the manufacturer. And it is important that you do the pricing from the latest cost. 

Local transport and freigt shipment costs 

In the negotiations you will make with the companies abroad, the way of delivery is very 

important. In some forms of delivery, the freight belongs to you, some belongs to the 

importer. For this reason, it is in your best interest to discuss the delivery method clearly with 

the buyer. 

 

According to the delivery mode, the freight as well as the internal shipping cost may be in 

question. It is important to ask whether the internal transport is included in the offer you have 

submitted to the shipping company. Pay attention to the details of the freight offer from the 

shipping company. Details such as free in - free out offers, liner in - free out offers are 

important. What is free time? Llocal costs are included in the price received? These questions 

are very essential for pricing. 

 

The price you give when you make domestic/international sales varies, including shipment or 

not. The shipping issue for the immediate environment may not be very important, but as the 

distance increases, this cost item becomes more important. It is also important to know what 

vehicle is to be used when transporting products. For example, the price of a truck to be sent 

to Uzbekistan or Iran via Istanbul will be 0,40 EUR / ct per kilogram, and the product can be 

sent to ocean overseas countries with a price of half a thousand km.  

Profit (Plus value dated costs) 

After calculating your costs, you will have calculated the profit rate / amount and sales price 

to be added to the sector according to the customer. This cost item should be valid and 

carefully calculated in both domestic and international exports. 
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Currency Differences 

Exchange is important in the cost calculation, but it should also be decided which currency to 

take into consideration. For example, in the last 10 days the dollar / Turkish lira exchange rate 

was at the level of 3.20, while this week the exchange rate was at 3.44. 

 

You can consider the annual average exchange rate in this regard. Thus, in countries where 

the Eur / Dollar parity rate is not very variable, such as the European Union countries, the 

average exchange rate would be a reasonable approach. On the other hand, it is also useful to 

take the exchange rate lower than it is now. Calculating the exchange rate low will cause your 

price in foreign currency to rise. But in this way, you will eliminate some of the risk of the 

exchange rate being lower when the export price comes. If you get the exchange rate too low, 

it will make your price fix difficult. Therefore, instead of the daily exchange rate, you can 

convert your cost to foreign exchange with the average exchange rate of the last 2-3 months. 

Customs Costs 

Customs clearance items for export are also costs. Because your customs costs will vary 

depending on the way of delivery, it is best to know the delivery types well. In the following 

sections we will give information about these types. Except EXW delivery terms, the delivery 

customs clearance issues are belongs to you. For these transactions, you also need to agree 

with a customs consultancy firm and provide a proxy(mandate) to that company. Here, the 

customs administration is also important. The customs consultancy company you are working 

with must be able to make transactions at that customs office. This attorney fee is paid once. 

You are making payment to the customs consultancy firm in the export operations base. 

 

This cost should also be taken into account if an additional document is required for customs 

clearance. Depending on the product you are exporting, additional documents / certificates 

may be required. You need to obtain some certificates once, but some of them must be 

provided for each download. As the health certificate for foodstuffs is requested on every 

shipment. Since there are items that affect the cost, it must be taken into consideration. 

Insurance Costs 

According to the type of delivery you have agreed with the customer, you may wish to have 

an optional insurance, even if the insurance is not obligatory. Although the insurance varies 

according to the product, it is useful to add it into the cost items even if it is not a very costly 

item. 

 

Foreign Trade Documents  

Many different documents are prepared during the export process and during the loading 

process. These documents vary according to the country, product and customer demand. This 

module will share information on frequently used export documents. I is hard to explain them 

all one by one. 
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Commercial Documents 

 

Pro Forma Invoice 

 

Proforma invoice is primary bill of sale which sent to customers/buyers in advance of a 

shipment or delivering of goods/services. An invoice is going to explain the purchased things 

and other important informations like the weight and transporting fees. Proforma means, Latin 

“as the matter of form” or “for the sake of form,” invoices often comes with international 

transactions, especially for customs aims on importings. 

 

Commercial Invoice 

 

It is a document prepared after loading. It is sent to the 

customer abroad. It is generally preferred to have 

written in English or importer's language. It can be 

thought that the Pro form covers the same information 

as the invoice.  

 

Sometimes authorities may ask for chambers of 

commerce stamp and sign on commercial invoices 

 

Packing List 

 

That document shows goods ‘sequences and its orders. 

Also explains products’ packages in detail. 

 

Weight List 

 

It shows products’ weight and volume.  

 

Official Documents 

 

Certificate of Origin 

 

It shows the origin of the goods in order to assign the country in which products are being 

manufactured. 

 

Consular Invoice 

 

Some countries may ask for and stamp/sign of their own consulates. 
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Healt Certificate 

 

That may be need for food stuff exports. 

 

Phytosanitary Certificate 

 

It is necessary to obtain during agrofood products’ export. 

 

Insurance Documents 

 

Insurance Policy 

That is necessary for products for their insurance. 

 

Insurance Certificate 

 

It is similar to policy but have some differencies.  

 

Financial Documents 

 

Bond 

 

It is one of the payment instruments and 

prepared by the buyer. 

 

Bill of Exchange 

 

It is also one of the payment instrument. 

Prepared by exporter. There are several types 

of bonds are existed depending on maturity. 

 

Transportation Documents 

Bill of Lading  

That is valuable document. Depending on 

some payment terms, Bill of Lading’s 

importance is increased.  

International Consignment Note (CMR)  

That document is prepared if goods are being 

carried by land. It is similar to bill of lading but 

involve some differences. 
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Railroad Transportation Document 

It is kind of CMR document, which is prepared when goods are being carried by railways. 

Airway Transportation Document 

It is similar to other transportation documents. 

Others 

It might be need to prepare some other documents during exporting which are depending on 

payment and delivery terms. They might be movement certificates (A.TR, EUR1, FORM A, 

etc.) , Letter of Credit documents, etc. 

 

Payment Methods 

Cash-In-Advance 

Cash in Advance/Prepayment is seen when 

a buyer transfer moeny related to agreed 

currency and through agreed method to 

seller before the products are produced or 

shipped. Upon receiving the payment, then 

seller sends goods and all the necessary 

shipping / commercial documents directly 

to the buyer. 

Open Account 

Open account is typically used between 

established and trusted traders. As agreed 

between a buyer and seller, net 30,60, 90 

day terms, etc., from date of invoice or bill of lading date. Before payment (depending on how 

the products are shipped and the length of payment options) 

Cash Against Goods (Consignment) 

Cash Against Goods. Cash Against Goods is the form of payment made after the arrival of the 

goods their destination and delivered to the importer. After the delivery of the goods on behalf 

of the buyer, the exporter sends the documents of the goods to the importer either direct or 

free of charge delivery via the bank. 

Documentary Collections D/C (Cash Against Documents) 

Cash against documents is kind of management and payment for international money 

transfers. The aim is for the vendor to get themoney owed by a buyer from bank against 

arrival of documents (bill of lading, invoice, etc.). 
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The documents are arrived to the buyer only against payment or acceptance the bill of 

exchange. Therefore, bill of exchange might be ensured by bank, which provides to supplier 

with high payment security. Taking the documents allow buyer to arrange possession of the 

goods and clearing shipment during customs process. 

Letter of Credit 

Letter of credit is a letter from a bank that they ensure/guaranteeing importer's payment to 

exporter will be taken on time in which will be the correct money amount. If the buyer is 

unable to do payment during purchase, bank will be asked for covering the full or remaining 

money amount of the purchase. Regarding to international trade rules and factors such as 

distance, variety of laws in countries, and difficulty in knowing each customer/supplier 

individually, usage of letters of credit (L/C) has become a very important issue of foreign 

trade. 

There are some sub-titles under Letter of Credit Types ; 

Synthetic Letter of Credir 

Irrevocable Letter of Credit (ILOC) 

Bank-To-Back Letters of Credit 

Bank guarantee 

Confirmed Letter of Credit 

Standby Letter of Credit (SLOC) 

 

Others 

Credit cards, telepraghic transfer,etc. are several payment terms. 
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Types of Delivery 

INCOTERMS 2010 

 

 

 

In order to make easy commerce in world, International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) 

publishes  Incoterms rules, officially it is known as international commercial terms. It is 

recognized worldwide, Incoterms prevent confusion in international trade contracts by 

clarifying the rules of importers/buyers and exporters/sellers. Companies and all parties who 

are local and foreign trade mostly use them as help to understand anothers and the exact terms 

of their business processes. Some of Intercoms are being applied in order to mean of 

transportation; others are being apply to transportation across the water. 

ICC developed Incoterms in 1936 and has been updating them periodically to conform 

changing trade practices. Due to these updatings, contracts should specifically shows which 

version of Incoterms they use— for example Incoterms 2010 (the latest version). 

Incoterms Rules (Whichever transport is) 

Mostly examples of Incoterms rules for any mode of transportation include these ones; 

Delivered at Terminal, Delivered Duty Paid (DDP), and Ex Works (EXW). The ICC 

abbreviates these Incoterms as DAT, DDP, and EXW..  

DAT: Before the buyer assumes the risk and transportation costs of the goods from the 

terminal to the final destination, seller/exporter delivers the goods to a terminal and takes all 

the risk and transportation costs until the goods arrive.  
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DDP: Exporter/seller assumes all the risks and transportation costs during processes. Seller 

must also clear the goods at port and import at the destination. Besides, exporter/seller must 

afford export and import duties. 

EXW: Exporter/seller is only required goods available for picking-up at the exporter/seller's 

business location or another place. Under EXW, the buyer/importer takes all the risk and cost 

of logistics. 

Real World Examples 

Two groups  of Incoterms were updated and classifiedin terms of transportation in Incoterms 

2010. 

1st Group of Incoterms: All Mode of 

Transportation 

EXW Ex Works 

FCA Free Carrier 

CPT Carriage Paid To 

CIP Carriage and Insurance Paid To 

DAT Delivered at Terminal 

DAP Delivered at Place 

DDP Delivered Duty Paid 

2nd Group of Incoterms:  Only for Sea and Inland Water Transportation 

FAS Free Alongside Ship 

FOB Free on Board 

CFR Cost and Freight 

CIF Cost, Insurance, and Freight 

ICC has got Incoterms rules for sea and inland water transportion like FreeOnBoard (FOB) 

and CostInsuranceFreight (CIF). FOB shipment indicates buyer/importer or seller/exporter 

delivers the goods on a vessel. Importer/buyer or exporter/seller may take the risk and 

transportation costs depend on whether goods are sold under FOB shipping point or FOB 

target destination point. 

CostInsuranceFreight (CIF) says importer/seller must deliver the goods to a port and load 

products on a vessel, taking responsibilities for paying all transportation, insurance, and 

loading-shipping costs. Then, the importer/buyer takes cost and risk which are related to 

transportation the shipment from the port to warehouse or business, factory,etc. 
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EXW, FCA, CPT, CIP, DAT, DAP, DDP, FAS, FOB, CFR, CIF 

EXW – Ex Works (named place of delivery) 

Exporter/Seller prepares goods available at any named place. That puts maximum obligation 

on the importer/buyer and min. obligations on the exporter/seller. ExWorks term is oftenly 

used if making an initial quotation for the sales of goods without costs. 

EXW is if importer/buyer takes all risks for bringing the goods to their warehouse/factory,etc. 

as final destination. Both for if exporter/seller doesn’t load goods on any vehicles and doesn’t 

clear them for exporting, or if the exporter/seller loads the goods and does at 

importer’s/buyer's risk - cost. If both parties agree on that seller should be responsible for 

goods loading during departure and in order to bear the risk and all costs like loading, 

therefore this must be done clearly with additional explicit wording to this effect in the sale 

contract. 

It is not mandotary for the exporter/seller to sign a contract for carriage, however there is no 

obligation for the importer/buyer to arrange either - the importer/buyer might sell goods to 

their own client/customer to collect from the original seller's warehouse. But, in mostly 

practice the importer/buyer arranges collection of the freight/shipment from the location, and 

is responsible to clear products and goods during customs stage. The importer/buyer is beside 

responsible to complete for all exporting documents, despite exporter/seller has an obligation 

to take information and documents at the importer’s/buyer's request and cost. 

There are 2 requirements may occur. Once, condition for importer/buyer to finish export 

declaration can be a matter in certain jurisdictions where the customs regulations require 

declaration to be either an individual or corporational resident within the jurisdiction. If 

importer/buyer is based outside the customs jurisdiction, they will be unable to clear products 

to make export, that means the goods might be declared in the name of the exporter/seller 

within EXW delivery term. 

In 2nd, almost all jurisdictions require companies to supply proof of export for tax purposes. 

In an EXW delivery, importer/buyer is not under obligation to supply proof to the 

exporter/seller, or even export the goods. 

FCA – Free Carrier (named place of delivery)  

Exporter/seller delivers products, and cleared for export at named place. Goods can be 

delivered to a carrier nominated by the buyer, or to another partyassigned/ nominated by the 

buyer. 

Mostly this Incoterm has replaced FOB in actual trade, despite critical point at which risk 

moves from loading aboard the vessel. It is also be paid attention that the chosen place of 

delivery affects obligations of loading and discharge products at this place. 
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If delivery occurs at the exporter/seller's premises, or in another place which exporter/seller’s 

control, exporter/seller is under responsible to make loading on to the imorter’s/buyer's 

carrier. But, if delivery is done in another location, exporter/seller is has to deliver products 

once their shipment has arrived at arranged place; the importer/buyer is responsible for 

unloading goods and loading them on carrier which is theirs.. 

CPT – Carriage Paid To (named place of destination) 

The CPT replaces C&F (cost and freight) and CFR requirements for all modes of transport, 

except container-free maritime transport. 

The exporter/seller pays for the transport of goods to the specified destination. But, when the 

goods are delivered to the first carrier or the main carrier, the risk is assumed to be transferred 

to the buyer when the goods are delivered to that carrier at the place of shipment in the Export 

Country. 

Exporter/Seller is under responsibily for the cost of origin, including export authorization and 

freight charges for shipping to the specified destination (either as last destination, such as 

receiving facilities. This must be accepted by the seller and the buyer). 

If the importer/buyer wants the seller to take out insurance, the Incoterm CIP should be 

considered instead. 

CIP – Carriage and Insurance Paid to (named place of destination) 

This shipment type is generally similar to the above CPT term, except that the seller must 

obtain insurance for the goods during shipping. The CIP requires the exporter/seller to insure 

the goods under 110% of the contract value at least under the guarantee of the London 

Underwriters Institute (which shall be the Institute Cargo Clauses (C)) or a group of similar 

clauses. . The policy should be in the same currency as the contract and allow anyone with an 

insured interest in the buyer, seller and goods to be able to make a claim. 

CIP is also ued for all types of transports, whereas CIF should only being used in 

containerless maritime transport. 

DAT – Delivered At Terminal (named terminal at port or place of destination) 

This Incoterm requires the seller to deliver the goods at idle, at the specified terminal. The 

seller covers all shipping costs (export charges, handling, unloading from the main carrier at 

the port of destination and the port of arrival) and takes all risks until arrival at the port or 

terminal of arrival. 

This terminal might be a port, airport or internal freight exchange, but it must be a facility 

capable of receiving the shipment. If the seller cannot organize unloading, he should instead 

consider shipping under DAP terms. 
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All costs after unloading (for example, Import duty, taxes, customs clearance and shipping) 

will be borne by the buyer. However, it is important to note that any delays or demurrage fees 

at the terminal will usually be on the seller's account. 

DAP – Delivered At Place (named place of destination) 

Incoterms 2010 defines DAP as 'Delivered At-Place' - the seller delivers the goods at the 

buyer's disposal on transport vehicles ready for unloading at the specified destination. 

According to the DAP requirements, the risk passes through the destination specified in the 

delivery agreement from seller to buyer. 

When the goods are ready for shipment, the necessary packaging is made by the seller at their 

own cost, so that the goods arrive safely at their final destination. All necessary legal 

formalities in the exporter country are carried out by exporter/seller at their own cost and risk 

to make clearance of goods for exporting. 

Upon arrival of the goods in the country of destination, customs procedures in the importing 

country, including all customs duties and taxes, must be completed by the buyer at their own 

cost and risk. But, as with the DAT terms, any delay or disintegration fee is borne by the 

seller. 

According to DAP conditions, all transportation costs with terminal costs are paid up to the 

destination agreed by the seller. The required unloading cost at the final destination must be 

borne by the buyer in accordance with the DAP requirements.  

DDP – Delivered Duty Paid (named place of destination) 

Exporter/seller is responsible for delivering the goods to the specified location in the buyer's 

country and pays for all costs incurred by delivering the goods, including import duties and 

taxes. The seller/exporter is not responsible for the unloading process. This term is often used 

to replace the non-Incoterm "Free In Store (FIS)". This term brings maximum obligations to 

the seller and minimum obligations to the buyer. No risk or liability is transferred to the buyer 

until the delivery of the goods at the specified destination. 

The most important aspect of the DDP terms is that the seller is responsible for clearing both 

the taxes and the goods at the buyer/importer’s country, including paying taxes, and obtaining 

the necessary permits and records from the authorities in the country. Unless the rules and 

regulations in the recipient's country are well understood, DDP requirements can be a huge 

risk in terms of both delays and unforeseen extra costs and should be used with caution. 

Four rules defined by Incoterms 2010 in international trade where transportation is completely 

water-driven are as follows. It is important to note that these terms are generally unsuitable 

for shipments in shipping containers; It is not possible to verify the status of the goods at this 

point if the risk and responsibility for the goods is at the point when the goods are loaded onto 

the ship and the goods are closed in a transport container. 
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It is also noted that the point at which the risk occurs under these circumstances shifts from 

previous versions of Incoterms where the risk is on the ship track. 

FAS – Free Alongside Ship (named port of shipment) 

The seller delivers the goods when they are placed on the buyer's ship at the designated 

shipping port. This means that the buyer must bear all costs and risks associated with loss or 

damage of the goods from that moment on. The term FAS requires the seller to clean the 

goods for export; this is a reversal of previous versions of Incoterms that require the recipient 

to issue export authorization. However, if the parties require the buyer to clear the goods for 

export, they should be clarified by adding a clear statement to this effect in the sales contract. 

This term should only be used for containerless maritime transport and inland waterway 

transport. 

FOB – Free on Board (named port of shipment) 

In accordance with FOB requirements, the seller shall bear all costs and risks up to the point 

where the goods are loaded onto the ship. The seller must also set export permission. Buyer 

pays sea freight transportation, bill of lading fees, insurance, unloading and transportation 

costs from the port of destination to the destination. Since Incoterms 1980 introduces FCA 

incoterm, the FOB should only be used for containerless maritime transport and inland 

waterway transport. However, the FOB is still used for all modes of transport, despite the 

contractual risks it may incur. 

CFR – Cost and Freight (named port of destination) 

Exporter/seller pays for the carriage of goods up to the specified port of destination. Risk 

transfer to the buyer when the goods are loaded onto the ship in the export country. The 

shipper is responsible for the costs of origin, including the export clearance and the freight 

costs for transport to the specified port. The shipper is not responsible for delivery to the final 

destination from the port (usually at the buyer's premises) or to receive insurance. Incoterm 

CIF should be considered if the buyer requires the seller to obtain insurance. CFR should only 

be used for non-containerized maritime transport and inland waterway transport; It must be 

replaced with CPT for all other transport modes. 

CIF – Cost, Insurance & Freight (named port of destination) 

This term is generally similar to the above-mentioned CFR term, except that the seller must 

obtain insurance for the goods on his way to the specified port of destination. The CIF 

requires the owner to insure at least 110% of the value of the values of the London 

Underwriters Institute under the Institute Cargo Clauses (which shall be the Institute Cargo 

Clauses (C)) or the minimum collateral, a similar set of clauses. The policy should be in the 

same currency as the contract. CIF should only be used for uncontainerized maritime 

transport; All other transport modes must be replaced with CIP. 
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Other Terms (Ro-ro, Free-in, demurrage,etc.) 

Carnet  

A standard international customs document known as the ATA (entry temporary or temporary 

entry) carnet used to obtain the duty-free provisional acceptance of certain goods to countries 

that have signed the ATA Convention. Under the ATA Convention, commercial and 

professional travelers may take commercial samples; Trading Tools; advertising material; or 

cinematographic, audiovisual, medical, scientific or other professional equipment to Member 

States temporarily without paying customs duties and taxes or sending a bond to the border of 

country to be visited. 

Certificate of Conformity 

A statement which was signed from a manufacturer approving that a product meets certain 

technical standards. 

Customs-Bonded Warehouse 

Building or other secure areas where bonded goods can be stored, manipulated or subject to 

manufacturing without paying any tax. 

Foreign-Trade Zones (FTZ) 

It is suitable for activities that may otherwise be carried out abroad for customs reasons. 

Regions for export operations provide accelerated export situation for excise tax refunds. For 

re-export activities, none customs goods, federal excise duties, or state or local advertising 

taxes are not charged for goods transported to the regions if goods or products made from 

them are not moved to the customs area and not moved to those regions. Therefore, the use of 

zones may be profitable for transactions involving exportable foreign company materials and 

components whether they are produced for export. 
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Free In  

That is a pricing term what indicates the charterer of a vessel that is responsible for the cost of 

goods loading on the vessel. 

Free In and Out  

This is a pricing term what indicates the charterer of the vessel that is responsible for the cost 

of goods loading and unloading from the vessel. 

Free Out  

That is a pricing term what indicates the charterer of the vessel that is responsible for the cost 

of goods unloading from the vessel. 

Freight Forwarder 

Agent for transporting cargo to an overseas destination. They are familiar with the import 

rules and regulations of foreign countries, export regulations of governments, shipping 

methods and foreign trade documents. 

RoRo 

RoRo is a “Roll-on Roll-off”, which is an explanation of how the load is loaded and unloaded 

from a RoRo ship. This simply enters or exits the cargo ship, as opposed to being lifted using 

cranes. For self-propelled cargoes such as cars, they open and close the ship on its own 

wheels. For non-self propelled cargo, the cargo is placed on wheeled transport equipment on 

the terminal to open and close the ship. The cargo then remains in the transport equipment for 

the entire voyage. 

ETA and ETD 

Commonly used shipping terms, these stand for ‘Estimated-Time-of-Arrival’ and ‘Estimated-

Time-of-Departure’. 

FCL or LCL 

FCL means ‘Full-Container-Load’ and LCL means ‘Less than Container Load’. 

POD and POL 

Common shipping terms, POD is  “Point of Discharge” and is port where the goods are being 

unloaded from vassels; POL is the port at where the goods are being loaded on to the ship. 

For experts in international freight forwarding, contact Carry Cargo International for a tailor-

made and quality service that includes import, export, world-wide cross-trade, and UK 

domestic shipping. 
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Cabotage 

In maritime trading, transportation authorization that a country gives only to the shippers that 

carry its own flag. It also serves as a work permit for commercial vehicle drivers delivering in 

other countries. 

Combined Transportation 

Transportation system, in which roads are used during start and end stages of the shipment, 

and in which long-distance transportation involves railway, river, channel or seaway shipping. 

Demurrage 

A penalty charge that applies when the ship exceeds the allocated loading or unloading 

period, or when the goods waiting inside the container are not cleared from customs and 

unloaded. 

IMCO Charge 

Additional fee that the ship owner may request for transportation of dangerous goods. 

Partial Shipment 

Method of shipping the loads that belong to different customers in the same tractor trailer. 

Ramp 

The area that allows the transportation vehicle case and loading section to be the same height 

and thus facilitates cargo loading and unloading operations. 

Seal 

A type of locking system that is put in place after the vehicle has been cleared of customs and 

shows that it has not been opened without permission. 

Terminal Handling Charges (THC) 

Handling fee at the port. 

Volumetric Weight 

The value that is used to calculate the cargo shipping fee by multiplying the three dimensions 

(width, length and height) of the cargo such as package, case and parcel, and then dividing 

that number by 3,000. 

Contract Preparations (Commercial Agreements) 
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Preparing contract or making an agreement before exporting is very essential to claim your 

rights when inconvenience happens. All of us desire our export will be done without any 

problem, however, reality is not like that. 

Companies have risks during international trade, they are ; 

• Misunderstanding Risk 

• Violations of Liability 

• Poor Quality  

• Nonpayment 

• Transport Risks 

• Privacy Risks 

• Financial Risks 

• Legal Risks 

• Administrative Risks 

• Deadlock 

Following are the sources of international trade law; 

National Law 

 

 

 

International Law and Treaties 

 

 

 

 

International Law 

(Lex Mercatioria) 

 

 

 

CONTRACT 

 

 

United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale 

of Goods (Vienna Sales Convention )  

 

The Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG) has played vital role in the 

globalization of contract and trade law. As of May 2016, 85 countries have adopted CISG and 

more than worldwide 4,500 cases addressed to its application. 
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Top 6 states whose decisions relating to the CISG are Germany -534, China-432, The Russian 

Federation-305, The Netherlands-268, Switzerland-212 and the United States of America-

183. 

Most of European countries are signatories like U.S.A, Russia and Switzerland. Remarkably, 

UK is not. 

Some basics: 

In general, CISG applies only to the sale of goods. This is the law generally applicable if the 

parties to an agreement for the sale of goods decide to apply the law of the country by one of 

the parties. However, CISG and national “selected” laws will not apply if the parties agree 

that one of the parties shall enforce the country's laws and both parties have signed their 

country's CISG. 

For instance, in the signatory United States, CISG is considered American federal law and 

therefore prevents laws that prevent or replace state laws, including the Uniform Commercial 

Code. It is a completely indigenous process, often overlooked; for example, between two 

Swiss citizens under Swiss law, or between two US citizens under Swiss law, or if Seller's 

goods are to be delivered from a non-Swiss country, may be subject to CISG. The warehouse 

or warehouse is produced in the same end result for the US, in a CISG signatory country, or 

outside Switzerland. 

It was signed in Austria/Vienna in 1980, and entered into force in Turkey on the date of 1st 

August 2011. 2/3 of the World’s International Trade is connected/subjected to this 

Convention(CISG). 

Unfortunately, the implementation of the UN International Goods Sales Convention (CISG or 

Vienna Convention) is not always taken into account. 

Elements of contracts 

There is always a contract on the basis of international trade and economic relations. 

Commercial and economic relations are built on these contracts. Rights and debts arise from 

this contractual relationship. 

CONTRACTS DO NOT HAVE TO BE WRITTEN… 

Despite writing is not mandatory, it provides accuracy and clarity. Proof and interpretation of 

oral contracts is incomplete. Verbal and incomplete contracts will create problems with the 

performance of the parties. 

Followings are very important during preparation of contracts. Elements of contracts; 

1) Identities of Parties 

2) Date and Location 

3) Subject and Expected Benefit 

4) Value and Currency 

5) Delivery Type 
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6) Payment Method 

7) Violation of the Convention 

8) Warranties 

9) Ownership Records 

10) Force Majeure 

11) Unexpected Hal 

12) Intellectual Property 

13) Notifications 

14) Compensation and Criminal Conditions 

15) Integrity of the Convention 

16) Severability 

17) Applicable Law 

18) Dispute Resolution 

 

Apart of these elements, we must pay attention to these issues as well ; 

1) Are there clear expressions in the language of the documents? 

2) What is the binding of similar documents in trade? 

3) Do you have ambiguous expressions? 

4) What is the scope and complexity? 

5) Are there clear provisions? 

6) Is there a partial execution  / earnest money /guarantee? 

7) Is there a competent court and arbitration clause? 

8) The importance of the subject matter and the nature of the transaction 

9) Prior agreement procedures between the parties 

10) Stage of negotiations 

11) Agreed and irreconcilable provisions 

12) Traditional and Social Media Disclosures 

 

Proforma Invoice 

18 Accurate Steps to Preparing the Right Proforma Invoice.  

1. Locating the Seller and Buyer's title, brand, all contact and address information. 

2. Writing a special number and date for the Proforma Invoice. 
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3. Writing the correct INCOTERMS 2010 

4. Writing time to be connected with proforma invoice 

5. Writing the date of the estimated loading date. 

6. Determination of currency unit (currency). 

7.The quantity, definition, unit price, total price, weight (net and gross) of the products 

8. Display of all cost items to be added to the price. (packaging for transportation, 

transportation costs, certification, bank charges and insurance) 

9. Article showing the necessity to accept the invoice as a whole (ma all or nothing clause rof) 

10. The requirement to know clause about the special rules and application information for the 

buyer's own country 

11. Property requirement. 

12. HS (HTS) CODES 

13. Business and sector-specific trading statements, codes, 

14. Origin of Products 

15. Dimensions and Units of Measurement 

16. Bank information can also be sent as a separate document. 

17. Applicable Law and Vienna Purchase Agreement 

18. Signature 

 

Sample cases (International Law Judgements) 

1. THE COURT: The Golden Valley grabe juice and Vİne v. Centrisys Corp. Decision in 

California Federal Court  

EVENT: The seller has sent its requirement  (including the conditions of sale) to the e-mail 

attachment. 

DISCUSSION: The same e-mail attachment is sent out over the validity of the other 3 

different attachments. These supplements have a guarantee, general purchase contract and 

bank information. Buyer states that there are no conditions for the acceptance of the general 

purchase contract. 

DECISION: It must be accepted that the intention of an e-mail vendor / buyer with the Annex 

and the General Terms, including the annexes, includes all of the annexes. If it accepts the 

offer in the receiving e-mail, the other supplements are deemed to have accepted. 

2. Decision of the French Supreme Court in 2009 
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In 1996, the Italian Ceramic Tile Dealer delivered products/goods to the French 

Importer/Buyer. 

Italian seller/exporter has specifically committed to the contract that the tiles are resistant to 

freezing. 

Ceramic tiles were laid in 1997 to customers' terraces. 

In the winter of 2000-2001, there were swelling, boom and breaks in the tiles. 

The Supreme Court noted the violation of Article 39 of the CISG. Although there is no 

official report on whether the products are resistant to freezing, the case has been carried out 

to determine when the buyer's indemnity is to start. 

The court rejected the expiry of the 2-year shame notice period. 

3. Decision of the 2004 Regional Court of Justice of Germany in 2004 

Italian Leather Seller and German buyer agreed to sell leather products. 

An order was placed in the summer of 2000. Products have been delivered. 

However, as the whole amount of the fee was not paid, the Seller filed an action for a claim. 

In February 2000, the German buyer made a plea that he did not pay with a bet as he had not 

made any further deliveries although he was given a commitment that delivery would be 

continued. 

The Court found that the failure to comply with the Seller's commitment was a substantive 

violation. Although CISG has the right to terminate the contract according to Articles 49 and 

76, since the Buyer does not fulfill the seller's commitment, it is not expected to require the 

seller to make such a termination notice from the buyer in accordance with the rule of 

integrity in the concrete case. 

“Venine contra factum proprium” cannot benefit from the contradiction of honesty which 

creates contradictions with its movements. 

4. Belgium RechtBank van Koophandel, decision of the Hasselt Court in 1995 

Seller: Dutch 

Buyer: Belgian 

Product: Textile / Garment 
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Dispute: According to the Court's decision, the Purchaser's right to suspend the second 

delivery on the basis of CISG 71-73 was justified by the fact that the Buyer did not pay the 

balance of the initial delivery. 

5. China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission decision of 1998 

Vendor: Chinese 

Buyer: German 

Product: Leather Gloves 

 

Conflict: Since the exporter/seller has previously agreed on making discount for goods, the 

arbitral tribunal has decided that the buyer may have the right to re-sell at a low price 

8.4.Competitive Intelligence and Target Markets 

Markets were narrowed, competitıon was on global level and is not possible to play wıth a 

sustainable business in the local market. Where profits are going and continues to fall, besides 

financial power is not enough to have a strategical advantage only. 

The technology and 

production return to the 

nature, translated to a 

commercial war. The 

development of commercial 

information has been realized 

with the development of 

technology and the big data 

age began.  The conclusion ıs 

a conception of nature, which 

is the concept of competitive 

intelligence. 

Target market detection and in this hyper competition environment, companies have difficulty 

in determining target market. Only by participating in fairs, trying to get results, not using 

other means of communication, not having sustainability in the current market come with 

unsuccesful operations in exporting. 

In addition, the lack of strategy and planning in this area are some of the major shortcomings 

of the customer in terms of achieving the target customer information. The lack of knowledge 

about export marketing, the lack of knowledge and use of government aid, and false B2B 

approaches greatly reduce competitiveness at the point of export 

Photo by: https://goo.gl/images/ 
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Theoretical Export Competitive Intelligence  

Today, exporting wars like history wars. It was used guns,arrows, bombs in the past, but now 

information is very important like your weapons. The more data you have, the more 

advantages you have.  

Sun Tzu, who is the artman of the war, has said this about war; 

Know yourself, know your opponent, know the area and get out of all battles. 

The main thing is to win without fighting. To cope with competition has become a ”being or 

not to be” issue. 

Clausewitz said; 

Rather than simulating the concept of war to one of arts or science, it may be more 

appropriate to simulate trade. Because competition in trade or trade is a conflict of human 

interests and activities. 

Hypher Competitive and its Effects 

The purpose of the firms in the export of the markets,introductıon to the markets that the easy 

sustainable profitability is provided in the short time and increasıng the market share and the 

profitabılıty ın existing markets. 

The amount of information stored in the world is growing 4 times faster than the world 

economy. The amount of information stored in 2013 was around 1200 exabytes. There is a lot 

more to this. If they were all pressed to the books, they could cover the surface of the US as 

54 layers. 

The way to overcome hyper-competition and the methods of getting rid of the effects can be 

summarized as follows; 

Strategic and tactical decisions can be made on the basis of developments throughout the 

world through the establishment and operation of international marketing, commercial 

information and intelligence system, and sustainability, and determination of target markets, 

measuring performance in existing markets and achieving sustainable profitability based on 

INFORMATION BASED in foreign trade. 

Target market research 

The goals for finding target markets are ; 

• Sustainable profitable export 

• Growing markets 

• Profitable Markets 
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• Competitive markets 

• Easy-to-enter markets. 

Our own competitiveness (which is also 

related to our country's competitiveness), the 

competitive power of competitors in the 

target market, the effects of the growth of the 

import market,the effects of this on us and its 

competitors and the subjective and specific 

understanding and goals and approaches of 

the firm that analyzes all this. These were 

defined as the main determinants of the target 

market choice. This simple scheme illustrates 

our basic approach in the target market 

theory. 

Below items might be identified to assign target market(s); 

• HS CODE detection 

• Growing markets in the world 

• Competitors 

• Markets with growth trends 

HS Codes and matrix study 

In order to start your target market searches, you need to find appropriate HS CODE for your 

product. “Harmonized Commodity Description” and “Coding System” are mostly referred to 

as “Harmonized System” (or shortly “HS”) is a multipurpose international product digit 

indicator which is developed by the World Customs Organization (WCO). 

There is about 5,000 commodity groups existed; and each identified by six digit code (Ex: 

63.01.10.00.00.00), and arranged in both legal and logical structure which is supported by 

defined rules to achieve uniform classification. 

The system is used by more than 200 countries and economies as a basis for tariffs and 

collection of international trade statistics. More than 98% of goods in international trade are 

classified for HS. 

HS contributes to the harmonization of Customs and trade procedures and, in connection with 

these procedures, the exchange of non-documentary trade data, thereby reducing costs 

associated with international trade. 

It is also widely used by governments/countries, international organizations and the private 

sector for many other purposes such as internal taxes, trade policies, monitoring of controlled 

goods, rules of origin, freight tariffs, transport statistics, price monitoring, quota controls, and 

Photo by: https://goo.gl/images/ 
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national compilation. accounts and economic research and analysis. Hence, HS is a universal 

economic language and code for goods and an indispensable tool for international trade. 

Apart of the Google searches or HS code resources, we can suggest you to use China’s 

international trade ministry web site to assign HS code. Because, that web site shows you all 

HS codes which are in usage in World trade.  

 

 

As we prefer after determination of HS code, you can use matrix study system to see and 

evaluate all countries at the same time in same table. In order to do that, you need to use data 

sources on internet which are open to public like trademap.org , comtrade.un.org 
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And finally after you save and arrange table, your matrix is ready as below; 

 

 

 

While you are preparing that kind of matrix, above sources may not meet with your all 

expectations to find relevant data. You can also take benefit from another web pages like 

shown below; 

 

 

EU Market Access database can be very useful to find customs rates, necessary documents 

while you are doing export or import.  
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It is impossible to mention and show all sources’ web sites in here. But there are a lot of web 

sites exist in internet.  

Target Market Report 

After the obtaining data and put them into same table, its time to choose target markets. 

Finding data is not enough, you must evaluate and comment these data too. If not, they are 

just numbers and digits. 

Our suggestion is to score each country for each parameter. As you can see below, you can 

use weighted scoring method to choose countries. 

 

 

Also you can use graphics in order to score countries like below; 

 

There are lots of elements to make scoring or to determine target countries. And these are 

depending on people’ choice. In our studyings, we most using following performance 

elements (parameters) for each country; 

• Product Importing value in a year 

• Product Importing value change in 1 year (Last year) 

2016 İTHALAT 

TUTAR (0,05)

SON 1 YIL 

İTHALAT 

DEĞİŞİM ($) 

(0,20)

SON 1 YIL 

İTHALAT 

DEĞİŞİM (%) 

(0,15)

SON 5 YIL 

İTHALAT 

DEĞİŞİM($) 

(0,20)

CARİ AÇIK 

(0,05)

BİRİM 

FİYAT ($) 

(0,05)

EKONOMİK 

BÜYÜME 

(0,15)

İTHALATÇIYA 

UZAKLIK (KM) 

(0,05)

UYGULANA

N VERGİ 

(0,05)

PAZARA 

GİRİŞ 

ZORLUK 

(0,05)

SKOR

Romania 5,5 93,7 86,8 58,5 76,3 27,1 19,0 77,0 96,6 81,0 50,4

Indonesia 8,5 97,7 100,0 67,1 76,0 15,9 20,5 9,7 89,5 52,1 49,0

Viet Nam 37,5 100,0 58,2 72,0 77,5 0,0 22,7 11,6 86,2 56,8 47,9

Greece 10,1 94,8 70,4 61,0 76,5 33,4 15,7 76,1 96,6 67,9 47,9

United States of America 133,0 41,2 45,8 54,9 100,0 0,0 15,9 8,7 91,7 95,8 47,0

Poland 18,7 92,6 54,5 63,4 76,3 34,8 17,7 46,3 96,6 87,4 46,1

Israel 6,4 90,8 57,8 47,6 76,4 0,0 16,9 100,0 94,8 72,6 45,9

Czech Republic 7,4 90,0 52,4 56,1 75,8 51,7 16,7 44,7 96,6 85,8 44,2

Malaysia 7,3 90,4 54,6 65,9 76,4 20,6 19,5 11,4 100,0 87,9 44,0

Jordan 6,7 91,8 63,2 56,1 76,4 27,0 15,9 94,1 82,6 37,9 43,9

United Kingdom 57,4 86,2 47,0 50,0 78,3 45,8 15,4 26,0 96,6 96,3 43,7

Australia 37,8 98,8 56,9 47,6 77,8 50,5 17,2 7,1 96,7 92,1 43,7

Germany 76,3 83,8 46,5 43,9 78,3 44,9 14,7 37,4 96,6 91,0 43,4

Austria 15,7 89,1 48,6 50,0 76,4 62,3 14,4 45,9 96,6 90,0 43,2

Thailand 7,1 92,1 63,8 57,3 76,0 0,0 17,0 12,9 76,4 75,8 43,2

Switzerland 11,6 89,7 50,2 45,1 76,6 88,6 14,4 37,4 95,9 83,7 42,9

Italy 30,2 91,8 51,2 51,2 76,7 43,1 13,4 45,4 96,6 73,7 42,8

France 43,1 89,5 48,7 47,6 77,6 51,0 14,4 31,5 96,6 84,7 42,7

Korea, Republic of 14,6 90,8 52,3 54,9 76,1 36,8 16,5 11,7 93,7 97,4 42,4

Photo by: Usak Chamber of Commerce and Industry – Foreign Trade  
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• Product Importing value percent change in 1 year (Last year) 

• Product Importing value percent change in 5 years (Last 5 years) 

• Product balance of foreign trade 

• Product Unit Price 

• Product Customs tariff in relevant country  

• Product buyers’ distance to suppliers and Turkey 

• Competetiveness of markets  

• Ease of doing business 

 

Graph 3. Carpet importing (1000 USD) 1 

 

 

These are some other examples for graph 4 TOP Carpet Importers  

 

Determination 

After evaluating all parameters and data, it comes to decision to determinate target countries. 

Most consultants and experts prefer not to indicate country name directly. Because that 

decision depends on company’s or company representative’s view of looking. The reason for 

that is, every person has got individual opinions and important issues. For instance, strictly 

muslim person or strictly christian person may not desire to work with Israil or Arabia. Or 
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target country’s importing value might be important for a person, whereas other person may 

not pay attention to that importing value. 

In general, our suggestion is to filter countries’ scores down to 5 or 10. And let take last 

decision to company. They will also able to use all data, not only scores. And they can 

determine their target countries. 

Following table is showing a sample for scoring for target countries;    

Graph 5. Top synthetic yarn importers 1 

 

First graph shows top 5 countries who can be target countries for synthetic yarns (lower than 

67 decitex). Second one shows top 10 countries.  

 

Graph 6. Top synthetic yarn importers 2 
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International Free Trade Agreements 

The Treaty between two or more countries (such as the FTAA or NAFTA) provides for the 

establishment of a free trade zone where goods and services can be traded on their common 

borders without their own tariffs or barriers; not to move freely. Member States generally 

apply a uniform tariff (called a common external tariff) to trade with non-member countries. 

These agreements allow countries to make import or export without taxes or tarriffs. And they 

can gain advantageover other competetive countries. Each country has got variety of 

agreements. These agreements can include all products or a few of them.  

WTO (World Trade Organisation) shows us FTAs simultaneously. That issue is not only for 

exporting your product to that specific country, it is also important to understand your 

competitor’s positions in these countries.  

Agreement databases and country relations 

Below screenshot was taken from www.wto.org, that official web site shows FTAs in the 

World for each country and very useful.  

 

 

As shown on the map, for instance Turkey has got Free Trade Agreements with red color 

countries. Green ones are also member of WTO but there is no agreement with these 

countries. 

Additionally, you can see details of agreements in another tables on the web site; 

Photo by: wto 

 

http://www.wto.org/
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For further details of these agreements’, you should look to each country’s foreign trade web 

site. They supply you texts of relevant agreements in detail.    

8.4. Case (Good & Bad Practises) 

X company: Good Practise 

Mr. Georgi is an Georgian plastic scraps exporter. Due to his sector dynamics, he needs to 

collect these bottles with advance payment in his territory. Lack of capital, he sometimes has 

got problems during that collection phase.  

A Turkish company asked from him to ship 4 containers scraps with LC payment terms. And 

he makes detail search for this Turkish company. He contacts with Georgian Commercial 

Counsellor in Turkey and gets necessary informations for firm. Then, he visits his bank and 

learn best payment options for these kind of exports. Then he created all plans in his mind. 

4 containers scraps cost for Mr. Georgiis around 20.000 EUR and he is not as strong as to 

burden that amount with his limited budget. That is why he asks for 80% deposit, 20% 

payment when goods arrive Turkey. After negotiotions, Turkish company is convinced to 

make better payment option. Finally they sign contract between firms, and Turkish company 

transfers  80% amount of goods. After 1 week, Mr. Georgi makes shipment. When goods 

arrives Turkey, thanks to contract terms, Turkish company transfers rest 20% to Georgian 

company.  

Turkish firm takes risk, but on the other hand they has opportunity to obtain goods with much 

more lower price when compare Georgia’s plastic prices with Turkish market price.  Due to 

their contract, is any unexpected issue happens, both parties can apply to court and claim. 

Photo by: wto 
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There is bilateral benefits in this situation. And with this way, Mr. Georgi reduces all risks 

and find reliable customer in Turkey, which country is border neighbor.. 

Y company:  Bad Practise 

Mr. Mehmet is the foreign trade liable of the company. And he is very eager to examine 

export in his company in order to proove himself to his managers. After he found a customer 

from Bangladesh, he started to nagotiate with them and finally convince them to buy 

products. Besides, he does not contact with any international entities like Official Commercial 

Counsellors or Attaches, or he does not ask for advise from people who are actually exporting 

materials to Bangladesh. Even if he reads relevant reports about Bangladesh’s imports and 

international trade habits, he would be aware about most of risks and potential problems 

during his company’s exporting.  

Customer from Bangladesh requires pricing in CFR terms from Mr. Mehmet. Obviously, 

Mehmet is desiring  to take lowest proposal from the transportation companies. But he doesn’t 

know that, lower price is lower quality. Reliable and strong transporting companies offered 

around 1.000 USD freight cost for this partial shipment, whereas small agents and new firms 

offers 500 USD for shipment. After he makes calculations, he decides to send goods with 

cheaper one. Despite the fact that, 500 USD freight cost difference is reflecting to 5.000 kgs 

shipment with 0,10 USD/kg only. That is not worthy to take risk.   

Inevitably problems start to occur when goods were set off from Turkey. Firstly, normally 

estimated delivery time for exports is around 30-35 days to Bangladesh, however that 

transport company makes goods arrive over 60 days! And goods are demaged during the way. 

Second issue is, transport company tries to charge importer much more then Mr. Mehmet’s 

company paid. Bangladesh company pays around 1.000USD additional payment to local 

agent in Chittagong.  

As result, the price of something is always obvious. If another option is extremely lower 

price, there should be a trick.After all, that export was the first and last export to Bangladesh 

company from Mr. Mehmet’s company. 
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Module 9. Business plan 

Abstract  

The goal of this learner handbook is for readers to be able to understand the importance of 

preparing a well-designed business plan to help them run their business with a more cohesive 

vision. The main reason for writing a business plan is to explain what a particular business 

venture is or what it aims to become over time. Secondly, by documenting all the facts and 

figures, or writing down detailed plans, a new venture stands a much better chance of drawing 

in investors. They play a crucial role in securing the capital necessary for getting the business 

off the ground. Readers will also learn about Business Model Canvas, a helpful tool for 

entrepreneurs to assist them with having a better understanding of their own business.   

 

In the first part of the handbook, we will make an introduction to business plans. They 

represent an efficient method of illustrating one’s objectives and the planned measures to 

achieve them. A business plan spells out the aims and methods of operation, while also acting 

as a company’s résumé, clarifying its aspirations to partners, investors, and employees. In the 

next chapter, we will continue with business plan types and their classification. Depending on 

the entrepreneur’s objectives and situation, they may need different types of business plans. 

An efficient business plan will match its intended function. Being aware of the distinct use of 

a specific type of plan, will help an entrepreneur form a more effective roadmap for the future 

of their company. In the third chapter of the handbook, readers will learn about the most 

important elements of any good business plan: a company overview with a short mission 

statement, a comprehensive description of the products and services a business will be 

offering, a market and industry analysis in which it will be operating, a marketing plan, an 

operations section which outlines how a business will be operated and deliver value to its 

customers, description of the organisational structure and the management team, their 

competitive advantage over other businesses, and a section with the financial projections. 

 

The last part of this handbook is dedicated to Business Model Canvas. It is a useful 

management and lean start-up template meant to document existing and generate new 

business models. It helps companies coordinate their activities by highlighting possible trade-

offs. We will present it with a case study. At the end, will take a closer look at the good and 

bad practices in business.  

 

9.2 An introduction to business plans 

Statistics show that nearly 80 % of all newly established business ventures crash in the first 18 

months of their existence. The success of a business depends on many different factors. In 

order for their business to reach the top 20 %, entrepreneurs need to follow some rules. The 

first step is to make sure they prepare a well-defined business plan. A business plan is a 

blueprint of an opportunity to build a financially successful business venture in a chosen 

market.[1] When starting a new or expanding an existing business that will demand a lot of 
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money, personal time and energy, it is beneficial to take a good deal of time to research and 

write a proper business plan. Business plans are a useful tool at all stages of the company’s 

life cycle.[2] 

 

What is a business plan? 

A business plan is a written document describing what an entrepreneur plans to do with their 

company, and the methods they will use to achieve these objectives. It can take many shapes 

and forms. Jotting down one paragraph of a business strategy on a piece of napkin constitutes 

writing a plan.[3] It is an efficient way of explaining entrepreneur’s main goals and the 

process to reach them. This is their vision for the future of the business. At the same time, it 

can also be used for business dealings with partners and investors.[4] 

 

Business plans are in their very nature strategic. We begin at a certain point in time and place 

with specific assets and capacities. We want to reach a point in the future at which time our 

business will hopefully have a vastly different set of resources, higher profitability and bigger 

assets. A business plan demonstrates how we plan get from one point to the other.[3] 

 

Purpose of a business plan 

A business plan is one of the most important documents a company has. Managers and other 

executives use it for internal planning. Banks use a company’s business plan to evaluate their 

loan application. They come very in handy when trying to convince investors to invest money 

in the company. The process of writing a business plan for a start-up venture is laying the 

groundwork for the future. It makes entrepreneurs carefully evaluate their business strategies 

and concepts. It also helps them recognise their limitations and avoid making mistakes.[5]  

 

While all business plans have some common elements, most of the time they are tailored to 

the specific purpose and the needs of their intended audience. They help business owners and 

managers identify potential problem areas, inside and outside the company. After identifying 

these worrisome spots, managers can 

focus on coming up with suitable 

solutions and preparing contingency 

plans to be included in the new 

business plan. A company’s business 

plan needs to show their strengths and 

weaknesses, convey their business 

concept and main ideas, as well as 

give evidence of the company’s long-

term viability.[5] It represents a road 

map, an action plan, and a sales tool 

for a business venture.                                                     
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Action plan 

Business plans move people into action. Starting a business venture can be very daunting. It 

may seem like a big and too complicated process to people without previous entrepreneurship 

experience. Preparing a business plan helps make this process simpler by letting you examine 

each part of the business separately. It drives you into action by enabling you to work on tasks 

one at a time. This makes the whole process of starting a business seem less intimidating.[4] 

Road map  

After launching their business venture, a business plan can be a very helpful tool for keeping 

entrepreneurs on course and moving in the desired direction. Losing sight of the objectives is 

extremely easy in the midst of chaos that is starting a new business. A business plan helps 

keep them focused and not stray far from the chosen path. It also helps others (employees, 

customers, friends and family) better understand their vision.[4] 

Sales tool  

Starting a business usually requires some outside financing. A good business plan can help 

convince people to invest in any business idea. It can also be very useful in negotiations with 

potential suppliers or customers. It can come in handy whenever there is a need to convince 

someone (even yourself or a family member) that the business will be a success. A well-

written business plan serves as a sales tool on the benefits of turning a business concept into a 

reality.[4] 

 

Benefits of a business plan 

A business plan is not merely a tool for raising money. It helps us understand the inner 

workings of a business, how it was put together and what makes it tick. It can be used for 

monitoring the progress of the operations and holding managers accountable. It can also be 

used as sales and recruiting tool, especially when wooing important investors or future 

employees.[6] 

 

Researchers have found that writing a business plan considerably increased the chances of an 

entrepreneur actually launching a business. Those who write business plans are more 

proactive. Devoting time to researching markets or planning finances, increases the possibility 

of a follow-through. Every business venture should start with a plan, regardless of the kind of 

form it may take – just a mental construction never committed to paper, or a detailed 

description captured on glossy paper.[7] One of the most common reasons for failure is lack of 

proper planning.  

 

Business plans are especially useful to entrepreneurs. First, they help them determine their 

main objectives, and later supply them with the strategies to reach those goals. Their purpose 

is to address crucial concerns and preoccupations of the intended public. They try to 

emphasise features that are in direct relation to the interests of the targeted audience.[5] Having 
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a formal business plan is a prerequisite for attaining financial funding. A business plan is not 

necessarily required when a venture is funded by family and friends. However, securing funds 

from banks, venture capitalists or angel investors, will definitely require a well-prepared 

business plan.[7] 

 

Rather than being historical documents regarding company’s performance, business plans are 

more in line with being planning documents. They offer information to business owners and 

management teams, so that they can help the company achieve its objectives. The people in 

charge of making important business decisions can be either the company’s own executives, 

or outside experts, investors and potential buyers. All business plans, regardless of their target 

audience, focus on central strategic points challenging a business. They present numerous 

calculations and information regarding service, product development and manufacturing, 

marketing and sales, organisational structure and management, quality, financial needs, etc.[5] 

 

Benefits to the entrepreneur 

Writing a business plan requires from an entrepreneur to engage in a thoughtful and extremely 

demanding process that is absolutely necessary before starting a viable business venture. In 

the course of it, they will have to answer some difficult questions:[4]   

• What is the reason for the need of their product or service?  

• Who is their primary target market?  

• How does their product or service differ from their competitors’?  

• What is their biggest competitive advantage?  

• What is the situation with cash flows and is the business profitable?  

• How should they fund their business?  

 

Another advantage of going through this process is conceiving a basis on how to verbally 

communicate the attractiveness of the business idea to other people.[4] One of the main 

benefits of having a well-prepared business plan is that it requires from entrepreneurs to 

prepare in advance for unexpected 

situations. Entrepreneurs need to 

consider three different outcomes 

when predicting their future 

performance – best case scenario, 

the most likely outcome, and 

worst-case scenario when things 

do not go as previously planned at 

all. To be able to correctly estimate 

these three possibilities, they have 

to perform thorough market 

research and several other 

important analyses to gather all the 
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necessary data.[1] 

 

An entrepreneur should test their business idea against two very important factors. The first 

one is financial, because it is imperative to ensure that the venture makes economic sense. The 

second one concerns lifestyle. Nobody wants to have a successful business that they strongly 

dislike. Answering the questions listed in Table 1 can help outline the company’s potential. 

There are no right or wrong answers. The main goal of this task is to make the entrepreneur 

carefully consider how well their future business fits into their life goals and ambitions.[8] 

 

Table 14. Testing a business idea 

Financial variables: Lifestyle variables: 

What primary investment will the venture require? 

How much control are you prepared to hand over to 

investors? 

When will the business turn a profit? 

Will you be able to commit full time to the business, 

financially? 

What is the likelihood the business will fail? 

What will happen if it does? 

Where are you going to live? 

What kind of work will you be doing? 

How many hours a day/week will you be working? 

Will you be able to take vacations? 

What happens if you get ill? 

Will you earn enough to maintain your lifestyle? 

Does your family understand and support the 

sacrifices you envision? 

 

Business plans that have been written for internal use, usually put a lot of importance on all 

the advantages that the company will have if it implements the plan. Internal plans typically 

classify company’s biggest strengths and weaknesses, describe potential problems or existing 

concerns, and list other emerging issues. They determine performance guidelines on which 

expectations will be based. They define the main goals and objectives as clearly as possible, 

in order to allow better coordination and communication between all areas of the company.[5] 

 

Benefits to investors 

A very common reason for writing a business plan is securing additional funding. A business 

venture might need start-up capital. Currently ongoing business operations might necessitate 

extra working capital. Fresh capital may be required in order to acquire assets to facilitate 

expansion. Equity financing might be necessary to support long-term growth. Minimising the 

risks and maximising the return on investment are usually two main points of concern for any 

lender. When preparing a business plan for this type of audience, it is important to focus on 

financial issues and provide adequate evidence for projected revenue and costs.[5]   

 

Potential buyers are mostly concerned with business aspects such as general business concept, 

long-term sustainability, and the company’s strategic position within the industry. Most 

business plans written for this audience try to focus on the company’s strengths and include 

contingency plans created to overcome weaknesses and other challenges.[5] Investors are 

concerned with making money, so they want to be sure that the business is actually going to 

be profitable. For this reason, they want to know absolutely everything about the financial 

side of the business. To help accommodate this request, entrepreneurs should document 

everything concerning cash flow, expenses, and industry projections.[9] 
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When writing a business plan for investors, entrepreneurs should make sure that:[10] 

• The business plan looks professional: they need to make sure that the plan is properly 

formatted and does not make a bad first impression. There is a high probability that the 

investor does not have a lot of time to spend on one plan. Investors cannot afford to 

waste precious time on a document that does not look serious enough.  

• The executive summary is short, accurate and appealing: we can think of the 

executive summary as an extended version of an elevator pitch. In 5 minutes, the 

investor needs to learn everything they can about the entrepreneur and their business: 

who they are and what they do, how big is the business, and how much money they 

are asking for. There is no need to cover everything, the main goal is to get the 

investor excited.  

If the business plan makes it through this initial phase, the investor will begin delving into 

further details of the entire document.[10] 

 

9.3 Business plan types 

Just like there are many different types of businesses, there are also many different types of 

business plans. Knowing what type of plan an entrepreneur needs to prepare, depends greatly 

on their particular business venture and what they intend to use the plan for. Plans differ from 

one another in their appearance, length, content, and the varying emphases they place on 

different aspects of the business. Selecting the correct type of business plan has a great effect 

on its overall impact. The goal is for the plan to present one’s business in the best and most 

authentic way. This is important regardless of the intended plan use. Whether the plan will 

only be used at internal strategy sessions, or presented at meetings with venture capitalists, is 

in this instance irrelevant. It is important for the business plan to disclose everything that is 

good and positive about the business, and to make sure these features receive due 

consideration.[2] 

 

 Various types of business 

plans include feasibility 

reports, internal plans, 

annual or monthly plans, 

growth plans, operations 

plans and many more. They 

are drafted in accordance 

with the needs of a particular 

business situation. For 

example, when preparing a 

business plan for internal 

use, it is not necessary to 

include background 

information. However, if the 
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plan is intended to be used to seek funding from financial institutions like banks or other 

external investors, background information and financial history of the company should be 

included. Describing the management team is also relevant in business plans meant for 

outside investors. Different business situations demand inclusion of various, potentially 

useful, pieces of information.[11] Distinct types of business plans also require different 

amounts of invested labour, which is not always in proportion to the final result. Having a 

more elaborate plan does not mean it is better than an abbreviated one. It all depends on what 

it will be used for. [2] 

The start-up plan 

The start-up plan is quite standard. It explains all the steps needed to develop a business and 

start a new company. It has basic sections such as business forecasts, products and services 

being offered, explanation of the target market and competition, description of the 

management team, financial analysis (first year monthly projections), and implementation 

milestones. The financial section includes balance sheets, sales forecasts, cash flows, profit 

and loss statements, in addition to other relevant tables and charts. This plan usually begins 

with an abstract.[12] 

The miniplan 

It usually spans anywhere between 1 and 10 pages. It needs to focus on the most important 

elements of the venture, like business concept, marketing plan, and financial projections. The 

plan should include income projections, financial statements (regarding cash flow), and 

balance sheets. The miniplan is a very useful tool when wanting to quickly test a business idea 

or assess the enthusiasm of a possible investor. If needed, it can be transformed into a full-

length plan.[2] 

The working plan 

The working plan is a useful tool for operating one’s business. It focuses on the crucial details 

of the business process and not so much on the presentation style. A working plan which is 

prepared strictly for internal use is allowed to omit certain elements that would otherwise be 

relevant to the external public. For example, it is not necessary to include résumés of 

members of the management team. However, consistency of facts and figures is of utmost 

importance, even if the plan is not aimed at outsiders. This plan is not as strict with typos and 

grammar, or perfectly conforming to business style, as some other plans. It is there to be used, 

not admired.[2] 

The annual or operational plan 

Operational business plans are limited to a year’s worth of information. Their purpose is to 

inform investors, and other interested parties, where the company expects to be in 365 days. 

They are not meant for informing investors how the company intends to make a profit on the 

long run. An annual plan can also take the form of an internal business plan, detailing the 

company’s operational strategies over the next year. It can be used for attracting investors, at 
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the very start of the business venture. This type of plan is ideal for businesses that plan to 

make big changes in the not-so-distant future.[13] 

The strategic plan 

Strategic business plans are usually integrated into internal business plans. Their purpose is to 

lay out how entrepreneurs plan to arrive to where they are headed. They encompass the 

strategy the management team must execute in order to reach the set goals and objectives. 

They also include the company’s greatest strengths, weaknesses and creative ideas for ways to 

utilize opportunities. Strategic plans usually omit the more detailed financial data and 

milestones. They create internal efficiency which, in turn, helps entrepreneurs achieve the best 

results.[13] 

The growth plan 

Some business plans focus on very specific areas of business. One of those plans is a growth 

or expansion plan. It can be classified as either an internal or external plan, depending on 

whether it is connected to new investments and loan applications. An expansion plan that calls 

for new investments, will include company description and detailed background information 

of the key executives. The same applies for loan applications. On the other hand, in an 

internal business plan, where business growth and expansion are funded internally within the 

organisation, all these descriptions are unnecessary. Even when detailed financial projections 

are omitted, a growth or expansion plan should at the very least include sales forecasts, and 

projected expenses of the growing business venture.[12] 

The presentation plan 

Presentation plans are meant to be used in meetings with bankers, investors and other people 

outside the company. The content is going to be very similar to what is written in the 

company’s working plan. The main difference is going to be the style in which they are 

written. When preparing the presentation plan, standard business vocabulary should be used. 

Slang, informal jargon and shorthand should be avoided. This type of plan is used as a way to 

introduce the company to outsiders. For this reason, it has to include information on risks and 

competition.[2]   

 

The biggest difference between presentation and working business plans is in their 

appearance. Presentation plan is more polished. It should be printed using a high-quality 

colour printer, and neatly bound into a durable booklet. That way it is easy to read. The plan 

should also include different visuals, such as tables, charts, illustrations, and graphs. The most 

important factor is that the business plan be internally consistent and accurate. Mistakes could 

be interpreted as distortion of truth.[2]  
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The electronic plan 

In the past, most business information was transferred between concerned parties on paper. 

Times are changing, and a lot of information is today sent electronically. Most entrepreneurs 

use a computer to prepare their business plans. First, they compose and write down the 

content. The second step is printing out a hard copy of the completed business plan. In today’s 

world of fast technological advancements, it would be very useful to have an electronic 

version of the plan close at hand. Also, presenting a business plan to a larger group of people 

is much easier with the use of a computer-driven overhead projector.[2] 

 

There is no right or wrong answer regarding the question which type of business plan is best 

to use. The fact is, for a business venture to reach long-term success, a business plan is 

absolutely necessary. Every type of professional reader has their own particular interests that 

you need to pay attention to. Knowing these interests up front, makes it easier to prepare a 

business plan catered to the specific audience. Business plans need to be flexible and easy to 

modify. Some information and data, such as financial projections, have to stay the same 

across the board.[9] 

 

Modern business plans are more likely to be in the form of very colourful presentation slides 

than a thick stack of white paper. It is much easier to share digital slides with other people. 

You can send them to everyone via email, or present them in person with the use of an 

overhead projector. However, some standards need to apply. An electronic business plan 

presentation should not contain more slides than a paper version of the plan. Ideally, there 

should be around 20 slides or less. They should only include highlights, six to eight lines per 

slide.[7] 
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Feasibility report 

A feasibility report is a detailed business study examining the profitability, effectiveness and 

feasibility of a prospective investment opportunity. It should include an abstract and a mission 

statement, sections with market and initial cost analysis, pricing and projected expenses, and 

other key factors for success. No matter how elaborate, the feasibility report should be 

prepared before starting a new business venture or expanding an existing one. Based on the 

report, which can be prepared by a consultancy, the entrepreneur can decide to accept or reject 

the project.[14] 

 

If the project is viable and acceptable, the entrepreneur has to decide where and how to raise 

the necessary capital. Feasibility report can, in this case, be used to meet the stipulated 

demands of financial institutions. It can also be used to assist the entrepreneur in developing 

future plans for the organisation, and to serve as the basis for measuring the efficiency of the 

proposed business venture.[14] 

 

Table 15. Differences between a feasibility report and a business plan 

Feasibility report: Business plan: 

Prepared with the goal of finding out the workability 

and profitability of a potential new venture. Before 

investing in a new business venture, a feasibility 

study is carried out to know if the venture is worth 

the time, effort and resources. 

Developed only after it has been established that a 

viable business opportunity exists and the venture is 

about to commence. A business plan is prepared after 

a feasibility study has been conducted. 

Filled with analysis, calculations, and projections for 

a business opportunity. 

Made up of tactics and strategies to be implemented 

in order to start and grow the business. 

Focuses on the viability of the business idea. Deals with a business growth plan and sustainability. 

Reveals the revenue potential of a certain business 

idea to the entrepreneur. 

Helps the entrepreneur raise the necessary capital 

from investors. 

 

A feasibility report can quickly be converted into a business plan. All one needs to do is 

include their pre-planned business strategies and tactics into the already prepared feasibility 

report.[15] 

 

Business plan preparation 

Preparing and writing a business plan is an interactive process. It needs to engage all 

functional areas of the business. To make sure that the business plan is as successful as 

possible, it is important to involve in its preparation the entire company. Every employee 

should contribute their time and effort to designing the business plan, based on their area of 

expertise and technical skills. Providing general assistance with the planning process should 

be in the hands of the business owners and their management teams. It is crucial to provide 

helpful feedback on the plan while it is still in development. The business planning process is 
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an ongoing procedure in some companies. During this action, it is beneficial to encourage 

teamwork.[5] 

 

Business plans have many forms of application and are not limited to just one use. They can 

be used for attracting field experts and other professionals to join the company. They are also 

very helpful when tracking progress. Deciding how one intends to use it is quite important:[8] 

• Do you intend to use the plan to raise money? It is very important to focus on 

preparing an excellent executive summary, providing detailed descriptions of the 

management, carefully putting together marketing strategies, and financial documents. 

The business needs to have a vision regarding its profitability. To be able to secure a 

bank loan, the company needs to provide evidence of its capabilities to service the 

loan.  

• Do you intend to use the plan to attract talented employees? In this case, it is 

important to emphasise all the employee benefits they could receive. Talk about stock 

options and other forms of work compensation. Important elements also include 

corporate culture, advancement opportunities, and general work environment. 

• Do you intend to use the plan to demonstrate to suppliers your worth as a customer? 

When trying to convince a supplier to give you any kind of advantage over the rival 

companies, a good business plan just may do the trick. It could also come in handy 

when negotiating supplier credit. In this case, a business plan should also mention a 

spotless record of repaying debts. 

 

A typical business plan has on average somewhere between 15 and 20 pages. It very much 

depends on the nature of the business venture. Simple business concepts may be expressed in 

fewer words than complex ones. However, if the proposition involves establishing a new kind 

of business (or a new industry), it may require much more explaining. The purpose of the plan 

also determines its length. If the plan will be used to seek financing for a risky venture, it may 

involve a lot of clarifying and persuading. If it will be used for internal needs, in order to 

manage an ongoing operation, a more compressed version should suffice.[2] 

 

The trend these days is to go back to basics, with good financial projections and thorough 

analysis. If you want people to read your business plan, you need to keep it simple. The 

wording and formatting need to be straightforward, and the plan relatively short. However, do 

not confuse simple wording with simple thinking. It has nothing to do with weak or not fully 

developed business idea. You are keeping it nice and easy so that you can get your point 

across quickly and without problems to whoever is reading your business plan. Effective 

business writing needs to be easy to read. Some writing tips:[16] 

• Do not use long and complicated sentences. Only use them when necessary for 

meaning. Short sentences are completely fine, and are easier to read. 

• Use simple, straightforward language. 

• Avoid jargon and acronyms. Do not assume everybody is familiar with them. 

• Bullet points are good for lists. If needed, flesh them out with further explanations. 
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• Use summary tables and business charts to highlight the most important numbers. 

 

      Guideline principles in business plan preparation 

Every business planning process has some established standard steps. In order to organise the 

process, it is absolutely crucial to identify people who will be involved in it. The basic scope 

of the plan needs to be determined, and time frame for the completion of the plan has to be 

established. The next step involves participants beginning with the process of assessment.[5] 

 

During the process of internal evaluation, it is necessary to identify strengths and weaknesses 

of every business area of the company. It is also recommended to assess and evaluate some 

important external aspects, such as the general state of the economy, trends and competition 

on the market, relevant technologies, and any other factors affecting the company’s 

performance.[5] 

 

 
  

 

The next steps in the business planning process involve setting objectives and defining the 

strategies to achieve them. Basic business goals are based on the findings of the previously 

completed assessment and evaluation of internal and external factors. Specific business areas, 

which demand their own plans and programmes, include the general organisation of the 

company, production and products, sales and marketing, and finances. In the end, all these 

individual plans are assembled into a complete business plan.[5] 

 

Information and data, included in a business plan, are obtained from a wide variety of sources. 

Data must be accurate and factual. A business plan must be written in a consistent and 

realistic manner. Contradictions and inconsistencies should be avoided at any cost, since they 

create doubts in reader’s mind. Rather than avoiding any possible issues and risks associated 

with the business, they should be defined and confronted head-on. In effect, a business plan is 
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a set of managerial decisions and strategies regarding the company’s specified course of 

action, with detailed explanations and argumentations of those decisions.[5]  

A good business plan follows generally accepted guidelines regarding form and content. It 

consists of three essential parts:[2] 

• The first is the business concept, in which entrepreneurs discuss the industry in 

general, the structure of their business, the particular products and services they offer, 

and how exactly they intend to make their business successful.  

• The second is the marketplace section, in which entrepreneurs describe and analyse 

their potential customers and competitors; who are they, where are they located, what 

motivates them, etc.  

• The third is the financial section, in which entrepreneurs discuss their income and 

cash flow statements, balance sheets and other financial issues. This section of the 

business plan may require help from accounting experts. 

In addition to previously mentioned sections, a business plan should also have a cover, a title 

page, and a table of contents.[2] 

 

Entrepreneurs should be constantly working on updating their business plans. Plans can be 

updated every day, week or month; whenever there is a change worth noting. Things always 

change. Even if, at first, the idea seems a bit counterintuitive and chaotic, it is quite the 

opposite. An up-to-date business plan is what makes order out of chaos. This can also become 

a long-term planning process. In this way, entrepreneurs can build better business strategies, 

in addition to setting up new goals and objectives for their companies.[17] 

 

One of the most important realisations entrepreneurs have to come to is that their business 

plans are wrong. All business plans are wrong. Plans are about the future, and the future is 

inherently unpredictable. It is very important for the plan to be up-to-date in regard to the 

current business situation. Entrepreneurs must constantly monitor the difference between 

planned and actual results. They need to keep track of where, why and how they were wrong. 

This kind of monitoring is the key to good management. A good business plan is never 

finished.[17] 

 

Elements of a business plan 

At the beginning of every good business plan should be the executive summary. It is basically 

a one-page version of the whole plan. It is not exactly a summary of the entire plan, nor is it 

really meant for executives. The executive summary aims to pique a reader’s interest, and 

convince them to read the whole plan. It needs to stand on its own and not refer to other 

sections. We are trying to sell the reader on the business opportunity, and after reading only 

the executive summary, they should be able to understand the concept of the business idea 

and the plan itself. It is not uncommon to leave this part for the very end of the writing 

process. It needs to be captivating, otherwise the reader will not read any further than the first 

page.[4] 
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Other very important elements of a good business plan include a company overview with a 

short mission statement. A business plan has to have a detailed description of the products or 

services a business will be offering to its customers, the market and industry analysis in which 

it will be operating, an effective marketing plan, and the operations section, which outlines 

how a business will be run and deliver value to its customers. A very important element is 

also a description of the organisational structure and the management team. A good business 

plan should explain the company’s competitive advantage over other businesses, and include 

a section with the financial projections.[4] Any additional documents that could add value to 

the various sections of the business plan, may be included in an appendix. The appendix can 

contain such items as references and footnotes from the plan, various graphs and charts, 

biographies, copies of agreements and contracts.[5] 

 

Executive summary 

The executive summary should not exceed 2 pages. When trying to capture the investors’ 

attention, being succinct is of great benefit. It is important, but also very difficult, to write a 

good executive summary. It needs to focus on the following elements:[4] 

• Concept description – Summary of the crux of the business. 

• Opportunity – What makes it a good opportunity?  

• Product/service – Description of the product or service. How is it to be produced? 

• Value proposition – Description of the target market and of the main benefits.  

• Marketing strategy – What is the focus of the marketing strategy? 

• Competitive advantage – Who are the main competitors?  

• Management – Who is the management team and why will they be successful? 

• Financial – Size of the business. When will it break even? 

• Funding – How much funding does the venture require? Is there an exit strategy? 

 

Company overview 

In the company overview, the entrepreneur has the chance to briefly (no more than one page) 

describe their business. The summary should tell the reader what the entrepreneur wants to 

accomplish with their business idea. It is crucial to capture the reader’s attention and pique 

their interest in the venture.[5] It can include a description of the organisational structure, if it 

is a sole proprietorship, a partnership, or a corporation. It can also explain entrepreneur’s 

ambitions for the company, especially regarding any plans for future expansions (domestic or 

international). After finishing the section, the reader needs to have a clear picture of the 

entrepreneur’s current status, and their plans for the company in the future.[4] 

 

The first paragraph of the company overview section should contain entrepreneur’s answers 

to the following questions:[4] 

• What is the company named? 

• Has the company already been formed or will it be formed in the near future? 

• Where is it located? Do they have any plans for expansion?  
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• How is the company organised? Is it a sole proprietorship, partnership, or corporation? 

 

The vision and main goals, that an entrepreneur has for their business, should be summed up 

in a one-paragraph inspirational mission statement. It needs to be succinct and content rich, 

and it should excite the readers of the business plan.[4] 

The next two subsections of the company overview should contain a brief outline of the 

history and present status of the company as well as the owner’s main objectives. They should 

try to answer following questions:[4]  

• Where are they going with the company? 

• What are their main goals regarding the future of the company? Do they plan to keep it 

small, expand, or franchise it? 

• What is their exit strategy for themselves and their investors? Will they sell to a bigger 

company, go public, or perhaps buy out investors? 

 

Product and service 

A production plan is usually included if the business is involved in manufacturing products. 

For non-manufacturing businesses, this section would cover the development of new services. 

A production plan should include information useful for budget planning, especially regarding 

labour and material costs.[5] This is where an entrepreneur needs to start selling their idea. It is 

important to generate excitement about the planned product or service. They need to be 

factual, but passionate. After the readers have completed this section, they will be ready to 

learn more about operations, marketing and financial strategies of the business venture.[4] 

 

The main sources of information for this section can include technical specification and 

drawings, prototypes, SWOT analysis, customer surveys, competitor product/service matrices, 

interviews with buyers and suppliers, sales representatives, distributors, or retailers.[4] 

 

There should also be a section devoted to proprietary rights an entrepreneur has to the 

product/service. It should include information about copyrights and patents, trade secrets, 

non-compete agreements, and other proprietary knowledge or skills.[4] 

Features 

 This section of the business plan should include all the product/service features. It should 

also have descriptions of all the important attributes of the product/service, such as ease of 

use, innovativeness, or speed. Evidence to support the demand for features should be 

explained. Talking about the products or services being offered at the beginning of the venture 

and the plans over the next 3 to 5 years is strongly encouraged. There should be a section 

about customer service or tech support the company will provide. Will there be after sales 

support? Will the company be offering training, repair service, delivery, installation, or 

warranty? There should be information about production, delivery and packaging of the 

product. For service businesses, there should be a description of the environment, for example 

size, layout and décor, location, etc. This section should also include explanation about the 
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payment terms and prices. To close out the section, an entrepreneur should write a one-

paragraph description that evocatively describes the experience of customers using their 

service. They should try to paint a picture of why their product/service is unique. [4] 

 

Benefits 

 This section should explain the 

advantages of using the product 

or service. Keep in mind that 

product features are not the 

same thing as the benefits that 

the product has to offer. Benefit 

is an advantage or profit gained 

from using a certain product or 

service. An entrepreneur should 

consider the impact on the target 

market’s feelings (emotions) 

and wallet (finances):[4] 

 

• How do the benefits 

approach the needs of 

the market in terms of quality, good service, efficiency, and convenience? 

• Does the market understand the benefits of the product or service? Is there evidence to 

support it? 

• There could be a helpful table with all the features and benefits listed. It should 

include all the important features and the matching benefits. 

 

Stage of development 

The following section should include a brief description of the present status of the product or 

service. What stage of the lifecycle is it in? Is it still in its early stages, or is it already in 

decline? Is the product ready to be launched on the market? Is it still in development, and if 

yes, at what stage? What difficulties remain?[4] 

 

 

Market and industry analysis 

Every business operates within a specific context that affects its growth potential. This section 

dispassionately describes the market a company will enter and the industry in which it will 

compete. The description of a company’s operating environment may cover new products and 

developments in the industry, trends and outlook for the industry, and overall economic 

trends.[5] Unless the company is already in business, it is not necessary to even mention it in 

this section. After having finished reading the market and industry analysis, everyone should 
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have a better understanding of the dynamics between the main players in addition to the 

problems and opportunities in the chosen market and industry.[4] 

 

The various sources of information can include secondary research, such as the Internet and 

websites, library literature and journals. They can also include customer surveys, brochures of 

competitor companies, advertising and other promotional materials, catalogues and samples 

of competitor products, and supply chain analysis. A great source of information can be 

interviews with market experts, sales representatives and distributors in addition to buyers and 

suppliers.[4] 

Market size and growth 

A market can be defined as a group of customers with a certain need, who is prepared to buy a 

particular product or service in order to satisfy the aforementioned need. For example, people 

need clothes for various reasons – to wear at home, for work, during leisure time, for formal 

occasions, etc. All these examples represent different segments of one huge clothing market. 

There may even be smaller sub-segments. Market for sportswear can include different 

segments like water sports, skiing, climbing, tennis, etc.[4] 

 

This segment of a business plan should define the market in which a business is competing. 

Market size can be determined by the number of customers, the volume of business 

transactions, or monetary value of all acquisitions. Is the growth rate on the rise? Is there any 

data to support this analysis? A summary of all the findings can be presented in a table 

format.[4] 

Trends 

Entrepreneurs should determine the current trends driving the market. They should think 

about how the market is changing, especially in regards to socio-economic, demographic, 

political, technological, and environmental changes. For example, what effect do single parent 

families have on the business trends? Both, positive and negative trends should be analysed 

and taken into consideration, because they can all represent new opportunities. Entrepreneurs 

also need to consider customers in regions that are not yet sufficiently supplied, and market 

segments with any displeased customers.[4] 

Target market 

Entrepreneurs need to devote special attention to the analysis of the most suitable market 

entry point for their particular business venture. Their particular market segment will only 

represent a small part of the previously defined target market. It is important to only focus on 

the consumers of a specific product or service. It is imperative to make the distinction 

between a consumer and the individual or organisation that is actually paying for the product 

or service. It is strongly advised to try and find a niche that could be further exploited. In this 

section of the business plan, entrepreneurs need to consider the following points:[4] 
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• Target market size – determining the extent and capacity of the market segment, and 

its growth potential in the next 5-year period. 

• Customer description – most businesses usually focus their efforts on either a 

consumer market or a business market. The driving forces behind each of them are 

different. It is advised to consider both markets if the product is sold through a 

distribution channel. 

• Consumer market – defining customer segments on the basis of demographic data 

such as gender, age, location, education and profession. Focusing on their interests, 

beliefs and opinions as well as social status, which can presuppose certain behaviour 

(for example, middle class places more value on various free-time family activities).  

• Business market – describing the organisations buying the product or service, their 

industry, size and location. Focusing on the same questions as for the consumer 

market regarding their willingness to change and decision-making process. 

• Customer research – analysing customer survey results and summarising the research 

process. Properly conducted research will enable determining the number of potential 

customers, which is an important element of estimating the market size. The appendix 

should include the complete research results and methodology used. 

Industry structure 

This section of the business plan, describes how the industry as a whole is organised, where 

and how the goods and services are produced and delivered to customers. It should also 

include information about the integration level, especially how the distributors and dealers 

factor in. Analysing the complete supply chain, leads to a better understanding of the 

industry.[4] 

Competitive environment 

This segment should detail the competitive environment in the industry. It should talk about 

the main elements businesses compete on (price and quality, customer support, the 

introduction of new products and services), and about the level of rivalry among them. In a 

very competitive industry, there will always be price competition. The majority of new 

businesses cannot afford to engage in this type of competition. Entrepreneurs need to research 

how existing market players react to new competitors entering the playing field, and any 

possible issues customers have with them. Entrepreneurs should also research the average size 

of the competitors, and if the market is dominated by any big players. For this purpose, they 

can obtain different literature, brochures and advertisements from their competitors to see 

how they perceive themselves.[4] 

 

Entrepreneurs need to think very carefully how much control they have over the following 

factors:[4] 

• Setting prices: How are the prices formed (by a major market player, value added, 

industry practice)? Do customers have any bargaining strength? 
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• Costs: Can they gain an edge through process design, technology, resource ownership, 

low cost labour, open door to raw materials, or economies of scale? Do suppliers have 

any bargaining strength? 

• Channels of distribution: What are the current distribution channels? Do they have 

access to them? Is there the possibility of creating new ones? Are the channel 

companies in a good position to bargain? 

Competition 

Each competitor should get their own paragraph with a short description of what they do, their 

position in the industry as well as their main strengths and weaknesses. Competition may stem 

from various sources, such as:[4] 

• Direct – businesses with the same products and services, but with different business 

strategies. For example, competing with their product design and quality, price, level 

of performance, or offers of tech support.  

• Indirect – businesses with different products and services, which meet the same needs. 

• Future – businesses with the potential to enter the same market in the future; their 

customers may be the same, however the channels used to reach them are different. 

Preparing a competition matrix analysis is very useful, especially for conducting comparisons 

between the entrepreneur’s new business and its main competitors.  

Opportunity 

Under this heading of the business plan, entrepreneurs should succinctly describe what the 

opportunity is and what makes it attractive. Their findings should be based on the conducted 

research, customer interviews and surveys. This is one of the most important sections. It is 

necessary to convince the reader that the business venture has many opportunities for 

success.[4] 

• How big is the opportunity? Is it still growing? 

• What is the compelling need? What customer issues are they solving? 

• Is there proof of market existence? 

• Who is the main target market? 

• What differentiates their product or service from others? What are the main benefits? 

• What is their strongest competitive advantage? 

 

Marketing plan 

With the right marketing plan, an entrepreneur can turn a good business opportunity into a 

great business venture. A marketing plan outlines applied methods and activities with the 

purpose of reaching the profit goals. It contains detailed descriptions of the targeted customer 

base, offered products and services as well as the company’s marketing and sales 

programmes. The latter is based on the thorough market analysis.[5] This is the critical point of 

any business plan. Decisions, whether to continue or abandon a business idea, are oftentimes 

made based on the conclusion in this section of the plan. No business can function without 

customers to buy their products or services. Without customers, all financial projections are 
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completely irrelevant. This is where an entrepreneur shows how they plan to integrate 

themselves into the previously described market structure.[4] 

 

 Research for this section of the 

business plan will include existing 

and potential customers. 

Entrepreneurs need to carry out 

adequate customer research in 

order to be able to convince 

investors of the business’ full 

potential. They can use many 

different research methods, such as 

organising focus groups, mailing 

customer surveys or surveying 

people on the streets, conducting 

interviews and gathering reactions 

to product ideas, etc. It is of utmost 

importance to find creative ways to solicit customers’ honest opinions. Entrepreneurs need to 

be as neutral and as factual as possible, when collecting research data from their customers.[4]  

Target market strategy  

Under this heading, entrepreneurs need to offer a detailed description of their target market. 

They should try and provide a comprehensive customer profile by stating their most defining 

demographic and psychographic characteristics. They should also include a description of the 

customers’ unmet needs, which the offered product or service aims to fulfil, and the potential 

problems it solves. This section of the business plan should focus on how customers make 

buying decisions as well as on different ways for overcoming brand loyalty and usual 

switching costs connected with it.[4] 

Channel strategy  

This section of the business plan is intended for describing how business’ products and 

services will reach the customer. Many different distribution channels can be used. It all 

depends on the industry and cost efficiency. Potential channels can include individual 

distributors, original equipment manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers, e-commerce, which 

can also complement other forms of distribution. It is crucial to identify the companies one 

plans to use as channel partners, and to list any commitments that have been pre-arranged.[4] 

Positioning  

Entrepreneurs need to think about positioning their products and services in the customer’s 

minds in relation to their biggest competitors. They need to offer a full description of the 

market they are entering, list all the relevant product features, and explain their importance to 

the customers. They also need to identify their core customer base, the one they plan to target 
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with their strategies. In order to be as effective as possible, it is important for the marketing 

strategy to be based on positioning. Entrepreneurs should consider the following:[4] 

• What is essential for the customer to understand about the product or service on offer?  

• What product features and advantages are most compelling to the customer?  

• What is the company’s name and why is it named that? 

• What are some of the company’s most important qualities?  

Pricing strategy  

The heading with the pricing strategy and its effectiveness with the target base, is one of the 

most important sections of a business plan. Entrepreneurs can decide among many different 

pricing strategies, such as commodity pricing, prices set by the market, low introductory price 

to get customers “hooked” on the product, the industry rule of thumb, value pricing or one 

based on the competitor’s price, etc.[4]  

  

A business plan should contain a price list for each of the business’ products and services on 

offer. Some questions entrepreneurs should ask themselves include:[4]  

• Where do you see the prices in 2 years, and where in 5 years?  

• What is the situation with the channel pricing? Are there discounts offered at any stage 

of the chain?  

• What is your pricing strategy in comparison to the competition’s?  

• Is there any proof that the market will accept the set price? 

E-commerce  

In today’s economy, it is extremely important to consider the utilisation of e-commerce. It is 

an indispensable part of the marketing strategy, regardless if the business is using distribution 

channels or direct sales methods. Entrepreneurs should think about setting up affiliate 

programmes (especially in regard to brand building), company websites and email marketing. 

Having an online presence helps spread information about the company in general as well as 

its products and services. They also need to take into account customer and technical support 

to provide additional assistance when needed.[4]  

Communication strategy  

This section should explain the most important aspects of the communication strategy. 

Informing the market of the availability of the company’s products and services is of utmost 

importance for any business. Entrepreneurs need to continuously communicate with the 

market in any way they can. They need to consider different types of advertising: media 

advertising (TV, radio, or newspaper), direct response advertising (mail, email, or text 

messaging), outdoor advertising (posters and billboards), catalogues and brochures, 

sponsorships, exhibitions and conferences, etc. They also need to consider a few other 

important factors, such as:[4] 

• Important messages to be conveyed for the purpose of successful brand building.  

• Visual identity presented by brand name and logo, colour palette, packaging, etc.  
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Sales strategy  

One of the most important elements that determines entrepreneur’s success is how they plan 

to promote and sell their products. Without that, there is no business. This section of the 

business plan should describe how the product or service will be sold, and who will do the 

selling. Entrepreneurs also need to think about the ways to recruit, train and pay their 

people.[4] 

Revenue model  

This section should include a table with the 5-year projections of business revenues. It is 

important to think about all the factors driving the revenue. They differ from market to 

market. Entrepreneurs need to take into account the following:[4] 

• Market potential: growth rate, market size in units, customers or transactions;  

• Market share: rate of market penetration and roll-out strategy;  

• Product and services offered: range and mix of products, new items on offer;  

• Frequency of purchase: weekly and monthly statistics for purchases;  

• Capacity utilization: number of operating hours, turns;  

• Channel strategy: use of distribution channels, offered discounts;  

• Prices for each product line based on the pricing strategy. 

 

Operations plan 

The focal point of the operations plan is the logistics of the organisation. It highlights various 

tasks assigned to specific company departments, describes responsibilities of the management 

team as well as the expenses related to the operations of the business.[18] It also outlines how a 

company intends to run its business, and ways in which it will deliver value to the customers. 

We can define operations as processes for delivering company’s products and services on the 

market. They can include transportation and logistics, manufacturing, customer support and 

technical service. Linking the marketing plan to operations design is very important. If one 

decides for low prices as their market competitive advantage, the company’s operations 

should work on delivering low costs, and not, for example, high quality. There will always be 

some compromises and trade-offs. Having the best quality and on-time performance, while 

also maintaining the lowest costs at the same time is impossible. Better quality usually also 

means higher costs. On the other hand, with lowering the costs we also lose on variety and 

flexibility.[4] 

 

Sources of information for this section should include supply chain analysis, various industry 

trade publications, and interviews with engineering experts, literature or studies written by 

production and civil engineers.[4] 

Operations strategy 

First part of the operations section should include a short introduction. It may also contain a 

bit more colourful and expressive descriptions of entrepreneur’s plans for using operations to 
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increase added value for the customer. Second paragraph should describe how a marketing 

strategy will be fulfilled using operations. It should include discussions about the process for 

producing and delivering the products and services, about benefits for customers in the target 

market, and about coordination with important strategic partners as well as biggest vendors.[4] 
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Scope of operations 

This section of the business plan describes which operations will be done in-house and which 

will be subcontracted, and why that makes sense for the business. If deemed necessary, 

include all the important details in the appendix. When writing this section, some crucial 

elements need to be taken into consideration: product development and manufacturing, order 

fulfilment, storehouse and shipping, customer service and technical support, repair and 

installation, etc.[4] 

 

The next paragraph should include a description of the company’s ongoing operations. It is 

important to determine crucial suppliers and vendors, pinpoint strategic partners, and name all 

the essential associates. This section should also include possible arrangements discussed or 

reached with any of them. Estimations about the required production capacities for the period 

of the first 5 years should be based on the sales forecasts. Typically, they are expressed in the 

form of an hourly, daily, weekly, monthly or a yearly rate. Having this information is 

important in order to be able to answer the following questions:[4] 

 

• What kind of facility is needed, especially in relation to the size and type of space? 

• Where will the company be situated, and why was this location chosen? 

• What capital assets are required? There should be descriptions and estimates of the 

costs of the biggest items such as production equipment, buildings and vehicles, 

computers and software. Will they be leased or purchased? 

 

There should be a diagram of the production or service process in addition to the section 

dedicated to the needed inventory to aid the marketing strategy. Operating a just-in-time 
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system is nearly impossible for a brand-new business venture. Suppliers are unable to 

manufacture small order quantities and make daily storehouse deliveries without suffering 

financial losses.[4] 

 

Management 

There is an old saying in the investor circles declaring that the three most important factors 

for business success are management, management and management. The quality of a 

company’s management team may be crucial for the triumph of a business venture. Many 

business savvy investors feel confident in investing their money in a capable management 

team, despite their uninspired business idea. On the other hand, they will not invest in a weak 

management team, even if they have an excellent business idea. The goal is to persuade the 

reader that behind a great business concept stands a competent and hard-working management 

team.[4]  

 

Entrepreneurs should highlight all the strengths and positive aspects of the management team 

by stressing their biggest achievements, level of experience and by pointing out excellent past 

performance results. Main areas of focus should be leadership abilities and good 

organisational skills. It is also useful to emphasise their planning abilities.[5] Entrepreneurs 

need to be completely honest in their praise, there is no need for modesty or humility. 

Accomplishments should be highlighted, and any possible weaknesses lessened. If the 

management team is still relatively young in age and does not have a lot of practical 

experience, you can focus on their eagerness to learn and work, while minimising the absence 

of experience. It is essential to convince the reader that the company is in capable hands and 

will be expertly managed.[4] 

 

This is where the entrepreneur describes how the company will be organised. There should be 

an organisation chart. This section should include an explanation if there will be a board of 

directors, or a board of advisors, who will be on them, and their role. It should also explain 

the ownership structure of the company as well as any possible stock option plans.[4] 

Management team 

The company’s founders and leading managers, in charge of the company, need to be 

described. There should be a short section dedicated to each individual member of the 

management team. Their full resumes can be added in the appendix. Any particular skills they 

might have, in addition to their assignments and responsibilities, should be described in great 

detail. If there is a serious gap in the team, a proposal how to close it should be enclosed in 

the business plan.[4] 

 

Competitive advantage 

Entrepreneurs mostly use competitive analysis to examine the biggest strengths and 

weaknesses of their main competitors. It can also be used to plan different strategies that 
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could prove to bring an entrepreneur a notable advantage over other competitors. It is very 

helpful when developing barriers that can stop competitors from entering the market, and 

when determining potential weaknesses that could possibly be exploited within the product 

development cycle.[18] 

 

Explaining one’s competitive advantage is one of the fundamental, and at the same time 

hardest, assignments an entrepreneur can face. The reason for this is their reluctance or 

inability to take a closer look at their biggest competitors and broader environment. After 

finishing an all-encompassing industry analysis, they should be able to characterise their 

strongest assets. Being at the top will always generate rivalry. Entrepreneurs need to have a 

good plan for sustaining their competitive advantage, for when their new rivals arrive.[4] 

 

Here is a list of possible competitive advantages to keep in mind. They are not all on the same 

level, since they can be quickly replicated by others, or are not sustainable in the long run:[4] 

 

• Strong competitive advantages: exclusive agreements with customers and suppliers, 

intellectual property rights, long-term contracts. 

• Credible competitive advantages: expertise and excellent management, great location, 

control of prices, costs, or distribution channels. 

• Difficult competitive advantages: brand, first on the market, better execution and high 

quality, development lead-time, strong relationships. 

 

When writing about competitive advantages, entrepreneurs should try to identify the 

venture’s resources. They should think about their financial resources (money reserves, 

access to outside capital, and the possibility of government grants), material assets (equipment 

and working capital), human resources (accumulated employee knowledge and experience, 

labour cost and skills), intangible resources (patents and copyrights, trade secrets and know-

how), and organisational resources (contacts, suppliers and service providers, policies).[4] 

 

In the next paragraph they should write about the venture’s capabilities. It is essential to 

mention any advantages stemming from their excellent management, great organisational 

abilities and vast experience in sales and marketing. It is important to describe expertise in the 

fields of science and technology, product and service design, and supply chain. They should 

definitely not leave out their high-quality and approachable contacts that take years to build.[4] 

 

Entrepreneurs should try to think about the barriers they can set up, that would curb entry of 

new competitors. They could be in the form of intellectual property (patents, trade secrets, 

copyrights, and trademarks), customer loyalty, control of the distribution channel, agreements 

with customers, suppliers, strategic partners, or switching costs to the target market.[4] 
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Financial projections 

In this segment of the business plan, entrepreneur has to think about necessary financial assets 

and cash flow fluctuations. The section covers income projections, definitions and 

descriptions of various expenses as well as a list of most important budgeting and financial 

controls. It is of utmost importance for all these projections to be verifiable. They have to be 

supported by market research and sales figures (monthly figures for the first two years, and 

later annually).[5] 

 

Financial projections should support everything that has been written about the venture in the 

previous sections of the business plan. So far, an entrepreneur has managed to lay out an 

exceptional venture idea, established a genuine need in the target market, exhibited how they 

plan to put their idea into action, justified that their management team is capable of handling 

the entrusted responsibilities, and all it remains to do is to present the financial profitability of 

the business venture. On the other hand, financial plans are condemned to failure, if the 

business idea itself or its execution is weak, or if the management team is not up to the task, 

or if there is no suitable market for the product. If an entrepreneur has not been able to 

convince the readers in the strength of the plan by now, then they will not be persuaded by the 

financial projections either. It is crucial to have sound finances. If an entrepreneur is unable to 

show that their unique idea is going to make money, the readers of the business plan will 

quickly lose interest. All financial projections should be based on the revenue model, 

development plan, management plan, marketing plan, operations plan, and financial 

comparisons.[4] 

 

The financial section of the business plan should include balance sheets, cash-flow projections 

for the period of 3 to 5 years, and income statements. It is important for the projections to 

reach far enough into the future to show that the venture will be able to achieve stability. They 

should also be in compliance with other segments of the plan. If an entrepreneur says they 

will open 2 stores in their third year of operation and the financial projections show them 

launching 4 stores, investors are going to swiftly lose faith in the plan.[4] You should consider 

using a complete package of very helpful financial tools, created by Frank Moyes and Steve 

Lawrence. They may be downloaded from http://leeds-

faculty.colorado.edu/moyes/bplan/Tools/tools.htm.  

 

Every business plan should include the following financial projections:[4] 

• Income statements – by years for the time period of first 5 years, by months for the 

time period of first 2 years, and by quarters for years 3 to 5. 

• Balance sheets – by years for the time period of first 5 years. 

• Cash flow – by years for the time period of first 5 years, by months for the time period 

of first 2 years, and by quarters for years 3 to 5. 

• Break-even analysis. 
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• Financial comparisons – by comparing own financial projections with the data from 

other companies in the chosen industry, they gain validity. Discrepancies are tolerable 

if they can be clarified and substantiated. 

• Assumptions – detailed descriptions of all the assumptions made when putting 

together financial forecasts need to be included in the plan. This includes costs of sold 

goods, revenue forecasts, marketing and development expenses, sales, administrative 

expenses, tax rates, extraordinary income and expenses, capital expenditures, funding, 

etc. 

Risks 

This section should talk about the potential risks for the fruitful implementation of the plan. 

Business and risks go hand in hand. Entrepreneurs need to assure investors that they are aware 

of the possible risks and, even more importantly, that they have a plan to reduce them to the 

minimum. It is very important to properly identify any and all significant risks a business may 

encounter. Additional focus should be put on those that could threaten the sustainability of the 

venture. People tend to only think about the things that could go wrong. However, it is 

important to also reflect on the things that must go right. This section should have a brief 

description of each risk, followed by an explanation of steps taken to eliminate, or at least 

minimise, it.[4] 

Business Model Canvas 

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) was developed by Alexander Osterwalder and Yves 

Pigneur. They tried to fill the need for a business model concept that could simplify 

discussion.  They first introduced BMC in 2008. A typical business model functions as a 

blueprint that aims to illustrate how a business company creates, captures and delivers value 

to its customers. Their model ensures that the project is considered from a common point and 

that everyone is discussing the same topic by providing format and language. The concept is 

rather simple and quite popular in business circles around the world. Its intention is not to 

over-simplify the intricacies of how businesses operate.[19] 

 

Since the introduction of BMC, many 

businesses have profited from the easy 

approach to design, define, test, reinvent 

and pivot their business model. What 

was novel back then, was the idea that 

you could sketch your entire strategy or a 

business model on one single page, 

rather than writing an extensive, multi-

page business plan. Since 2008, many 

different variations of the model have 

been introduced. The canvas enables 

businesses (new and existing) to 

determine how to create, capture and 
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deliver value.[20] A blank Business Model Canvas may be downloaded from 

https://www.template.net/business/word-templates/business-model-canvas-template/.  

 

9.4 What is a Business Model Canvas? 

Business Model Canvas is a strategic management and lean start-up template for developing 

new or documenting existing business models. It assists businesses in aligning their activities 

by illustrating potential trade-offs. It is a very practical tool that fosters understanding, 

discussion, creativity, and analysis of a business. It helps entrepreneurs create value for their 

business. It is intended for existing businesses as well as start-ups. It should be applied when 

value, goals and organisational climate are quite obvious, and as a starting point for working 

on the value proposition.[21] 

 

The BMC allows businesses to define, evaluate and discuss their business models. The 

concept has been implemented and assessed in different academic and business circles around 

the world. It has been tested by a great number of small and large businesses, some of which 

include IBM, Deloitte and Ericsson. The BMC represents a common language that allows 

business owners to quickly and without difficulty describe and modify their business models. 

In this way, they are able to generate new opportunities and business strategies. Challenging 

the status quo and successfully innovating one’s business model is made much easier with a 

shared language.[19]  

 

Entrepreneurs are faced with a big challenge when trying to improve their existing business or 

starting a new one. Building a solid, profitable business that can compete in today’s 

globalised market is a demanding task. Once they complete their BMC, they have a helpful 

one-page design of how to generate and seize value.[22] The value of business model canvasses 

was, and still is today, that they allow anyone to quickly identify the key points in the strategy 

or new business model. From that point on, a business can iterate to a better strategy or 

business model improving its chances of success considerably. Sometimes it is wise to have 

someone facilitate the discussion and help set up a business model.[20] 

 

BMC can help disclose key opportunities that could elevate a company above its competitors. 

Describing a business model may not be too difficult, however, knowing what to change in it 

to make it more effective is. BMC offers an easier way to identify possibilities for 

advancement by providing techniques to generate examples of business model ideas. It is a 

tool for testing ideas to avoid failure. More than that, using it will show entrepreneurs a new 

way of thinking that will also help them save time and money.[22] 

 

Osterwalder argues that all business models operate within a certain framework. Businesses 

are pressured by various elements within their environment. Entrepreneurs need to identify all 

possible threats and major opportunities in addition to filling in any blind-spots. Therefore, 

the following areas (“environment map”) need to be mapped around a company’s BMC:[20] 

https://www.template.net/business/word-templates/business-model-canvas-template/
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• Market forces – crucial customer issues in a specific area of business, such as 

expanding and decreasing segments, switching costs, etc. 

• Key trends – main trends that are framing the area of business, such as technological 

advancements and innovations, emerging social trends, regulatory restrictions, etc. 

• Industry forces – main players in the wider business arena, such as biggest 

competitors, equipment and technology providers, etc. 

• Macroeconomic forces – important macro trends, such as global market conditions, 

commodity prices, access to resources, etc. 

 

According to Osterwalder and Pigneur, the best way to describe a business model is with the 

help of nine fundamental building blocks. These nine blocks demonstrate the reasoning for 

how a business plans to thrive and earn money. The building blocks of the BMC encompass 

four crucial business segments: infrastructure, offers of products and services, customers, 

financial viability. Organisations can use business models as guides for the implementation of 

most appropriate strategies. Business strategies can be applied through organisational 

structures in addition to various systems and processes.[19] 

 

Table 16. Building blocks of the Business Model Canvas 

KEY PARTNERS:  

 

Crucial alliances 

and partnerships to 

strengthen and 

grow a business, or 

reduce risk. 

KEY 

ACTIVITIES: 

 

What needs to be 

done to operate 

successfully? 

VALUE 

PROPOSITION: 

 

What is being 

offered that could 

solve a customer’s 

problem or satisfy 

their need? 

An assortment of 

benefits. 

CUSTOMER 

RELATIONSHIPS: 

 

Are customer 

relationships being 

built, maintained and 

strengthened? 

CUSTOMERS 

SEGMENTS: 

 

Who are the target 

customers? 

What are their 

needs? 

KEY 

RESOURCES: 

 

What physical, 

intellectual, human 

and financial, 

resources are 

needed? 

CHANNELS: 

 

Ways of 

communication with 

the customers. How 

will they be reached? 

COST STRUCTURE: 

 

What will this cost? 

REVENUE STREAMS: 

 

What are the customers willing to pay? What value do 

they place on this offer? 

 

Customer segments  

This building block describes various groups of people and organisations that an entrepreneur 

wants to reach. Customers are one of the most important elements for all business models. 

Without them, any business would fall apart rather quickly. An organisation may group its 

customers into specific segments (small or large) on the basis of shared needs, behaviours, or 

some other common characteristic. An entrepreneur must decide which customer segments 

the business will cater to, and which segments they will disregard. After the final decision has 
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been made, the entrepreneur can design a strong business model based on the clear 

understanding of relevant customer needs. Customers may be grouped into separate segments 

if:[19] 

• Their needs call for and justify a unique offer. 

• They are prepared to pay for various facets of the offer. 

• They are reached through distinct channels of distribution. 

• They require particular types of relationships. 

Customer relationships 

Customer relationships block defines different types of relationships that the company can 

build with its customers. Customer relationships can be on a spectrum anywhere from 

personal to completely automated. They are usually motivated by consumer acquisition and 

retention in addition to upselling. Relationships change. This can happen over time or over 

different stages of business development. Close customer relationships have a deep effect on 

the complete customer experience. Several different types of relationships can exist side-by-

side. Examples of customer relationships include personal assistance, automated service and 

self-service.[19] 

Channels 

Delivering the company’s value proposition to its customers as well as ways of 

communicating with them are the main focus points of BMC’s channels building block. A 

business’ interface with the customer base involves communication, distribution as well as 

sales channels. They all have a very important part in the overall customer experience. They 

have several roles:[19] 

• Spreading awareness about company’s products and services.  

• Allowing the purchase of particular products and services. 

• Providing customer support after the purchase of products and services. 

Value propositions 

 The following building block focuses 

on the array of products and services 

creating value for the customers. The 

main reason why people choose one 

business over another is that the 

offered products/services satisfy their 

needs. A collection of all benefits on 

offer to the customers can be summed 

up into value proposition. It consists 

of a chosen assortment of products 

and services that cater to a particular 

customer segment. Created value can 

be qualitative or quantitative. The 
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former can be in the shape of product design or customer experience, while the later can 

present itself in the form of product/service price or speed of service.[19] 

Revenue streams 

The BMC’s revenue streams building block depicts the money a company makes from 

specific customer segments. Revenue streams are extremely important for a company’s 

business model. They can have different pricing methods. For example, bargaining or 

auctioning, fixed list prices, market or volume dependent pricing, etc. There are many 

different ways a business can generate revenue streams. Some of them are subscription or 

usage fee, asset sale, licensing, advertising, lending, renting or leasing, etc. There are two 

types of revenue streams:[19] 

• Transaction revenues – as a result of a one-time customer payment 

• Recurring revenues – as a result of on-going payments for the purpose of 

delivering the value proposition or providing customer support after the purchase. 

Key activities 

This is one of the most important building blocks in the BMC. It describes the company’s 

actions that must be undertaken for its business model to work successfully. There are a 

number of crucial activities in every business. Companies must carry them out in order to 

create and offer a value proposition, earn revenue, attain markets or keep customer 

relationships. Key activities may vary depending on the business model. For example, 

production is a key activity for a manufacturing business, networking is a crucial activity for 

an on-line business, while problem solving is a very important activity for a knowledge-based 

business.[19] 

Key resources 

The focus of this building block is on the most important resources a business has, its assets. 

A successful business model requires certain resources. Based on its resources, a company is 

able to create and offer value proposition, earn revenues, sustain customer relationships or 

reach new markets. Key resources vary across business models. They can be intellectual, 

financial or physical.[19] 

Key partnerships 

This segment defines the network of suppliers and partners. They are a very important 

element of a company’s business model. Businesses form partnerships for various reasons. 

They forge alliances in order to optimise business models, obtain resources or mitigate risks. 

Partnerships can be grouped into four main categories:[19] 

• Strategic alliances among businesses that are not each other’s competition. 

• Strategic partnerships among businesses that are each other’s competition. 

• Joint ventures formed with the intention to develop new businesses. 

• Buyer – supplier relationships formed with the purpose to assure reliable supplies. 
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Cost structure 

This section focuses on all costs that are incurred for the purpose of operating a business 

model. Business operations in connection to generating revenue, customer relationships, 

creating and delivering value proposition all incur certain costs. After all the key activities, 

partnerships and resources have been defined, it is relatively simple to calculate costs. Some 

businesses are more cost driven than others. One example of a cost driven business model is a 

“no frills” airline. We can classify business models as either cost driven or value driven.[19] 

 

Case study (LinkedIn) 

Denis Oakley prepared in 2016 (further revised in 2018) an interesting and informative case 

study of the Business Model Canvas for LinkedIn, which is one of the biggest social networks 

today. In his case study, Denis dissected LinkedIn’s business model and produce its BMC.[23] 

 
LinkedIn was founded by Reid Hoffman and a team of developers in 2002. It was officially 

launched a year later, which makes it one of the oldest social networks today. It has managed 

to survive changes in technology and other big challenges. It was not an instant success story 

and needed a few years to really catch on. It took even longer to reach profitability. However, 

they stayed faithful to their original concept, which payed off in the long run. The company 

was purchased by Microsoft in 2016. Today, LinkedIn is a public company with a firm 

position on the social network market. As of December 2018, it has 590 million users.[24]    

LinkedIn customer segments 

LinkedIn’s business model consists of three customer segments. The first one are the Internet 

users who register on the platform and create their personal profile. The second segment are 

the recruiters who are looking for talented people. The third segment is represented by 

advertisers. Their goal is to reach senior B2B decision makers or wealthy members of B2C 

audience.[23] 

LinkedIn value proposition 

LinkedIn has specific value propositions for each of its three customer segments. To regular 

platform users it offers a display for their skills and professional talent. It lets them form 

relationships and helps them network, completely for free. Users do not have to pay for this 

service. Other, smaller value points can be summed up into things that have to be done in 

order to keep the user engagement high. They also put special attention on activities that 
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increase the value of content created by their users. The company operates on a Freemium 

model.[23] 

 

LinkedIn provides an excellent tool for job recruiters to find and evaluate potential 

candidates. Basically, it has a database of more than 590 million CVs along with references. 

There is also a wealth of additional information, not usually available in regular CVs. 

Furthermore, all CVs can very easily be sorted and are searchable. There is no need for 

recruiters to build their own applicant lists based on constant networking and word of mouth. 

With the help of LinkedIn, recruiters are able to identify a much larger circle of talented 

people than ever before.[23] 

 

LinkedIn’s well-structured database is also very helpful to advertisers. They are able to easily 

reach a greatly targeted audience. When they wish to address only the CEOs of tech 

companies with more than 3000 employees, they can arrange an ad and have it running in a 

couple of minutes. They do not even have to buy a file with their contact details.[23] 

 

Graph 7. LinkedIn Business Model Canvas by Denis Oakley 

 
  

 

LinkedIn customer relationships 

Similar to many other social networks, LinkedIn also relies on network effects. With the rise 

in the number of users, the value of the network for all of them also increases. When it comes 

to the regular users of the platform, they benefit from the same-side network effect. This 

means the site is more valuable to them if the number of users increases. Changes in the 
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number of advertisers or recruiters do not affect the value of the platform for the regular user. 

All this is done on the basis of automated self-service.[23] 

 

In contrast, advertisers and recruiters use the platform for the cross-side network results. The 

presence of additional advertisers and recruiters is not beneficial to them. They only benefit 

from regular Internet users. The higher the count of users, more valuable LinkedIn is to 

them.[23] 

LinkedIn channels 

LinkedIn’s channels consist of the website and mobile apps. These are the two options for 

people to reach and interact with the company. In the past, they also had sales teams that 

would travel around the country and encourage people to sign up. Since then, the number of 

users has greatly increased. Today, the company has a dominant SEO position and only uses 

active sales when offering its business solutions to recruitment companies and other large 

corporations.[23] 

LinkedIn revenue streams 

LinkedIn makes some money from regular users by providing some additional services for a 

subscription fee. The main target group are job hunters and salesmen who wish to gain access 

to more people. Recruiters and corporations have to pay special fees in order to be able to 

search databases, post job offerings and build a strong brand presence on the platform. 

Advertisers are billed based on a number of views or clicks they generate.[23] 

LinkedIn key activities 

LinkedIn’s key activity is tied to platform development. The company’s greatest value comes 

from the number of active users. They need a platform that can facilitate the increase of users 

over time. The platform also needs to be able to keep users engaged and constantly active. All 

other activities are subservient to this need. LinkedIn also has to continually raise the value 

for its customers in order to stop other similar companies from disturbing their market.[23] 

LinkedIn key resource 

LinkedIn’s greatest resource is its platform. Without it, the company has absolutely nothing. It 

is crucial for all the user networks and connections that are established through its utilisation. 

All other LinkedIn’s business activities are built around and based on the use of the platform. 

For LinkedIn, the branding and the staff as well as other value adds are not that essential.[23] 

LinkedIn key partners 

LinkedIn’s crucial partners consist of data centres and all the additional infrastructure needed 

to keep the platform on-line and working. Recently, with the inclusion of LinkedIn Pulse and 

the development of influencer culture, the platform also acts as a content distribution network.  

Content created by different experts keeps users actively engaged and on the platform.[23] 
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LinkedIn costs 

The main costs are associated with R&D and maintenance of the platform. Research and 

development play crucial roles in the search of new ways to increase the service value for the 

customers. Another cost is connected to marketing, which helps increase revenue streams.[23] 

 

9.7 Good and bad practices in entrepreneurship 

 There is an intimate relationship between success and failure. While pursuing success, one is 

simultaneously avoiding failure. Achieving and sustaining business success is not possible 

without the awareness of the prevailing dangers that cause business failures. Being aware of 

these risks, helps entrepreneurs consciously avoid them. It is imperative for entrepreneurs to 

never stop learning and acquiring new knowledge, which can help them apply new 

information and tactics into their business strategies and other operations. With that in mind, 

the personal “business 

knowledge library” should 

include examples and case 

studies of best practices as 

well as of worst practices. 

Best practices help 

entrepreneurs understand 

what to do, 

while worst 

practices serve as a 

reminder of what exactly 

to avoid.[25] 

 

 

In order to reach sustainable success on the market, entrepreneurs have to consider numerous 

threatening situations that need to be avoided at all cost. Only in this way, will they be able to 

secure the profitability of their venture and turn it into a successful business firm. It is 

important to realise that the business world is full of unexpected twists and turns. It is also 

necessary to remember that success can very quickly transform into failure.[26] 

 

3.1. Good practices in entrepreneurship/reasons for success 

Business is as much an art form, as it is a science. How successful an entrepreneur is going to 

be, depends on several factors, such as the amount of practical experience, good judgement 

and foresight. In order to succeed in the business world, one must master certain business 

skills. The good news is that all crucial entrepreneurship skills can be learned or acquired.[27] 

 

There are six crucial areas of activity which help determine if a business is going to last:[27] 
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• Marketing – an entrepreneur’s ability to recognise how to sell the right product to the 

best customer at the most appropriate time. To be successful, it is necessary to conduct 

a complete and thorough market analysis before starting production or offering 

services. Entrepreneurs need to offer products and services that are well suited to the 

current requirements and the needs of the market. It is very important to thoroughly 

develop advertising, promotional and sales programmes. 

• Finance – an entrepreneur’s ability to obtain the money they need as well as correctly 

account for the money they receive. For this reason, it is crucial to develop a complete 

business plan before starting with any business operations. It is essential to establish 

tight financial controls, accurate bookkeeping and accounting methods, good 

budgeting practices, and back all this up with an attitude of frugality. 

• Production – an entrepreneur’s ability to provide products and services of decent 

quality and with consistency over time. Concern for customers needs to be a top 

priority. 

• Research and development – an entrepreneur’s ability to constantly improve existing 

and create new products, services and processes. For business success, generating 

strong momentum and placing continued emphasis on innovation is very important. 

• Regulation – an entrepreneur’s ability to handle the demands of government 

legislation at all levels. Characteristics, such as determination, patience and 

persistence are more than welcome when dealing with legal issues.   

• Labour – an entrepreneur’s ability to find the right people for the job, set up personnel 

policies and organise trainings. To be successful, it is crucial to ensure a high degree 

of competence, integrity and capability of the essential staff members. Having good 

internal efficiency, clear job descriptions and responsibilities supported by efficient 

time management are all very important factors. Having an open-door policy for 

managers and developing effective communication among the staff is also very useful. 

 

Reaching business success is not an impossible dream. Quite the opposite actually, it is a very 

attainable goal. One must simply avoid the risks and dangers for business failure. 

Entrepreneurship demands constant effort to improve the areas of business that are lagging 

behind.[27] For a business to grow and thrive, one needs to constantly set new, higher goals to 

keep moving forward. It is also very important to keep an eye on developing communication 

strategies. Entrepreneurs need to be agile enough to adapt quickly if necessary.[28] 

 

3.2. Bad practices in entrepreneurship/reasons for failure 

Entrepreneurship is a risky business. Entrepreneurs need to be on top of their game at all 

times. Otherwise, the chances for failure become much higher.[29] Failure is an essential part 

of business as well as life. The majority of business ideas are not successful at all. There is 

nothing inherently wrong with failure. It is much more important to understand the reasons 

behind it. Learning from past mistakes will make us better entrepreneurs and better people in 

general.[28] 
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Hundreds of business companies were studied, in order to determine the most common 

reasons for why businesses fail. Some of the findings are listed here:[30] 

• Poor management – a frequent reason for business failure is a lack of relevant 

business and management expertise. This is especially evident in areas such as 

production, finance, purchasing, hiring and managing employees. Entrepreneurs need 

to be honest with themselves and seek assistance with the tasks that are outside of their 

range. Otherwise, they risk business failure. The lack of appropriate business 

knowledge can be tackled by entrepreneurs practicing and learning about the skills 

they lack, they can outsource the work to competent professionals, or hire skilled 

employees. 

• Insufficient capital – new entrepreneurs often have difficulties with understanding the 

significance of cash flow. They frequently underestimate the amount of money needed 

to get their new business started. This results in closing the business even before it had 

a fair shot at succeeding. Another big issue present their unrealistic expectations 

regarding sales revenues. It is crucial to determine, at the very beginning of the 

business, how much capital will be needed. The calculations must take into account 

the costs of launching a business as well as the costs of staying in business.  

• Lack of planning – many businesses fail because of elemental flaws in their business 

planning. Business plans need to be as realistic as possible, and based on accurate 

information. All future projections must be supported by evidence and reasoning. 

• Overexpansion – many business failures may be attributed to entrepreneurs confusing 

success with how fast their business can be expanded. Too many failures have been 

caused by rapid business expansion. On the other hand, business growth must also not 

be repressed. It should be slow and steady. Once a business has established a stable 

customer base and has no issues with cash flow, the entrepreneur should set a 

measured pace for expansion.  

• The wrong location – good business location is a critical factor for determining 

success of many local businesses. A bad location can strike a fatal blow to an 

otherwise well-managed company. When choosing the location, entrepreneurs need to 

consider factors such as location of competitors, accessibility and parking, traffic, 

warehousing needs, and local government sponsored incentive programmes for 

business start-ups in specific targeted areas. 

• No website or social media presence – in today’s world, having a business website 

and a strong social media presence is a prerequisite for a successful business. Without 

a website you risk alienating many customer segments. The number of Internet users 

and e-commerce sales are constantly on the rise. This trend does not seem to be 

changing anytime soon. It is recommended to have a social media presence on all the 

platforms that the targeted customer segments are most likely to use. Otherwise, a 

company risks losing business to competitors who at least have profiles on major 

social media sites. 

 

The secret weapon for having a successful business is ultimately the entrepreneur himself. For 

many of the world’s most successful business owners, failure was simply not an option. Full 
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of great ideas, determination and positive attitude they decided to view any situation (good or 

bad) as an opportunity to learn something new and grow as a person. Entrepreneurs should 

always be open to seizing new opportunities wherever they may arise.[30] 
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Module 10.Attracting funding 

Abstract  

In this modules you will have an insight about the different alternatives that you have for 

searching and obtaining financial resources. In the first place, we are going to see some of the 

tradiconal funds by Banks. Then we are going to talk about the new paths to obtain alternative 

financial support. At the end, we will explore this information in a case method that will allow 

us to develop our own campaing for funds.  

10.1 Importance of Capital in Entrepreneurship  

According to J. Schumpeter, entrepreneurs are not at first motivated by revenews, but it is a 

measure to the level of achievement or success. In this sense, 

it is essential to develop: a plan, sales techniques, negotiation 

techniques, fundraising, administration and human capital.   

Money is the soul of a business and are the nerve center in the 

financial area. In the financial area there are processes of 

creating, moving and using money, allowing the flow of the 

cash in the business.  

In this module we are going to talk about the financing 

function which is based on: Search sources of financing for the company (credits, shares, 

etc.). The three main sources of financing for a company are income from commercial 

operations, contributions from investors and loans from individuals, financial institutions and 

other types. In this way, it is important to evaluate these sources of financing.  

Evaluate them in short-term, such as payroll, or long-term, such as product purchases. Select 

the most convenient financing for our business is a way to get the success and growth of our 

company. These form the backbone of a company. Conversely, inefficient management of 

finances and the grown source of financing could lead to a shortage of liquidity in the 

company.  

Every entrepreneur needs funds for business growth, to increase their competitiveness in the 

market and to maintain their operating business and their customer base. In the following 

pages we are going to talk about the different sources for financial support. 

10.2 Types of Source of financial support 

Financial institutions  

Micro-finance institutions as providers of financial services  

For people unable to access to conventional loan services there are institutions such as the 

Microfinance institutions that provide to these people the funds that they might need. They are 
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a financial services that offer small loans, or micro-loans. Microfinance institutions help to 

overcome the gap of developing SMEs in communities with very little resources by micro-

loans. 

The most well known groups of these type of institutions are represented by traditional banks. 

However, these institutions rarely provide financial services to vulnerable communities. There 

are many logical reasons for that. In fact, the main one is the lack of financial records and the 

second one the asymetic infromation that entrepreneurs received in order to obtain loans.  

New entrepreneurs, as always, have little or no income. They do not have stable employment 

and can not provide the collateral required by banks. Some of them may not have a credit 

history, and the banks have no information on their actions. In addition, loans are generally 

much smaller compared to transaction costs. 

Semi-formal institutions are usually registered entities, subject to all relevant general laws. 

Within this category, it is possible to include different types of institutions with different 

structural and organizational complexity (financial NGOs, financial cooperatives, credit 

unions, postal saving banks). The most popular are financial NGOs that operate principally by 

offering microcredit as part of development projects, often combined with the offer of 

technical assistance and other social interventions for beneficiaries.  

Informal institutions is mostly grups within your 

networks as self-help groups, credit associations, 

families, individual money lenders. They are 

informal because not neccesarely hav the legal 

status of institutions. They provide microfinance 

services on a voluntary basis. However, attention 

most be put since they work under the law when 

they do not have a legal status of lenders.  

 

10.3 Venture Capital Investment Trust 

Venture capital funds are investment groups that search for start ups and small companies that 

are in need of financial support in project that have a strong growth potential. This type of 

projects are mainly high risk but with considerable opportunities for high returns.   

They are less complicated in the perspective of entrepreneurs and other small companies 

when raising funds. Nevertheless, attention must be made to the procedures that entrepreneurs 

need to do before and during the agreement. So they will demand a proper business plan and 

they will evaluate the project in terms of expertise and innovation.  

Venture capitals can provide funds to different type of projects but the comon aspect is that all 

the projects have high growth potential, are risky and have a long-term investment horizon. 

One particularoty is that, unlike microcredits, this type of investors not only give money but 
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also advice on the project. In this line, they will be part of the project management in order to 

evaluate the steps and development of the phases. The search for this type of entity is very 

useful for young startups. 

 
 

According to the European Investment Fund (2019), These venture capital investments not 

only address young start-ups, they also address seed capital, early-stage capital gold 

expansion-stage financing depending on the maturity of the business. Regardless your case if 

you are granted with their funds the operation is almost in the same way.  

As this is a consortium of individual investors, the first venture capital must raise funds, 

which means it will look for potential investors. Then some of them will put money into this 

fund and the amounts of the individual investments will be finalized. Second, venture capital 

funds seek business models that can generate positive returns for their investors. 

These funds can be used to help you in your business. You must work on your business plan 

to make it attractive in comparison to others. The fund managers make investment decisions 

based on the prospectus and expectations of the fund's investors. 

After making an investment, the fund charges an administration fee. Generally, they are 

around 2%, and some funds may not charge a fee. It is important to mention that fees for large 

funds can only be charged for a certain number of years. On the other hand, the expected 

return varies by industry and risk profile, venture capital funds generally for a gross interest 

rate of 30% (EIF, 2019).  

10.4 Crowdfunding 

Crowdfunding is a way to acquire funds by Internet platforms. These platforms help to match 

investors and borrowers on projects based on their interest. It is mainly used to finance 

specific projects / ideas (as opposed to companies) and its apparent simplicity attracts 

attention. Crowfunding is flexible because the contribution of investors is not necessarily 

return by cash so it is easier. However, Entrepreneurs need to apply to the emotional 

commitment that the idea is creating in the potential investors (Assadi, 2018).  
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In fact, it is the emotional commitment that allow to entreprenerus to have access to funds. 

This can be understood as Crowdfunding was originally created to fund philanthropic 

activities. For entrepreneurs, it is essential to have a strong business plan and that it is link to 

social contributions for a local community or for a specific need of a segment of vulnerable 

groups. Nevertheless, some campaings have funded projects with not direct social 

contribution.  

The main innovation of crowdfunding versus other 

forms of financing is that the entrepreneur does not 

need an intermediary (eg, a banking institution) to 

seek financing and can directly generate the savings 

of a wide audience. The type of investor contribution 

may vary depending on the internet platforms, 

projects and therefore benefits. In fact, new platforms 

are being created in all countries, in a context of weak 

regulation, new features and new business models 

appear continuously (Assadi, 2018). 

In terms of investors or lenders, there are two ways to contribute: by making a small donation, 

without financial compensation or with a compensation of a product or service such as a free 

ticket for a show, a pre-order of a product. The second one is by a financial contribution in 

which they expect a financial return. It includes crowdfunding based on loans.  

In the second option the entrepreneur is obliged to pay back the money to the lenders, usually 

with a fixed interest rate. Unlike the traditional bank, there is no money creation, only the 

amounts provided by the investors are lent. Some other compensations can be done such as a 

share in the ownership of the project or participation in future profits.  

Crowdfunding contrary to Venture Capital Investmen Trust are not requiring to submit 

reporting standards which is more flexible. Nevertheless, the amount of money this funds can 

provide is less than what you can get in a Venture investment fund. It is important to note that 

the legal fees and other costs such as accounting have to be analys before chosing this option 

as this might harm the profitability of a small project.  

It can be said that Crowdfunding has several advantags compare to trantional sources of fund. 

The first is that its flexibility in terms of requirements for a grant are lower and this assures 

that a large segment of people in risk of isolation can profit. The second is the short time in 

which someone can have access to the money. It is believe to be between 30 days after the 

campaing has been done.  

Nevertheless, there are some risks in this funds. For example, fraud if we do not know very 

well the platform in which we are applying to or fraud in terms of people who do not develop 

the project after the sum has been granted. If the project fails, entrepreneurs have a legal 

obligation to compensate donors as well as illegal crowdfunding platforms. 
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Crowfunding works as follow. First, entrepreneurs must develop a business plan to provide to 

crowfungin platforms. Second, Crowfunding platforms will analys the projects’ ideas and 

they will choose some of them. After your project has been chose they will ask to complement 

or change some aspects of it. Once the changes has been done, they will upload a pre-

screening of the viability of the idea. Then the entrepreneurs should plan a budget proposal 

and show it to the social networks to attact lenders/investors. The platform will publicise the 

project as well and they will have a track of the amount of money that has been reached. 

 

 

10.5 Business Angels  

A Business Angel is a person (not a company) who brings their money, experience and 

contacts to new companies created by entrepreneurs in order to obtain a shareholding and a 

future profit. By definition, business angels are not mere speculators who seek the return of 

capital, but want to really get involved in a project to which they can contribute something. In 

the same way, the investment they make is temporary, so in a period of between three and 

seven years they withdraw their investment, giving steps to new investors. 

There are no defined profiles for this type of investors, but we can catalogue them in several 

groups: 

• Entrepreneurs or managers of experienced companies that want to give their 

knowledge to young entrepreneurs. 

• Savers (or people who have obtained considerable amounts of money in other 

businesses) and who want to invest their money. 

• Entrepreneurs with success. 

• According to the BBVA Bank, these are some of the characteristics of business 

angels: 

• Participate in companies in the development or expansion phase. 

• They get involved in the business trying to provide the maximum possible value. 

• Invest in sectors they know. 

• Their participation usually ranges between 25,000 and 250,000 euros, although 

there is no common denominator stipulated in this regard. 

• They usually maintain anonymity before third parties. 

With the contribution of a business angels, the new company that is starting up gets: liquidity 

and financing, strength, contacts, confidence for the rest of the market, credibility and 
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publicity (because these business angels are known in the sector). The entrepreneurs who are 

starting with their startup have the challenge of finding the right business angel that can best 

help them in their project. For this, there are several Business Angels networks that facilitate 

your search such as EBAN (European Business Angels Network).   

10.6 Incentives for entreprenerus  

Small business grants/Government grants and subsidies 

In the public sphere there are several grants to which you can apply. The majority of 

governments inclusing local, display the opportunities in their websites as well as through 

calls in newspapers. Even though there is a list of public grants from local to EU level getting 

one might be tough since competition is high. Also, the amounts vary by programme and they 

may ask for a cofinancial agreement in which you need to support the project between 40 or 

20% of the total cost.  

In order to apply to this grants you need to provide:  

• A Business plan adapted to their own forms.  

• You will be required to explain the benefits of the project.  

• A detail work plan.  

• A detail profile of the staff involve in the project.  

• Some other documents that might prove your capacity to response to the cofinancial 

agreement.  

It is commonly know that entrepreneurs fail due to:  

• The assessment analysis of the project is not well done. 

• The project is not link to the funds priorities.  

• The criteria for selection is not met (e.g. location, time, sector). 

• Applicants fail to communicate the relevance of their ideas.  

• The budget is not well describe leading to wrong calculations.  

• The amount of work do not correspond to the amount of money requested.  

• The inability to respond to all the questions of the forms in English. 

 

It is important to highlight that there are several public resources that might be usefull for you. 

Below we present some of the most common resources that you might find in your 

community.  

Educational Resources 

Most of the municipalities develop training courses for new business in order to develop their 

skills in administration or other areas. This transfer of knowledge can take the form of 

seminars, training programmes, conferences and services offer as consults. Also, there are 
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organizations as Chamber of Commerce which can provide crucial guidance to start operation 

abroad.  

All you need to do is to search in the municipality or in the EU level to search for training or 

seminar in a range of topics such as entrepreneruship, marketing, financial aspects etc. The 

knowledge is for free and the time vary by the characteristics of the topic.  

Physical resources 

When you are an entrepreneurs you might have limited resources. However, there might be 

some opportunities for you in incubators or technology areas in which there is a free space for 

new projects in order to start their business ideas. Thsi tendency by government to provide 

free space for new businesses is increasing and you might be benefitiated by it.  

This not only means that you will have a space to create your products or services. It is also 

an opportunity to creat a network with other organizations that might be in your same 

situation. This installations usually come with share spaces for conferences, meetings and 

access to internet.  

Human Resources 

There are some programmes across EU in which you can apply as a new start up and you will 

receive people that will work in your start up as in a stage agreement for example Mobility 

programmes from EU programme for youth employment and through other young 

entrepreneur that is interested to set up his/her own business through Young entrepreneurs 

exchange programme. Also universities ask students to go abroad for a period of 3 up to 6 

months to work and you can be the host organization just remember to complete and ask 

about internship agreements with Universities abroad and the legal responsibilities in your 

country.  

 

10.7 European Union Funds   

Finally we are going to address the opportunities that exist within the EU level. As you might 

know one of the objectives of the EU is to strengthen the cooperation of the member states 

and its partners. Many types of funding are available the following are some of the EU 

programmes that support SMEs: 

• European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI) and Programme for the 

Competitiveness of Enterprises and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (COSME) 

This programme offers more than EUR 5.5bn. Each of them have specific areas for example 

in COSME you can get funds to develop in a seriour way the assessment of your idea while 

EFSI is to develop business ideas that have been evaluated but are really expensive to 

achieve.  

https://www.eib.org/en/efsi/index.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/cosme_en
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• EU Finance for Innovators (InnovFin) 

It is set under the Horizon 2020 programme for research of innovation. It helps organizations 

with capacity building activities and other types of areas.  

• EU Programme for Employment and Social Innovation (EaSI) 

This project was develop in order to help people in risk of exclution. The target beneficiaries 

are vulnerable groups, micro-enterprises and social enterprises.  

• Cultural and Creative Sector Guarantee Facility (CCSGF) 

This fund is focus on helping creative organizations in the cultural filed. It is an intermediary 

in order to create the ideas based on loans from private entities.  

 

10.8 Stage light your future campaign (case study).   

Now since we have learn about different sources to get funds we are going to study this next 

case in order to help you to understand the concepts that we have previously explained.  

Ana’s Designer Artefacts 

Setting the scene 

Ana is a recently graduated of Interior designs institute in Spain where she was born. During 

her final project she has finished building some prototype of her different decoration and 

functional furniture for homes and offices. Their professors and family were so proud of her 

achievement that encourages her to go into an entrepreneurial carrier.  At the beginning she 

was afraid because she thought that she needed more practical experience after jumping to the 

entrepreneurial activities. Particularly, since she did not have any idea about management and 

how to set up a company.   

Thanks to one professor she found out about the Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs 

programme that help young entrepreneurs to get experience while collaborating with someone 

who has already build a company in the same filed or similar. So she applied to the 

programme and she was accepted. The project is not about age or experience but it is about 

having the motivation and a clear vision of the project. The exchange lasted five months in 

Denmark and now she was confident thanks to the host entrepreneurs. She not only has the 

knowledge to run her business in a 360 perspective but also has a network. However she was 

back in Spain frustrated because she did not have the money to start up her company.  

In her previous experience in Denmark, she work with her mentor in her business project. At 

that moment she had already the suppliers with who she was going to work. Also, she has the 

actual cost of the first line of furniture that she wants to develop. Whit this information Ana 

knew that she needed €81k to cover her cost during the first six months. Given that she 

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/access-risk-finance
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1081
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/creative-europe/cross-sector/guarantee-facility_en
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wanted to seel each furniture from €200 to €800, she need to sell at least 205 pieces in order 

to cover her cost for that period. Unifrotunately she did not have any credit record and she 

already have a loan from her studies so she was not able to ask for a loan to the banks. Then 

she decided to get her fund thought a new creative way by crowfunding.  

Assessment period: days 1-15 

Ana started by reading about this type of funds in order to understand the advantages but 

more importantly the risk. When she knew that one of the important thing was to work with a 

platform that has a good reputation, she started to contact people in the business in order to 

have small talks with them. Moreover, she check some of the projects that were similar to her 

to see the characteristics of them and in which platform where more successful. As she 

understood that everything was about your network and potential visibility, she started to 

contact people who might be interested to contribute in her project. At the end of the 10 days 

she knew in which platform she was going to create her campaing.  

Getting the idea in actions: day 15-50 

Ana contact it the crowfunding platform to see if there was another information that they 

might require besides the business plan. After talking to them she new it was important to 

have a pitch in order to transmit the relevance of her business. Since everything in her 

business was about desing, she create a shor film explaning her source of inspiration as well 

as the process of one furniture. Moreover, she create a website to display some of her work as 

well as contest that she had won.  As she found out that crowd funding was a platform that 

was funded to help philanthropic projects, she though it may be a good idea to increase part of 

the value of the objects and to share as well part of her revenues for a social contribution. 

Since the majority of the material that she use are materials that ends in the ocean, she 

decided to contact an organization that is working on cleaning the ocean to inform them that 

she want it to create a collaboration agreement.  

This idea pushed back a little the day that she was going to launch the project but as soon as 

her network found out about this social engagement they became more interested and active 

even her different social networks starting to increase very rapidly so she knew it was a good 

idea but now she really needed to step up so she wouldn’t lose the attention from the different 

stakeholders. Finally, Ana also organized a videoconference with one of the staff of the 

platform so as to get more insight about the possible success of her campaing. More 

importantly she wanted to make sure that there was not goingt o be any legal problem since 

the project was going to be launched in EEUU but the company was from Spain.  

Fundraising period: day 50-63 

As soon as the campaign was launched, Ana spent time in her campaign every day, talking to 

her audience to promote it and make a bigger impact. The important aspect is that She started 

to get in contact with people that wanted to help in the campaing by investing or supporting 

here with materials so it was taking another level since she was starting to have other 

companies interested to do business with her.  
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Post-campaign: day 63-75 

Anna Campaign has done a good job and she could rich her goals, with 360 furniture pieces. 

It was a great success. She continue to sell after the official campaign finished. The only thing 

that Ana has done is to start the production process and many of those concerned. He met 

with the NGO, where one part of the funds went out and published t he video at the end of the 

campaign explaining that she was continuing with the cooperation. Ana did not stop 

interacting with her audience. She has made regular updates on the progress made and the 

benefits of her experience.  

One year later at the age of 28, she was receiving an achievement mention for her Social 

Responsibility in the CSR Award of Europe.  

After reading the article, what do you think were the key factors that allow her to have a 

successful campaign? 
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Module 11. Key Aspects for trainers  

Abstract  

This module was created for trainers in order to assure the effective transfer of knowledge to 

trainees. In this module you will find all the relevant information regarding the training and its 

materials. You will have as well some tips to improve your presentation and the experience 

for the trainees. 

 

11.1 General knowledge about the Entrepreneurship Environment  

Due to the global crises and the trends of unemployment not decreasing in the expected way 

for the entrepreneur, the next logical question is crucial, which skills will be changing the 

game the most?  

So in order to detect the key information that people need to become successful entrepreneurs, 

this project carried out a survey. In this line, 300 people participated in the survey conducted 

in four countries (Turkey, Greece, Belgium and Slovenia). Of the participants, 146 (48.7%) 

were female and 154 (51.3%) were male.  

Graph 8. Principals obstacles for entrepreneurs. 

 

This training programme is based on the needs detected by this 300 people. For example, the 

survey shows that the 4 principal obstacles to become entrepreneur are as follows: 

Undercapitalization, Bureaucratic obstacle, Education system and Inadequacy of know-how. 

As a result, the survey highlighted that the skills needed to successfully become an 

entrepreneur are as follows; Leadership, Critical thinking, Communication and negotiation, 

Creativity and Flexibility. 

In this Interactive Training Curricula, you will see the different subjects from the survey in a 

transversal way. If you want to consult more about the Entrepreneurship Environment in each 

country participating in the survey please go to the website in additional information.   
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Graph 9.  Principals skills need of entrepreneurs. 

 

 

11.2 General information for trainers regarding the programme 

The general purpose of this project is to improve the managerial, financial and business 

competence of young entrepreneurs by the open access training modules. This training 

curriculum will help them to insert themselves in a business life effectively supported by the 

business centre and trainers. 

This training programme has been done based on the conducted study previously discussed 

that determined the current situation and needs of young entrepreneurs. In this sense, this is a 

comprehensive training program that includes the appropriate modules in order to respond to 

the demand of skills and knowledge of young entrepreneurs.  

Therefore, This Curricula contains modules of foreign trade, e-commerce applications and 

social media marketing. It was decided to prepare 10 different modules for entrepreneurship 

trainings as follows: 

1- Entrepreneurial skills.  

2- Business Idea and Innovation. 

3- Business planning: administrative issues.  

4- Marketing and Branding Techniques. 

5- Promotion and Dissemination planning. 

6- Financial Planning. 

7- Risk Management. 

8- Export & Relationship Management. 

9- Business Plan. 

10- Attracting Funding.  

 

11.3 The material for the training programme 

The Curricula is supported with three different materials that will help you to guide 

successfully the young entrepreneurs during all the transfer of knowledge. These three 

materials were designed to help you and simplified the transfer of knowledge.  
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You will have the Handbook for your entrepreneurs’ trainees but also you will have some 

guidelines to make the learning more interactive and to ensure the correct use of the content. 

You can also use some of the external sources provided in the platform of the project that 

concerns particularities of each country that participate in the project.   

Theoretical material (Guidelines for training material sessions).   

It has practical insight about each module methodology. It summarizes each module in terms 

of objectives, approach of the different activities and external links or information that may be 

helpful so as to prepare the session before presenting the knowledge with the entrepreneurs. 

Here you will have instructions of how to implement the activities. 

 

Practical usage material (Training Manual for trainers). 

It has the extended version of the modules’ learning material including the instruction for the 

practical activities. It has the structure of the modules as follow: Cover, Index, objectives, 

Content with the theoretical part and practical activities with instructions). This guide each of 

the young entrepreneurs should have it as it will help them to review the information in order 

to contribute with ideas or to clarify doubts. 

      Learning material (Presentations - PPT). 

Finally you will have the learning material in the interactive platform there you can find a 

visual appealing form of the different modules in order to present the information that is in the 

Practical usage material. It has the crucial information based on the Practical usage material 

version of the modules. In the interactive platform of the project you will find the English 

version as well some resources adjusted to the language of the countries that are participating 

in this project.  

External resources in the website 

Be aware that in the interactive website of the project you will find more information about 

the project as well particular information regarding the entrepreneurial activities in each of the 

countries here participating. In case you might look for more information you should start 

there since probably the things that you will look for are there according to the content of the 

modules.  

 

11.4 Useful recommendations 

Top Tips for Effective Presentations 

The following tips are in line with "SkillsYouNeed". This tips will help you to update your 

presentations at a higher level. Please check these steps and all three materials developed in 

this training to support a success of knowledge. 
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First: It is important to be passionate about the knowledge and to connect with the 

entreprenerus, so nervous must be abolished. The best way to connect is to break your passion 

for the topic. 

It is important to say why the lessons is important at the beginning.. You can help you read 

the guidelines in the theoretical material. Give it to the public why it is important for you and 

not to be thrilled and you will see that the audience answers. 

Other aspects you need to have patience in order to transfer the knowledge that they need. We 

have treated this part, because the curriculum responds to their demands, but it is good if you 

also have the background. Think about it, it's all that Audience needs and wants to know, not 

what you can say. 

When you present the presentation, you must also focus on your reaction of the audience and 

respond. You have to make it easy to understand and answer your audience. We encourage 

you to ask them and see their reactions based on the need for direction, which can help most. 

However, do it in a simple way. If you plan your presentation, it is useful to always be with 

the question: What is the key word (or three key points) to take my audience? You should 

learn this short message very briefly. If you have read the Guideline Tools, you can use the 

"Lift Summary". Keep these concepts in a note and make sure that you include all these 

concepts or ideas during the presentation. 

An important aspect is be positive and look at your audience. There is nothing more boring 

that being in a room where the presenter do not interact with you.  

Do not try to read everything. Something you must do is to improve your experience by 

starting mstrongly and to ensure that we create a history story to open the module. This will 

be decisive and that we will lend you to your statement, because you may have a history story 

that it is currently realted to their realities. 

We have already made the content, but you have to pay attention to creating your own facts, 

where you can find an example. People are programmed to respond to stories. When using 

stories in your presentation, your audience may be more inclined to engage and remember 

your points.  

It is important to use your voice effectively. Do not remain in the same level of voice with all 

the presentations. 

Tips for Creating a Participatory Environment 

Being present not only means being in the classroom physically, but also mentally. That is to 

say, it is necessary that the teacher every day be attentive to the interactions and interventions 

of each student. There are many ways to show that the teacher is present. 

Alice Cassidy, PhD, principal of In View Education and Professional Development has 

pointed several tips to create a more dynamic classroom here we are going to talk about 5 of 

them: 
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Get to know your students. Awakening in the student the feeling of commitment to learning 

will be the teacher's task. The teachers will be in charge of captivating the attention and 

awakening the curiosity of learning in the students. It is important to get to know your 

entrepreneurs so you can share with them information that it is relevant to them.  

Invite students to start some of the classes. If you ask an entrepreneur to comment about the 

new lesson based on his experience this will help to involvement in all the process of the 

learning activity and they will create an open dialogue to learn.  

Find out “What’s new?” The connection of what is learned with its practical side is very 

important to capture the attention of the student. Many times, the problem of lack of 

commitment to the class has to do with the fact that the student does not see the practical 

application or the importance of what has been taught for his career or development.  

Create monitoring activities. It will always be good to design new tasks for students to 

participate in class. For example, propose a hypothesis and ask them to predict the results or 

introduce them to literary criticism and give their opinion. There is a great diversity of 

pedagogical strategies. From the use by the teacher, for example, from metaphors, stories, 

exercises to predictions, activities that require differences between them. 
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